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Ultrasound contrast agents have the ability to provide locally increased echog nicity, improving
the sensitivity and specificity of images. Due to the unique interaction of microbubbles with the
imaging ultrasound field, contrast ultrasonography offers both improveddiagnostic techniques,
and the potential therapeutic uses of gene and drug delivery through theuse of targeted agents.
By enhancing the contrast at the tissue-blood interface, an improved imageof th structure of
organs can be achieved, which is useful in many areas of medical ultrasond imaging. Mon-
itoring the flow of contrast agent in the blood stream also offers informationon the degree of
blood perfusion into an organ or microvasculature.
Present knowledge of the interaction of microbubbles with ultrasound is farfrom complete.
The full potential of contrast agents in improving diagnostic and therapeutictechniques has
therefore not yet been achieved. The nonlinear and dynamic properties of microbubble re-
sponse offer potentially large improvements in contrast to tissue ratio, througintelligent pulse
sequence design and/or improved signal processing. Due to various drawbacks of populations
studies, only by studying the response from single microbubbles can the interaction be fully
understood. The variations of microbubble size and shell parameters withina typical sample of
contrast agent dictate that a large number of single scatterer data are necessary to obtain infor-
mation on the variability of microbubble response, which is not possible with current optical
systems.
This thesis aims to be a contribution to the understanding of contrast behaviour in response
to medical imaging ultrasound pulses. A fully characterized microacoustic system, employing
a wide-band piezoelectric transducer from a commercial ultrasound imagingsystem, is intro-
duced, which enables the measurement of single scattering events. Single microbubble signals
from two commercially available contrast agents, DefinityR© and biSphere
TM
, have been mea-
sured experimentally in response to a range of clinically relevant imaging parameters. The data
has been analyzed, together with the results from appropriate theoreticalmodels, in order to
gain physical insight into the evolution and dynamics of microbubble signals.
A theoretical model for the lipid shelled agent Definity has been developed,and the predicted
response from a real sample of single microbubbles investigated. Variouscharacteristics of
resonant scatter have been identified, and used to distinguish resonantcatter in experimental
acoustic single bubble data for the first time. A clear distinction between the populations of
resonant and off-resonant scatter has been observed for a range of incident frequencies and
acoustic pressures. Results from consecutive imaging pulses have been used to gain under-
standing of how initial size, shell material and encapsulated gas may effectthe lifetime of a
microbubble signal. The response to a basic pulse sequence is also investigated, and an alter-
native processing method which takes advantage of observed behaviour is presented.
Improved understanding of the contrast-ultrasound interaction will provide the basis for im-
proved signal processing tools for contrast enhanced imaging, with potential benefits to both
diagnostic techniques and microbubble manufacture.
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nals detected above noise, with respect to the number detected by the initial
imaging pulse (1.6MHz six cycle pulses used). The percentage of bubble sig-
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6.5 Definity bubble responses to the first imaging pulse classified as those which
give subsequent signals above noise, and those which do not. A dependence
on the fundamental energy of the initial response can be seen, as well asthe
acoustic pressure of the incident pulse. Linear discriminant analysis hasbeen
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sponse to 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulses, and the respective Fourier trans-
forms (normalized to peak component of scatter in the first response). The
relative decrease in the fundamental and 2nd harmonic components is evident
in the normalized FFT signals, showing a relative increase in harmonic com-
ponents; the fundamental to harmonic energy ratio decreases from 0.66 to0.52
over the four responses shown here. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .181
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6.8 The decreasing fundamental and 2nd harmonic components of the bubbl shown
previously in Figure 6.7. Both the fundamental and harmonic components de-
crease with each insonation (a), but the ratio of the two shows a much greater
decrease in the fundamental components. Fundamental to harmonic ratio de-
creases from 0.66 to 0.36 over the seven insonations (b). . . . . . . . . . .. . 182
6.9 Mean energy of scatter for the off-resonant (107 bubbles) and resonant (44 bub-
bles) populations of surviving bubble signals, in response to seven conse utive
imaging pulses of 1.6MHz 550kPa. The numbers annotating the plot indicate
the insonation number, and show the decrease in mean energy of scatter within-
creasing number of insonations. Resonant bubbles appear to be more resilient
to the incident pulse, showing less relative reduction in energy of signal. (b)
shows the mean values of bubble signals normalized to their respective first
pulse response, showing the difference in resilience between the two populati ns.183
6.10 Mean fundamental energy of scatter for the off-resonant and resonant popu-
lations of surviving bubble signals, in response to the second imaging pulse,
normalized to the first pulse response (all values are less than one, indicati g
reduction of signal). Resonant bubbles appear to be more resilient to the in-
cident pulse, showing less relative reduction in energy of signal. 550kPa six
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6.11 Mean levels of diffusion in off resonance scatter, as characterized by reduction
in fundamental energy, and reduction in fundamental to second harmonic ratio,
from the first to the second response. Both of these factors, which characterize
acoustically driven diffusion, can be seen to increase with acoustic pressure.
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6.12 Example of a bubble signal changing from resonant scatter in response t the
first insonation, to a typical off resonant scatter in response to subseqent in-
sonations. The first response shows all the properties identified to indicate a
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to off-resonant scatter, displaying decreased overall scatter, and arelatively in-
creased harmonic component. The incident pulses are 1.6MHz, 550kPa six
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6.13 The ‘migrating bubble’ shows a much greater reduction in fundamental than
harmonic, on the first insonation only. The bubble then appears to behaveas an
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Contrast enhancement is used in a broad range of medical imaging techniques, including com-
puted tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to improve thesensitivity and
specificity of images. Due to the unique interaction of ultrasound contrast withthe imaging
ultrasound field, contrast ultrasonography offers both improved diagnostic techniques, and the
potential therapeutic uses of gene and drug delivery through the use oftargeted agents2.
The diagnostic advantages of contrast enhanced ultrasound imaging lie in thability of the
agent to provide locally increased echogenicity. By enhancing the contrast at the tissue-blood
interface, an improved image of the structure of organs can be achieved,which is especially
useful in echocardiography. Monitoring the flow of contrast agent in the blood stream also
offers information on the degree of blood perfusion into an organ or microvasculature.
1.2 Historical development
Contrast enhancement of ultrasound images was originally observed, inadvertently, by cardiol-
ogist Dr Charles Joiner in the mid-1960s. During a routine injection of saline intothe aortic
root, he performed an echo cardiography scan and noticed bright echoes in the M-mode image.
This effect was published by Gramiak and Shah in 1968, who observed that agitated green dye
produced similar signals3, allowing the chambers of the heart to be imaged. Enhancement was
seen with different solutions, and the echogenicity of small air bubbles in thesolutions were
recognized to be the cause. However, the free air bubbles created by such agitation are not
stable, and will quickly dissolve back into the solution (a2µm air bubble requires only 8ms
to fully dissolve4). When used in vivo they are not able to pass through the lungs. Although
this makes them useful in the diagnosis of heart defects such as cardiac shunts5 (Figure 1.1,
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page 23), they have limited value as intravenous agents. More than two decades p ssed be-
fore agents were developed that had the ability to remain intact after injection long enough to
survive pulmonary circulation. To ensure that bubbles survive to reach the left ventricle of the
heart, and thus provide useful image enhancement, methods were developed that protected the
bubble so that they would not dissolve in the blood or be eliminated by their passage through
the lungs. By introducing a shell to stabilize the bubbles the diffusion of gas into the solution
can be reduced, and the local pressure a bubble can sustain before dissolving can be increased.
Substituting air (as the encapsulated gas) with a less soluble high density gas also increases
the bubble’s survival within the blood stream to several minutes, and potentially several passes
through the circulation system2,4.
The first commercially available agent that survived pulmonary passage toprovide useful echo
enhancement of the heart was Albunex (Molecular Biosystems, San Diego, US), which consists
of air bubbles, with an average size of4µm, surrounded by an albumin shell6. Acoustic in
vitro experiments with the agent showed that the bubbles were not behavingas simple Rayleigh
scatterers but as harmonic oscillators, resonating at the frequencies used to image them7. These
first acoustic experiments highlighted the potential for improved imaging techniques, and the
need for greater understanding of the properties of encapsulated microbubbles in the presence
of ultrasound. Early in vitro work with clinical concentrations showed that the oscillations
of individual microbubbles were nonlinear, and imaging the second harmonic c mponent of
scatter offers potential improvements in contrast to tissue ratio8.
Since the development of these early agents, several kinds of gases and shell materials have
been found to be suitable for use in contrast agents. Table 1.1, (page 24) summarizes currently
available contrast agents, showing their constituent materials and averagesizes.
1.3 Clinical applications
Imaging blood flow is of diagnostic value for a wide range of diseases including cancer and
cardiovascular disease. The scattered signal from blood in the circulation arises mainly from
red blood cells (6 − 8µm in size)9, and is correspondingly very weak compared to that from
surrounding tissues. The use of microbubbles as ultrasound contrast agents offers significant
improvement in signal amplitude.








Figure 1.1: An echocardiogram showing the heart in an apical view (left side of the heart is
on the right of the image). Agitated saline injected into the blood stream can be
imaged with ultrasound, when passing through the right ventricle (RV). (a) shows
the heart before contrast injection. Post-contrast injection (b), blood in the RV
contains the agitated saline, which produces bright echoes. As the unshelled air
bubbles do not survive passage through the lungs, no contrast is observed in the left
ventricle (LV). This is diagnostically useful, as it confirms correct formation of the
atrial septum, but no left-sided cardiac morphology is available, due to the fragility
of unshelled-microbubbles. Images courtesy of Audrey White, NHS, Department of
Cardiology, Western General Hospital, Edinburgh.
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Name Shell Gas Mean size (µm)
Albunex Albumin Air 4.3
Quantison Albumin Air N/A
Optison Albumin Octafluoropropane 4.5
MP1950 Lipid Decafluorobutane 2
PESDA Albumin Decafluorobutane 4.7
Definity Lipid/Surfactant Octafluoropropane 1.1-3.3
Imagent Lipid/Surfactant Nitrogen 6(median)
SonoVue Lipid Sulfur hexafluoride 2(median)
BR14 Lipid Perfluorobutane 2.6
Levovist Lipid/Galactose Air 2-4
biSphere Polylactide/Al Nitrogen 3
Acusphere Polylactide Perfluoropropane N/A
Sonazoid Lipid/Surfactant Perfluorobutane 2.2
ST68-PFC Lipid/Surfactant Decafluorobutane 1.8
Sonavist Cyanoacrylate Air N/A
Table 1.1: Commercial contrast agents, showing their constituent shell materials and encap-
sulated gases. The two agents investigated in Chapter 3 onwards are highligted in
bold1.
and the main uses (namely heart, liver and kidney imaging) are outlined below.
1.3.1 Heart imaging
Several studies support contrast enhanced ultrasound as a ‘bedside’ heart imaging tool due to
its high resolution, mobility and ability to accurately assess the outcome of treatmentthrough
accurate measurement of heart tissue variability12–16. Contrast enhanced ultrasound imaging
is routinely used in patients which are difficult to image with conventional ultrasound. Signif-
icantly improved sensitivity in the measurement of left ventricular cavity dimensions and wall
motion assessment can be achieved11, allowing greater confidence in diagnoses based on such
measurements. Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) is usedto provide capillary flow
measurement, as the majority of the blood volume within the myodcardium is microvasular,
which can provide direct information on the heart pathology and function11. Diagnoses related
to vascular defects can be attained through analysis of relative differences i image contrast
within the myocardium, and a qualitative assessment of location and spatial extent of a such
defects can be achieved17. Observation of normal wall motion and perfusion in MCE can accu-
rately exclude myocardial ischemia, making this a very useful diagnostic tool11. More recent
studies show that MCE with addition of dobutamine injection(a drug used to induced ‘stress’
in the heart muscles) can diagnose coronary artery disease even in the absence of wall motion
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abnormalities18. MCE can also be used to assess the success of various therapeutic techniqu s,
for example patients with acute myocardial infarction who have undergone primary coronary
stenting (PCS). The final infarct size, and thus risk of coronary occlusion following therapy
can be assessed and compared with original vascular defects19. Collateral blood flow within
an ischemic area of the heart can be measured using contrast enhancedultrasound, and can be
related to the potential for tissue to recover. This can therefore potentially be used for determin-
ing the treatment procedure in such cases, and thus avoiding otherwise potentially unnecessary
surgical procedures20.
At the current time myocardial contrast echocardiodraphy has a definiteclinical role to play
in a diagnostics at hospitals worldwide (including here at Edinburgh), andalthough uptake
is currently limited in some countries by licensing issues and by cost, it can provide a cost-
effective alternative to more expensive imaging techniques such as CT and MRI.
1.3.2 Liver imaging
Knowledge of the vascularity in liver can be of great value in identifying focal liver lesions.
Conventional ultrasound imaging of liver lesions is difficult as many of the lesions have similar
levels of echogenicity to the surrounding liver tissue21. Doppler techniques are limited in the
sensitivity and specificity of detecting blood flow within small tissues and cannotdetect blood
flow in microvessels. Thus, contrast enhancement offers a far superior imaging modality in
the liver, with temporal and spatial resolutions better than those available with other clinical
imaging systems21.
As well as identification of lesions, the intensity and temporal characteristics of ontrast en-
hancement can be used to help in the characterization of malignant lesions21–24, as the tissue
type directly effects the vascular volume within the region. Contrast ultrasound is used as an
initial screening tool for liver metastases with a sensitivity between83 − 92%. It can often de-
tect metastases not seen in CT and generally offers a comparable confidence to that of MRI22,23.
Tumour viability can be measured by pre- and post-treatment contrast imagingof heptocellular
carcinoma, in order to asses vascularity25,26.
Liver imaging is at present the most clinically advanced area of CEUS. Lesion characterisation
is possible with accuracy similar to that obtainable with CT or MR27–29.
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1.3.3 Other uses
While the above applications are the main clinical uses for contrast enhanced ultrasound, a
number of diagnostic areas have the potential to be improved by the use of contrast enhance-
ment. Infarctions caused by blockage of the blood supply to tissues within thesple n are easily
detectable this way, and is especially useful in trauma medicine30. In the kidney contrast en-
hanced ultrasound has been shown to be highly sensitive in a variety of diagnostic techniques;
for example renal screening for artery stenosis31. The assessment of blood flow may prove use-
ful in patients with diabetes, who are especially vulnerable to microvascular disease32. There
is also potential for atherosclerotic plaques to be imaged with contrast enhanced ultrasound in
the coronary and carotid arteries33.
1.4 Microbubble physics
Increased contrast from in vivo microbubbles is due to the high scatteringcross section of the
contrast agent material, together with bubble resonance phenomena, providing increased scatter
in comparison to the surrounding tissue. If the radius of a single scattererR is much less than
the distancer to the source of the ultrasound (R << r), the received signal intensityIs is
directly proportional to the incident pulse intensityIi and the scattering cross section (σ) of the





1.4.1 Scattering cross section
The simplest model of sound scattering from small particles was formulated byLord Rayleigh,
in his book “The Theory of Sound”35. According to Rayleigh’s model (assuming the size of
the single scatterer is much less than the wavelengthλ of the incident pulse), the cross section






















whereR0 is the radius of the scatterer,k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber,κs is the compressibility
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of the scatterer,κ is the compressibility of the surrounding medium,ρs is the density of the
scatterer, andρ is the density of the surrounding medium. Although this is not a suitable model
for describing the behaviour of encapsulated gas bubbles, as neither absorption of sound energy
or bubble resonance are accounted for, it gives an indication why bubbles are so effective at
producing contrast.
Scattering cross sectionσ increases with frequency to the fourth power, scatterer size to the
sixth power, and compressibility squared. For a fixed frequency and scatterer size, the cross
section is therefore dependent solely on compressibility and density36. For a solid scatterer, it















where [A] represents the relationship between the wavelength and the radius of the scatterer.
Therefore for a solid scatterer, the terms of compressibility and density bothcancel, and the
second bracket becomes a proportionality term equal to 1.75. For a gas bubble, the compress-
















which for an air bubble in water (κs = 2.3×10−4, κ = 4.6×10−11, ρ = 1) the proportionality
term becomes approximately2 × 1013, far greater than that for a solid in the same liquid. A
low density gas therefore maximizes the cross section of a fixed radius scatterer in response to
a fixed driving frequency.
1.4.2 Linear resonance
Microbubbles have properties unique in their role as medical contrast agen s, in that they in-
teract with the imaging modality, and as such provide increased contrast in comparison with a
static scatterer of the equivalent size and scattering cross section. Rayleigh’s model above does
not take this into account. In response to a typical medical imaging pulse, the small amplitude
radial oscillations of a free bubble in a liquid can be modelled using linear theory of simple har-
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monic oscillators. As the bubble is disturbed from its equilibrium radius, the enclosed volume
of gas acts as a spring, with the compression or expansion of the gas giving rise to a force act-
ing against the change in volume8. Inertia arises from the mass of liquid surrounding the gas37
being displaced by the oscillation of the bubble. The oscillations are damped byvarious effects,
including viscosity, radiation and heat exchange. Resonance frequency of a bubble radiusR0,











whereγ is the adiabatic ideal gas constant, andP0 is the hydrostatic pressure in the surrounding
liquid, ρ0 is the density of the liquid,σ is the surface tension at the gas liquid interface, as
originally described by Minnaert38 (although damping effects will add additional terms39).
Minneart’s results were published with respect to the sound emitted from air bubbles in water.
Comparing the ‘babbling of a brook’ and the sound of a dripping tap to the corresponding
sounds emitted from tuning forks, he was able to calculate the resonance frequ ncies of each.
This expression of resonance relates frequencies on the order of typical medical imaging fre-
quencies (1 − 10MHz) equivalent to bubbles with initial radii of5µm or less. The scattering
cross section of a bubble at resonance can be effectively up to three ord rs f magnitude greater
than the equivalent geometric cross section36, thus greatly increasing the contrast effect from in
vivo microbubbles driven at resonance. Resonance has the potentialo reduce the dependence
on the sixth power of the radius (Equation 1.2) to an insignificant contributionto the scattered
signals.
The presence of an encapsulating shell on a free gas bubble acts to dampen the oscillations, and









wherefr is the resonance frequency of the encapsulated bubble,f0 resonance frequency of
a free bubble,Sshell is the shell stiffness, andm = 4πR03ρ. Table 1.2 (page 29) shows the
effect of the shell on the resonance frequency of various contrastagents, calculated from the
above equation and assuming a perfectly elastic homogeneous shell of constant thickness40.
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The values differ between the contrast agents due to the differing shell properties, as outlined
further in Section 1.7.
Radius (µm) Air Sonovue Albunex Quantison
0.5 9.4 21.0 57.0 127.0
1.0 3.8 7.7 50.0 45.0
2.5 1.3 2.2 5.2 11.0
5.0 0.6 0.9 1.9 4.0
Table 1.2: Resonance frequency (MHz) of different ultrasound contrast agents, calculated from
Equation 1.6, assuming a perfectly elastic homogeneous shell of constantthick-
ness40.
1.4.3 Nonlinear modeling
While the above equations show analytical formulations of linear resonance, ther is no an-
alytical formula for the nonlinear case observed in microbubble scatter. Ithas been shown
that a strongly nonlinear response can be expected from bubbles drivn by ultrasound, with
contributions from harmonic, sub- and ultra-harmonic frequencies present in the scattered sig-











Figure 1.2: Illustration of a bubble in a liquid.R(t) is the radius of the bubble,pL(t) is the
pressure in the liquid at the bubble surface,Pa(t) is the incident driving pressure,
andρ is the density of the liquid (assumed to be constant).
The Rayleigh-Plesset model (Equation 1.7, page 30) is the simplest nonlinear equation of mo-
tion for a gas bubble in a liquid8, and is frequently used in the literature. Originally formulated
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by Lord Rayleigh in 1917 following his work studying the destructive effect of the collapse
of bubbles around ship propellers42, it was rewritten to include a driving incident pressure by
Plesset43 in 1949. It describes the radial oscillations of an ideal spherical gas bubble in an infi-
nite incompressible fluid, as illustrated in Figure 1.2 (page 29) . It does not include any energy
loss caused by the radiation of sound, although from linear theory it can be shown that damping
from viscosity in the liquid (which is accounted for) is a much larger factor for bubbles less




ρṘ2 = pL − p0 − Pa(t) (1.7)
Where R is the bubble radius;pL is the pressure in the liquid at the bubble surface;p0 is the
static pressure in the liquid; andPa(t) is the driving sound field.
Other models have since been developed, which include additional terms fordesc ibing the
compressibility of the liquid and the various damping mechanisms. Three commonly used
nonlinear models are:
• RPNNP model (an extension of the Rayleigh Plesset model, named by Lauterborn41 for
its developers Rayleigh,Plesset, Noltingk, Neppiras, and Poritsky)
• Trilling model44
• Keller-Miksis model45
The RPNNP model (Equation 1.8 ) uses additional terms to the Rayleigh Plessetmod l to










+ pν − p0 −
2σ
R
− δtotωρRṘ − Pa(t) (1.8)
Whereρ is the density of surrounding liquid; R is microbubble radius (with initial radiusR0);
p0 is the pressure inside the bubble;pν is the vapour pressure;Pa is the incident acoustic
pressure;ρ is the surface tension;ω is the angular frequency of incident pulse;δtot is the total
damping coefficient;γ is the polytropic exponent
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The Trilling model (Equation 1.9 )44 is based on work done studying gas bubbles from under-
water explosions, and relies on the acoustic approximation that the speed ofsound is constant,
and as such independent of acoustic pressure. In response to a driving p essurePa(t), the model






















Ṗa(t) − p0 + Pa(t) − pL (1.9)
The Keller-Miksis equation (Equation 1.10 )44 is based upon similar assumptions to the Trilling
model, and was developed by Keller and Kolodner46 and later modified by Keller and Miksis45







































− Pshell |R −Pa(t) − p0 (1.11)
WherePshell is defined by a specific shell model, incorporating terms for shell viscosity and
surface tension.
The Trilling and Keller-Miksis equations differ from the Rayliegh-Plesset intheir derivation,
by assuming a finite speed of sound in the liquid, and also by allowing for acousti radiation. It
has been shown that the differences between results in the Trilling and Keller-Miksis are small,
and that both are successful in modeling encapsulated microbubbles with relevant diameters8.
For acoustic pressures that are applicable in diagnostic ultrasound imaging, the Keller-Miksis
model has been shown to provide most accurate results47.
Similar results have been calculated from different theoretical formulations. The Gilmore
model48 accounts for a pressure dependent speed of sound in the liquid, and theFlynn model49
includes thermal processes in the gas. More recently, models have been formulated which
update the above equations to account for various experimentally observed behaviours; for ex-
ample compression dominated behaviour in lipids has been modelled by Marmottantet al50,
showing good agreement with experimental data.
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From these differential equations for the bubble radius as a function of time, he scattered
pressure can be calculated by using the Bernoulli equation to relate pressure to the velocity of
the bubble wall, as originally expressed by Vokurka51 in 1985. The scattered pressure in the far








In this way, theoretical models of microbubble behaviour can be directly compared to both
acoustic and optical experimental measurements, allowing significant physical insight.
1.5 Current microbubble detection schemes
Current microbubble knowledge has been used to design various pulse sequ nces and signal
processing methods to exploit the difference between tissue response and nonlinear microbub-
ble response.
Nonlinear microbubble response leads to increased contrast to tissue ratiowhen the contrast
agent is imaged at twice the incident frequency, and this has led to the development of second
harmonic imaging as an imaging technique. However, due to significant overlap between the
components of fundamental and second harmonic scatter (especially for short imaging pulses
at low frequencies), filtering techniques are not able to sufficiently removlinear tissue echoes.
Harmonics are also created by nonlinear propagation and tissue scatter, which limits the effi-
ciency of harmonic imaging in increasing the contrast. Subharmonic imaging alsoattempts to
filter out the tissue echoes, and takes advantage of subharmonic components f microbubble
scatter. While this avoids tissue generated signals, subharmonic signals arerelatively weaker
than fundamental and higher harmonics, and the use of a lower frequency reduces the resolution
of the images.
The fact that microbubbles not only interact with the imaging field, but can also be destroyed
by it, led to the development of intermittent pulsing schemes. Alternating an intermittent high
amplitude pulse with a series of imaging pulses leads to destruction of microbubbles, followed
by perfusion of contrast back into the imaging area. This gives increased contrast to tissue ratio,
and the potential for blood volume and flow velocity measurements52. Inaccuracies arise from
incomplete and nonuniform destruction of microbubbles, however, as disruption is not constant
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within a distribution of initial bubble sizes53.
More advanced imaging techniques have been proposed which rely on sequences of imaging
pulses to remove the tissue echo, and are suitable for real time imaging. Pulse ampitude mod-
ulation (PAM) relies on the linearity of tissue echoes in response to pulses ofincreasing am-
plitude. Nonlinear microbubble signals are not proportionate to the amplitude ofthe imaging
pulse, allowing cancellation of tissue echoes only, by applying appropriategains to the sig-
nals54. Pulse inversion (PI) relies on the cancellation of linear tissue response from two phase
inverted pulses, leaving only nonlinear microbubble response55, due to the differences between
compression and expansion. A combination of both phase inversion and amplitude modulation
(PIAM) gives additional contrast enhancement at low mechanical index(MI), but can lead to
the creation of artifacts in the resulting image. Although these techniques havebeen shown
to give potential improvements in contrast to tissue ratio and resolution, they currently do not
take full advantage of the nonlinear contrast response, due to the diversity of response within a
microbubble distribution. Pulse sequences also reduce the frame rate, dueo increased number
of transmitted pulses needed to produce each imaging frame, which reducesthe amount of real
time diagnostic information available.
Continuous real time imaging requires that microbubbles survive in the blood stream long
enough to be diagnostically useful. This can be achieved by imaging at low mechanical in-
dex (MI), but this reduces the signal to noise ratio (SNR), when compared to high MI imaging
pulses. The use of coded excitation and frequency modulated chirps canlimit the peak pres-
sures, allowing increased energy to be transmitted without increasing microbubble destruction,
but the increased SNR comes with an axial resolution trade off56. Combining chirps with
pulse sequences (e.g. PIAM), has been shown to give improved SNR for microbubbles at reso-
nance57, as the microbubble response from increasing and decreasing frequency chirps are not
time-reversed copies. However, decoding the responses introduces reduction in axial resolu-
tion, and the potential improvements are again currently limited due to the diversityof response
within a microbubble distribution.
Further experimental work is needed to test the efficiency of these pulse sequ nces, to identify
possible improvements. As a sample of contrast agent contains a distribution of scatter58, pulse
sequences designed using the results from real acoustic data will be necessary in order to fully
exploit the nonlinearities of microbubble response, and adaptive signal processing techniques
may be required to take advantage of different behaviours for different applications.
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1.6 Contrast agent studies: methodologies
The complex interaction of a sample of contrast agent with the incident imaging pulse leads
to many difficulties in understanding their behaviour. In order to build and test an adequate
theoretical model for the interaction, experimental data need to be acquired; the quantification
of microbubble response to ultrasound is currently an important researcharea. A variety of
experimental in vitro techniques have been developed to study the responsof both microbub-
ble populations and single scattering events, using both acoustic and opticalimaging. More
recently additional imaging techniques have been developed to interrogate the physical charac-
teristics of microbubbles, such as electron microscopy59 and atomic force microscopy60. Three
common types of experimental setups reported in the literature are outlined below.
1.6.1 High concentration measurements
Both attenuation and scattering information can be gained from investigation ofpopulations of
scatterers. Measuring acoustic attenuation as a function of frequency isthe simplest method of
characterizing contrast agent response. A system for such has been described by de Jong et al61
(Figure 1.3 , page 35), which compares the acoustic attenuation through a sspen ion of contrast
agent with a reference measurement without contrast. Similar systems have been described to
measure the acoustic backscatter from high concentrations, which have allow d various imag-
ing techniques to be characterized, including B-mode imaging8, 2nd harmonic imaging62,63and
pulse inversion imaging55,64. While the overall resonance behavior of a sample can be deduced
from a sample of microbubbles37,65, the size distribution of any given sample makes it difficult
to extract information on the physical and acoustic properties of single scatterers66,67. Any
acoustic signals measured are distorted by transducer effects, as well as fr quency dependent
scattering and attenuation within the sample. Most studies use “microbubble density l ss than
that required to cause shadowing”62, which in general relates to concentrations greater than104
microbubbles per ml of suspension. Self attenuation adds complexity to the analysis, which is
limited by further complications such as multiple scatter and bubblebubble interactions68.
1.6.2 Single bubble acoustic measurements
The study of scattering events by single microbubbles has the potential to offer increased knowl-










Figure 1.3: Measurement system for acoustic attenuation spectra of suspensions ofcontrast
agents, as described by de Jong et al61.
leading to advances in diagnostic imaging techniques. Advances in transducer design have led
to the measurement of single bubble scattering events being possible, and various experimen-
tal systems have been described69–73using low concentrations of contrast agents together with
direct scatter measurement74–77, signal decorrelation4,78, and monitoring of scatter with high
frequencies79. Previous systems have used either flow chambers to produce free bubbl scatter,
which may suffer from alignment limitations due to beam properties, or phantomsemploying
tubes to control the flow of contrast agent solutions, which may have pressure-related effects
due to the effect of the tube80. It has been shown that while single microbubble echoes can be
detected, not all bubbles give a response71.
In order to extract the absolute pressure emitted from a single bubble, the system must be well
characterized and carefully calibrated in order to take into account the transducer transform
function, and frequency dependent attenuation81.
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1.6.3 Optical microscopy
Optical microscopy experiments have provided information on the radial oscil ations of mi-
crobubbles, and thus the acoustic emissions and frequency response can b alculated. They
are based on high speed optical systems, and have the ability to image single microbubbles,
usually held stationary in a phantom/tube. One such system, the ‘Brandaris128’ camera has
enabled the first and only direct observations of single microbubble resonance to date81. The
Brandaris128 (Figure 1.4) is a high-speed camera that combines a customized rotating mirror
camera frame with a series of image detectors, allowing 128 consecutive imageframes to be ac-
quired at a maximum frame rate of 25MHz. This gives sufficient temporal reso ution to produce
two dimensional images of microbubble oscillations over several periods of incide t ultrasound,
and is currently the state of the art82. Other systems are available with equal or better tempo-
ral resolution83, but suffer from a limited number of frames allowing images to be acquired for
only a few ultrasound periods84. Although the optical resolution of these systems has improved
greatly since their introduction, microbubble oscillation thresholds have beend t cted close to
their optical limit80, leading to uncertainty about the level of minimum response which can be
detected2. Limitations also exist in the two dimensional imaging techniques used in current
systems. Potential off-axis asymmetric oscillations have been predicted85 which may lead to
significant variations in the emitted signals. This limits the usefulness of radial measurements
at predicting acoustic emissions.
1.7 Contrast agent studies: results
1.7.1 Response to ultrasound
While theoretical models predict various behaviours of oscillating bubbles,th main body of
present knowledge has been gleaned from in vitro and in vivo experiments of both single and
populations of bubbles.
Microbubble behaviour is generally considered to be defined by three regimes of response. In
response to low acoustic pressures, microbubbles respond in a linear fashion. However, in
contrast to this view, linear behaviour has not been observed for singlebubble optical mea-
surements80, and nonlinear behaviour has been observed even at very low acoustic pressures
(< 10kPa)62,86. In response to medium acoustic pressures (100kPa − 1MPa), nonlinear os-




Figure 1.4: Photograph (a) and illustration (b) of the Brandaris128 system, showingthe high
speed camera setup. A customized rotating mirror camera frame is combined with
a series of charge coupled device (CCD) image detectors, allowing 128 conse u-
tive image frames to be be acquired at a maximum frame rate of 25MHz. Sufficient
resolution is achieved to produce two dimensional images of microbubble oscil-
lations over several periods of incident ultrasound. This system is currently the
state of the art82. Images courtesy of Nico de Jong, Thorax Center Biomedical
Engineering, Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
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been confirmed with optical techniques by showing that relative microbubbleexpansion is pro-
portional to peak negative pressure80. Single bubble experiments have shown that a threshold
exists for the onset of scatter80, which leads to the numbers of bubbles which contribute to scat-
ter being dependent on the incident acoustic pressure71. At higher pressures optical measure-
ments have led to observation of bubble disruption, as a result of violent eff c s such as gas-jet
formation53, ultrasound-induced coalescence of two or more microbubbles53,53, fragmentation
of a microbubble into smaller bubbles4,53,87–91and acoustically-driven diffusion4,91,92, which
leads to transient response4,92. Smaller bubbles have been shown to be more likely to succumb
to these violent processes, due to larger relative radial expansion.
Measurement of the spectral response of microbubbles is more complicatedth n assessing
the response from varying acoustic pressures. The frequency response of the transducer causes
accurate calibration to be necessary to measure the full spectral respons , and define the relative
magnitudes of any harmonic components present. Due to the fragility of microbubbles, the
destructive affects of pulses need to be accounted for when using multiplepuls s to measure
the response from multiple frequencies.2. As outlined above, the ability of microbubbles to
resonate in the imaging field is unique among contrast agents. Although peak spectral response
from a population of scatterers can be measured37 (indicating resonant behaviour is present
within the population), direct measurement of single bubble resonance is moredifficult, and
has only been observed using optical techniques81. The effect of shell viscosity and elasticity
on the predicted resonance frequency of lipid shelled microbubbles has been measured in this
way. Theoretical predictions of subharmonics in the scattered signal when a bubble is driven at
twice its resonant frequency have also been confirmed93.
1.7.2 Microbubble Shell
Although a wide variety of experimental shell materials have been investigatedfor use in con-
trast agents, the agents currently available (Table 1.1) generally consistf either a soft lipid
based shell which allows a large amount of oscillation, or a harder albumin shell which is more
brittle, and has been shown more likely to crack under insonation. The effect o the shell on the
acoustic emissions of microbubbles has been the subject of many theoreticaland experimental
studies, but it has proved difficult to define absolutely the mechanical properties of the shell
with acoustic experiments alone, because of both the fragility of the shell andthe sensitivity of
currently available acoustic systems. Previous results in the literature have sown that Quan-
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tison, an albumin based scatterer, shows neither visible oscillation nor destruction in response
to ultrasound imaging pulses65, although scatter from single bubbles has been observed58,65,71.
This suggests that scatter observed is due to gas escaping from the bubbl s, as a result of slight
disruptions in the shell which cannot be observed optically. The number ofsingle scatterers
observed to give a response has been shown to be directly related to the incident acoustic pres-
sure71, and a minimum threshold pressure has been calculated from acoustic transmission and
scattering measurements, at which gas release is caused94. Significant differences in the re-
sponse to increasing acoustic pressures has been shown for lipid encapsulated bubbles, again
suggesting a significant shell contribution to scatter71.
Fast optical microscopy of single microbubbles under insonation offers additional information
on the effect of the shell. Lipid shelled microbubbles have been shown to retain their struc-
tural integrity at low acoustic pressures, where disruption of albumin shelled bubbles has been
detected. This difference, it has been suggested, arises from the molecular bonds which make
up the respective shell materials. The van der Waals bonds in lipids give rise to the ability to
‘repair’ themselves95 after a moderate disruption, in comparison to the more rigid and larger
cross-linked covalent bonds which make up the protein molecules in albumin and prevent re-
pairable deformations taking place. Borden et al96 used the results from optical measurements
to describe the behaviour of a lipid shell as a “heterogeneous shell morphol gy ... domains per-
sist as islands on the bubble surface as the gas core expands, then folda d straighten out like
an accordion as the shell collapses and expands back to the resting radius”. Decay of both lipid
and Albumin shelled microbubbles has been observed through both diffusion4,92 and fragmen-
tation95,97, although on differing time scales and in response to differing acoustic pressur s (as
described here in Chapter 6). Compression dominated behavior has beeno served in optical
measurements in lipid shelled agents only50,80, and has been related to buckling of the lipid
shell (theoretical models have been produced which confirm this as a potential explanation)50.
Different formulations of lipid shell exist and, although they have been shown to provide dif-
fering resilience to the destructive effects of incident pulses, depending on their thickness4,90,
no differences have been observed in the emitted acoustic signals betweenthem. For harder Al-
bumin shelled agents differences have been observed in the threshold needed to detect acoustic
signals, leading to differences in the numbers of scatterers detected at a single acoustic pres-
sure in three different formulations of biSphere, depending on the composition of the shell88.
Dependence of gas release on the initial radius of single bubbles measured u ing optical tech-
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niques has also been observed, suggesting both shell thickness and thepresence of defects are
dependent on size. It has been shown that Quantison and biSphere show vidence of gas release
in response to high acoustic pressures97,98, which leads to nonlinear emissions not observed at
lower MIs. Linear signals at low acoustic pressures can therefore be rlated to lack of shell
disruption or oscillation.
Other imaging methods offer future potential improvements to understanding theeffect of the
shell, including electron microscope imaging59 and atomic force microscopy99, but accuracy
is currently uncertain due to distortions to the molecular structure of the shell mat rials.
1.7.3 Microbubble Gas
The stability of an encapsulated microbubble is dependent on the solubility of the gas, as well
as the aforementioned shell properties. Lipid shells are permeable and thusmicrobubbles com-
posed of such are only stable if the encapsulated gas is non-soluble in the surrounding liquid.
On the other hand, Albumin shells are more rigid, and have increased resistance to both dif-
fusion and oscillation. It is generally understood that acoustic emissions frm such bubbles
are due to ultrasound-induced cracks leading to the oscillation of the released ncapsulated
gas72,92, and as such the lifetime of the bubble is dependent on the rate at which the free gas
diffuses into the surrounding liquid. Optison (an albumin shelled agent), forexample, shows
evidence of gas diffusion on time scales (< 1s) similar to that of a free bubble of the same gas
(octafluoropropane) undergoing static diffusion92.
Perfluorochemicals are the gases currently used in many contrast agents(Table 1.1), because of
both the high molecular weight and the increased concentration gradient between the gas in the
bubble and the liquid. While a2µm air bubble requires only 8ms to fully dissolve in water4, a
similar sized free bubble of decafluorobutane has a dissolution time of approximately200ms.
Experiments have shown that this increased resilience holds for insonatedmicrobubbles in
the bloodstream, by comparing the lifetime of similar shelled bubbles of differing co stituent
gases100. As such, the decay of various contrast agents can be affected by themicrobubble
environment, specifically the hydrostatic pressure and the gas content ofthe surrounding liq-
uid. While air-filled Quantison has shown increased decay in degassed supensions compared
to air-saturated suspensions101, octafluoropropane filled Definity shows no such dependence.
Another effect of gas transfer through the shell is termed ‘rectified diffusion’. This is related to
gases dissolved in the surrounding liquid being forced into the bubble due toa pressure gradient
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set up by the incident pressure, and has been observed experimentallyin a imited number of
cases. Light scattering techniques have been used to observe Sonazoid bubbles grow over the
course of several pulses102, although this has not yet been observed in single bubble acoustic
measurements.
1.8 Thesis outline
1.8.1 Aims of thesis
Microbubbles provide a view of blood flow and the microvasculature which cannot be achieved
with conventional ultrasound imaging. The assessment of such flow provides an invaluable
indicator to a large number of diseases, as demonstrated by the large numberof applications that
are now available in clinical practice. Quantitative information of microvasculature blood flow
is highly desirable in the diagnosis and treatment evaluation of a number of diseases, and has
the potential to add large benefits to both diagnosis and patient care. At present, the techniques
available are not of sufficient quality or accuracy to span the range of potential clinical uses, as
present knowledge of the interaction of microbubbles with ultrasound is farfrom complete. As
such the full potential of contrast agents in improving diagnostic and therapeutic techniques has
not yet been achieved. The nonlinear and dynamic properties of microbubble response offer
potentially large improvements in contrast to tissue ratio, through intelligent pulsesequence
design and/or improved signal processing. As a result of the various drawbacks of populations
studies103, only by studying the response from single microbubbles can the interactionbe fully
understood (as outlined in Section 1.6.1). Because of the variations of microbubble size and
shell parameters within a typical sample of contrast agent, large amounts of single catterer
data are necessary to obtain information on the uniformity of microbubble response, which is
not possible with current optical systems.
Therefore, the aims of this thesis are:
• To develop a well-characterized micro-acoustic system, with which large amounts f
single bubble RF data can be collected from commercially available contrast agents, in
response to a variety of clinically relevant imaging parameters.
• To analyze such data, in comparison with the results from relevant theoretical models, in
order to gain physical insight into the response of microbubbles to ultrasound.
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Improved understanding of the contrast-ultrasound interaction will provide the basis for im-
proved signal processing tools for contrast enhanced imaging, with potential benefits to both
diagnostic techniques and microbubble manufacture.
1.8.2 Structure of thesis
• Chapter 1 has introduced ultrasound contrast agents as a way to improve diagnostic imag-
ing. Theoretical basis for contrast enhancement has been discussedand the theoretical
modeling of microbubble response introduced. Previous results have been discussed in
the light of present understanding of the microbubble-ultrasound interaction.
• Chapter 2 describes the calibration and characterization of the ultrasoundystem used in
the experimental system. The system is based upon a Philips Sonos 5500 (Philips Med-
ical Systems, Andover, MA) ultrasound research machine. A membrane hydrophone
system (Precision Acoustics Ltd., Dorchester, UK) is used to calibrate the incident acous-
tic field, and well-characterized sub-millimeter solid scatterers are used to calibrate the
receiver.
• Chapter 3 develops a theoretical model for the lipid shelled contrast agentDefi ity R©
(Lantheus Medical Imaging,N Belarica, MA), and investigates the predictedresponse
from a real distribution of single microbubbles.
• Chapter 4 presents experimental single bubble data for DefinityR©, n response to a vari-
ety of incident frequencies and acoustic pressures. The experimentalsys em, based on
a hydrodynamically focused flow tank, is described in detail. A comparison between
experimental results and the theoretical results presented in Chapter 3 is made.
• Chapter 5 presents theoretical and experimental data for the albumin shelledcontrast
agent biSphere
TM
(Point Biomedical Corp., San Carlos, CA), again in response to a vari-
ety of incident pulse parameters.
• Chapter 6 investigates the effect of consecutive imaging pulses on microbubble response,
and presents experimental results from DefinityR© and biSphere
TM
. The lifetime and evo-
lution of signals is investigated, and comparisons with theoretical data are used to infer
how the microbubble response is affected by diffusion and destruction.
• Chapter 7 introduces a basic pulse sequence design (pulse amplitude modulation), and
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presents experimental results for a variety of imaging parameters. The response of single
bubble scatter is investigated, and an alternative processing method which takes advan-
tage of observed behaviour is presented.
• Chapter 8 presents conclusions and areas for future research.
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Chapter 2
Calibration of ultrasound parameters
2.1 Aim of chapter
This chapter describes the calibration and characterization of the ultrasound system used in
the in vitro experiments in subsequenct chapters. This is to be done in ordert velop a well-
characterized micro-acoustic system, with which large amounts of single bubble RF data can be
collected from commercially available contrast agents, in response to a variety of maging pa-
rameters. The system is based upon a Philips Sonos 5500 (Philips Medical Systems, Andover,
MA) ultrasound research machine. A membrane hydrophone system (Precision Acoustics Ltd.,
Dorchester, UK) will be used to calibrate the incident acoustic field, and well-characterized
sub-millimeter solid scatterers used to calibrate the receiver.
2.2 Introduction
In any experimental setup, the performance and tolerances of the setup must be f lly known in
advance. In our experiments, there are two independent systems of interest; he environment in
which measurements are taken, specific to the ultrasound contrast agents (for example dilution,
pressure, speed of flow and physical parameters which effect the microbubble structure over
time), and the ultrasound equipment being used to excite them and measure theirr sponse.
This chapter covers the calibration of the ultrasound system.
The main parameters of a diagnostic ultrasound pulse relate to frequency, focus pulse length
and acoustic pressure. The output is limited in peak rarefactional pressure by the mechanical
index (MI), in order to ensure no adverse biological effects are caused by the imaging beam.
The rational behind this is to avoid inertial cavitation in tissue (the index quantifies he likely-
hood of such an onset). MI is defined as the peak rarefactional pressure (Pneg) of an ultrasound
wave propagating in a uniform medium divided by the square root of the transmitted center
frequency (f0), as stated in Equation 2.1. Below an MI of 0.7 it is very unlikely that inertial
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caviation will occur104), and is thus considered clinically safe. For an incident frequency of





2.3 Phillips Sonos 5500 Imaging System
The Sonos 5500 system employs wideband phased array transducers.In order to maintain
relevance to clinical results, a modified version of this commercially available syst m was used
in the experiments. A ‘back-door’ control system was fitted to allow preciseand selective
control of the transmit and receive parameters, and an R.F. data captureboard with a sampling
rate of 19.63MHz fitted to capture data directly from the scanner’s on-board receive amplifier.
Custom software (Acoustic Frame Linkc©, McKee D. Poland, Philips Medical, Andover, MA,
US) was used, which interfaces with the hardware and stores acoustic frame data sets as binary
data files, allowing further analysis.
2.4 Calibration of transmit parameters
2.4.1 Introduction
While it is possible to use a single element transducer together with custom built receiver elec-
tronics to produce a reliable ultrasound system, a clinical system will alwaysh ve certain in-
built differences, which may contribute to producing differing results from a distribution of
microbubbles. For example, the transducers used by the Phillips Sonos in thisinvestigation are
wide band phased arrays, containing an array of crystals, each controlled by delay circuitry.
The receiver electronics in a clinical scanner are likely to have higher sensitivities than a ‘home
made’ system, due to the quality of the electronics, and the use of proprietaryt chniques by the
scanner manufactures. The use of such transducers and receiversystem dictates that a thorough
calibration is necessary to ensure that the desired beam is produced, and is not affected by any
imaging parameters which the scanner uses to form an image.
In order to produce a beam with similar characteristics across a range of frequencies, the ultra-
sound beam was measured for a range of acoustic pressures and frequencies. The transducers
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used are wideband phased arrays containing 192 elements (in the orientation as shown in Figure






Acoustic pressures commonly used in contrast ultrasound imaging were chos n f r calibra-
tion105.
Transducer elements Transducer face
x −plane
y − plane
Figure 2.1: Orientation of the phased array transducers.
2.4.2 Method
Calibration of transmit pulses was done using a membrane hydrophone measurement system.
The acoustic pressure was varied from 187kPa to 1500kPa, with suitableexperimental values
chosen so as to cover all studies described in this thesis.
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Figure 2.2: Sensitivity of the Precision Acoustics Hydrophone, as provided by the NPLcali-
bration certificate. Values have a7% uncertainty.
2.4.2.1 Experimental setup
The system consisted of a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane hydrophone (Precision
Acoustics Ltd, Dorchester, UK) with active element of diameter0.2mm in combination with
a submersible pre-amplifier, DC coupler unit and a 50Ω in-line shunt, connected to a digital
oscilloscope with a sampling rate of 50MHz. The system was supplied with a National Physical
Laboratory calibration certificate, providing calibration data over the range 1-40MHz in 2MHz
increments, and a 50Ω terminator was used to ensure collaboration between the calibrated data
and the measured data. The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) calibration sheet provided a
frequency specific calibration value (µV/Pa), with 7% uncertainty over the relavent frequency
range. This was used to convert the output voltage of the hydrophone system to an equivalent
acoustic pressure106. The twenty calibration values were fitted to a quadratic curve over a
range of 15MHz, as shown in Figure 2.2. Acoustic pressures were measured as a function
of peak negative voltage, from an average value of 128 samples (unless the pecific time base
requirements of the measurement required a variation of this method, for example in comparing
various pulse sequences). The signals recorded by the oscilloscope were stored as text files on
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the experimental setup used to calibrate the ultrasound system.
A 20 liter cylindrical tank was used for measurements (Figure 2.3). It was filled with pre-boiled
degassed water at room temperature, and lined with a layer of acoustic absorber (to reduce stray
reflections of the ultrasound beam). A custom designed combined transducer and hydrophone
holder was used, to allow precision alignment of the hydrophone element withthe center of the
ultrasound beam. This holder consisted of a clamp to securely hold the transducer face perpen-
dicular to the hydrophone, connected to a micromanipulator which allowed precise movement
of the transducer. The hydrophone was placed in a specially designed holder clamped into a
metal frame, which had a z-axis height adjustment mechanism similar to a micromanipulator
system, and the ability to rotate in the vertical plane in order to fine-tune the alignment with the
transducer. The effect of the metal frame channeling surrounding radio frequency noise into
the system was shown to be negligible. This setup allowed the hydrophone to be repeatedly
positioned at the same depth, and also gave a rudimentary mechanism to produce beam plots
through the focus of the transducer.
The hydrophone was submersed for a minimum of one hour before measurements were taken,
to ensure the stability of the hydrophone voltage output (as recommended bythe manufactur-
ers), and also to allow any remaining air bubbles in the tank to collect on the hydrophone. These
were then removed by gently flushing a syringe near the surface of the hydrophone.
When measuring the transmit pulse, each transducer was clamped at the top of the tank, on an
x-y stage. The translation that this x-y stage allows relates to the elements of thetransducer
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as shown in Figure 2.1. With the hydrophone in position directly below the transducer, the
transducer was aligned so as to produce the maximum peak negative voltageou put from the
transducer, as monitored on a digital oscilloscope. A standard alignment pulse was chosen for
each transducer, at the lower end of the bandwidth, with a frequency and acoustic pressure to
ensure a stable six cycle output pulse, the maximum amplitude of which could be easily deter-
mined from the hydrophone output. Six cycle pulses were chosen as they are long enough to
contain sufficient spectral clarity, but short enough to investigate a spatially sparse distribution
of bubbles. In a typical clinical use, B-mode imaging applications use very short pulses to
ensure high axial resolution (2 to 3 cycles), while Doppler ultrasound applic tions use longer
lasting pulses (5 to 20 cycles)107 to provide a more narrow spectrum of ultrasound frequencies,
due to the reciprocal relationship between pulse duration and pulse bandwidth. Although six
cycles is slightly longer than the average B-mode imaging pulse used in a clinicalscanner, it
was chosen as it has been used previously in the literature in similar studies to gve a stable non-
transient response from contrast agents at clinical imaging frequencies and pressures80, while
being sufficiently similar to a typical imaging pulse to remain clinically relevant. For the S3
transducer a 6 period pulse of 550kPa peak negative pressure, at afrequency of 1.6MHz, was
chosen as shown in Figure 2.4. Acoustic pressures were measured as avalue of peak negative
amplitude.
2.4.2.2 Scanner control
The scanner itself is controlled by utilizing a combination of ‘front-end’ contrls and ‘back-
door’ commands provided by the scanner manufacturer, under a confidentiality agreement.
Settings necessary to change for diagnostic imaging use, such as transmittedpow r, image
size and focus depth, are controlled by various knobs and touch screen , as used in a clinical
setting. Other more specific beam properties can be controlled by back-door commands, not
usually accessible in a clinical environment (used for research and development purposes only).
By entering a sequence of commands into the user interface, the specifics of the output beam
can be controlled, as so;
• ‘Xfreq 1.6’; An incident frequency of 1.6MHz.
• ‘Pulses = 6’; Pulse length of 6 cycles.




• Frame rate (including a triggering system based on a set time interval)
• Line rate (time delay between successive insonations within one frame)
• Sector Size
• Transmit Power (-dB)
• Line angle, including parallel lines
• Pulse Sequences.
As some of these controls are interrelated, the calibration of the scanner relat s to a specific se-
quence of commands, which was used throughout calibration and all later bubble experiments.
These controls were in addition to front-end scanner controls which controlled the gain, focal
point positioning, pulse repetition rates, frame rates and any triggering settings applied to the
imaging pulses. The scanner was switched on one hour in advance of measurements, as recom-
mended by the manufacturers. The scanner settings were set at the typical clini l settings, and
kept the same throughout the calibration and experimental phases. Image sector depth was set
to 9cm, with a focus at6cm (unless stated otherwise). The region of interest at which the beam
was calibrated was chosen to be beyond the focus, so as to present a near-plane wave for small
targets such as microbubbles. This ensured that the pressure profile was not centered with a
sharp peak, and that positioning errors become less significant. A calibration depth of7.5cm
was chosen in most situations. Gain settings were chosen so as to give the best signal to noise
ratio without introducing any compression of received signals by the scanner, as explained in
the next section.
2.4.2.3 Transmit parameters
The range of frequencies available was determined by the bandwidth of thevarious transducers
that were used. The four transducers used are termed S3, S4, S8, S12, a nomenclature based
around the approximate value of center frequency of the bandwidth (e.g.S3 usable range from
1MHz to 4MHz). The frequency resolution was limited by the scanner ‘ratio’value, relative
to the digitization rate. A frequency step of approximately 100kHz was achieved at the lower
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frequencies in the S3 transducer, increasing up to approximately 1MHz atthe upper end of the
frequency range in the S12. The four transducers overlapped in bandwidth, giving coverage
from 1.5MHz up to approximately 11MHz. A range of acoustic pressures were measured, from
187kPa to 1500kPa. This range was limited to 187kPa by the noise level of thehydrophone
system.






















Figure 2.4: Standard alignment pulse for the S3 transducer as measured by the Precision
Acoustics hydrophone; a six cycle pulse of 550kPa peak negative pressure, at a
frequency of 1.6MHz.
2.4.3 Results
The hydrophone set-up was used to assess two aspects of the ultrasound beam. A beam plot
was done for each transducer in order to determine the spatial characteristics of the beam. Once
these are known, the most favourable position for microbubble measurements to be carried out
can be chosen, in terms of comparison to clinical conditions and accuracy and repeatability of
measurements.
2.4.3.1 Beam plots
The beam width was plotted along the axial direction, in order to characterizehe variation of































Figure 2.5: Beam plots of the S3 transducer, as measured by the membrane hydropone at a
range of depths. Focus depth is set to 6cm, and the output power set to give 550kPa
at 7.5cm (1.6MHz six cycle pulses). The different plots show how the beamprofile
changes with depth, and with lateral displacement from the center of the beam.
The center of the beam has variation of just6% in the peak acoustic pressure from
6cm to 7.5cm.
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moving the beam across the face of the hydrophone. Measurements weretak n translating the
transducer through both the x and y axis (axis orientation shown in Figure 2.1) at a number
of depths, so as to measure the beam shape before and after the focus of the beam. From the
hydrophone measurements, values of acoustic pressure were calculated, and plotted to give the
beam profile for each transducer, as shown in Figure 2.5.
This data was then used, along with the dimensions of the individual transducer faces, to choose
suitable regions of interest for experiments. The desired regions shouldbe after the focal points,
so as to present a plane wave to the target, but should also not be too tightly focused in either x
or y direction so as to make positioning errors critical. A region as close to the focus region as
possible is desired, to give maximum sensitivity. As can be seen in Figure 2.5,the S3 transducer
has a suitable region thus at approximately 7.5cm from the face, 1.5cm afterthe focal point.
The center of the beam has variation of just6% in the peak acoustic pressure from 6cm to
7.5cm. For the S12, the frequency range is much higher, and as such the effectiv penetration
of a stable beam at diagnostic amplitudes is much less (around 5cm at 550kPaand 10MHz).
With a focal point of 2.5cm, the beam is more tightly focused than that of the S3,S4 and S8,
and so a region of interest is chosen to be at 3.0-4.0cm. In all transducer, th scan focus
(x-dimension) was chosen to be close to the elevation focus (y-dimension, measurements not
shown), to ensure a plane wave after focus.
2.4.3.2 Frequency response
Once the regions of interest had been chosen, and a list of suitable frequencies had been de-
termined, the frequency response of each transducer were individually calibrated at a range of
clinically relevant acoustic pressures.
The desired frequency was chosen using the required back door commands, and the scanners
transmit voltage (dB’s) was adjusted to give hydrophone response which equated to the re-
quired acoustic peak negative pressure. The scanner output voltagein mV was noted, along
with various characteristics of the measured pulse, including values of peak-to-peak pressure,
peak positive pressure, and the frequency of the pulse as measured by the oscilloscope, as an
independent check on the frequency settings of the scanner.
The shape of the pulse produced by the scanner, as recorded by the hydrop one, was variable
across the frequency range, being more stable in the center of each transducer’s frequency
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Figure 2.6: Discrete Fourier transform of the standard alignment pulse for the S3 transducer
(a 6 period pulse of 550kPa peak negative pressure at a frequency of1.6MHz).
Elliptical filters centered at the fundamental, second harmonic and third harmonic
shown within a bandpass filter to remove high frequency noise.
range, where smooth sinusoidal pulse trains can be seen corresponding to each pulse emitted by
the transducer. At the lower edges of the range, the pulses become more jagged and triangular,
containing 2nd and 3rd harmonic frequencies.
Once the transmit pulses were recorded and stored, they were converted into a comma sep-
arated value (CSV) text format which could easily be analyzed in MATLABR© (Mathworks).
Time base information was also stored by the oscilloscope, giving a two column array con-
taining time-voltage. Using the calibration data shown in Figure 2.2, this was converted to
time-acoustic pressure data. The signals were corrected for offset, and filtered to remove high
frequency noise (above five times the input frequency). The signals were resampled to a rate
of 19.63MHz to give equivalence with signals received from the Sonos scanner. In order to
determine the frequency components of the signals, the Fourier transformo the RF signal was
taken using the MATLAB discrete Fourier transform (FFT) command, and the fundamental
and harmonic frequencies identified. These data were used together to crate elliptical filters to
separate out the fundamental, second and third harmonic components within the s gnals (Figure
2.6).
A fourth-order elliptical filter was chosen as it was found to give the flattest response over the
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(b) 2nd Harmonic component

























(c) 3rd Harmonic component
Figure 2.7: Filtered signals of the standard alignment pulse for the S3 transducer (1.6MHz,
550kPa six cycle pulses), showing the fundamental (a), 2nd harmonic (b), and 3rd
harmonic (c) components, produced using the filters shown in Figure.2.6.
required frequency range. Initially a static passband of∆f = 800kHz was used across the
full frequency range, but this was found to be inadequate at coping withthe varying bandwidth
(full-width-half-maxima of the FFT response) of the transmitted frequencies. The filters are
required to be wide enough in the frequency domain to include the full bandwidth of the spectral
component, and retain the time domain characteristics of the R.F. data, whilst being narrow
enough to avoid overlap with the spectral components. Both criteria were empirically found to
be satisfied by a value∆f = 0.6f0.
The filters were transformed into the frequency domain and plotted to ensurecorrect alignment
with the original signal, then used to separate out the three frequency components (fundamen-
tal, 2nd and 3rd harmonic). Figure 2.6 shows the FFT of the standard alignment pulse for the
S3 transducer (1.6MHz 6 cycle pulse, 550kPa peak negative pressure), with elliptical filters
centered at the fundamental, second harmonic and third harmonic. Thus for each input fre-
quency and acoustic pressure, four signals are derived to be used as a calibration basis; raw
RF data, and fundamental, 2nd harmonic and 3rd harmonic components. Theincreased har-
monic components of the signal as introduced by nonlinear propagation through the water can
be seen108. The measurement of each signal was repeated five times to ensure correct align-





where f is the frequency component.
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Energy density is a term used for the amount of energy stored in a given system or region of
space per unit volume, depending on the context. In analysing single microbubble signals, an
assumption of constant length of signal (in the time domain) cannot be made, sothe duration
of the signal is included in the above calculation, giving units ofPa2s. This allows signals of
differing lengths to be compared absolutely (which could not be done, forexample with root
mean squared pressure RMS).
A suitable indexing scheme was used to name and store the signals for ease ofrecall and
further use within MATLAB scripts. The calibrated acoustic pressure values for each of the four
transducers are shown in Figure 2.8, showing that a good overlap in frequencies is available for
both the transmitted fundamental and second harmonic frequency components. At least three
values of well calibrated third harmonic signal are also recorded for each tr nsducer.



























Figure 2.8: Calibrated fundamental energy densities for each of the transducers (550kPa, six
cycle pulses), showing good coverage across the range of frequencies 1-10MHz.
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2.5 Calibration of receive parameters
2.5.1 Introduction
Once the transmit parameters are well characterized, it is necessary to calibrate the receive
function of the system, in order to produce quantitative results.
In B-mode ultrasound imaging, two-dimensional images of tissue are created bs on the in-
tensity of the signals received from echoes. Due to attenuation of the acoustic energy of the
incident and reflected waves during propagation, the amplitude of these signals decrease with
depth. The amount of amplification (gain) applied to the signal is typically adjusteto compen-
sate for this effect. Gain adjustment in the axial direction is known as time gain compensation
(TGC). In addition to TGC, lateral gain compensation (LGC) can be used to ajust the gain set-
ting as a function of the lateral position. This is useful in echocardiogram applic tions where
cardiac tissues that run parallel to the ultrasound beam often do not produce strong echoes;
increasing the gain within these selected image sectors only, allows the cardiactissue to be em-
phasized while leaving the chambers dark. TGC and LGC are one of the first processing stages
to be applied to the received RF signal, and as such is known as a ‘pre-proc ssing’ step. The RF
signals captured from the scanner, using the custom hardware AFLink data capture described
above, thus include an adjustment for TGC and LGC.
In order to fully calibrate the receiver, the affect of the various gains on the received signal
needs to be characterized. By measuring the response from a known scatterer for each trans-
mit parameter, an absolute receive calibration can be achieved, and the data collected from the
AFLink software calibrated. This was done using a method similar to that presented by Sboros
et al75, and an improved method is presented here. Previous studies have used tran ducer spec-
tral sensitivity data109, or “perfect” planar reflectors40,94 in order to normalize backscatter data,
but inaccuracies exist due to the range of acoustic pressures contained within the transmit beam
due to its finite width. As the scattered signals from perfect reflectors will besignificantly
greater than those from single scatterers, it is necessary to assume linearity of response, which
may not be true for all regimes of scatter. The use of a single submillimeter scatterer m asure-
ments avoids these drawbacks. It has been shown that by using a reference material all trans-
ducer effects can be eliminated by creating a backscattering coefficient, tocompare transmitted
and received signals110. The use of single Rayleigh scatterers (much less than a wavelength in
size) allows point characterization of the receive field. As the scatter from small solid spheres
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has been comprehensively covered in previous literature, and can be well predicted111,112, an
absolute point-characterization of the receive field can be attained by combining theoretical






(a) Diagram of experimental setup (b) Microscope photograph of a45µm
diameter copper sphere
Figure 2.9: Experimental setup used to calibrate receive parameters
Original work was done by experimentally measuring the scatter from sub-millimeter copper
spheres dropped toward an upward facing transducer in a suitably designed water tank75. This
allowed well defined receive curves to be produced. In order to improve the method, in both
accuracy and duration of measurement, it was decided to attach the copperspheres to a suitable
thin membrane, as shown in Figure 2.9. Not only did this allow easier alignment ofthe trans-
ducer with the sphere, but also repeat measurements of a single sphere using different transmit
variables were now possible.
Single copper spheres were chosen as scatterers to be used as a target in the calibration ex-
periments. Sub-millimeter spheres of copper are readily available, with the relevant parameters
(density and speed of sounds within the material) of copper well known. Sub-millimeter spheres
with a purity of99%, and a maximum size of150µm, from Goodfellows Ltd (Cambridge, UK)
were used.
A variety of thin-film membranes were investigated to find the most suitable material.Ideally
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the thinnest membrane should give the least echo, but a smooth and taut surf ce could not
be achieved with a membrane below a thickness of10µm, A 12µm polyester membrane was
chosen (Preservation Equipment ltd, Norfolk, UK). This membrane was then placed onto a
10cm diameter holder and glued into place. To fix the copper spheres in place, a poly-L-
lysine solution was used. Once applied to the membrane surface and allowed toevaporate, a
thin film of acoustically transparent glue-like material remains. A single copper s here in a
small amount of water dropped onto the surface of this solution and allowed todry becomes
sufficiently attached to remain in place for up to two to three days. With a coppersphere
attached like this, a series of calibration measurements can be taken, and the dimensions of the
copper sphere can be accurately measured (to within0.1µm) using an optical microscope.
The experimental set-up consisted of an optically guided placement of the sphere onto the
membrane, followed by a specially designed tank to measure the ultrasound scatter. A small
batch of spheres with average radius45µm (Goodfellows Ltd, Cambridge, UK) was dispersed
in a small dish containing purified and boiled water. The dish was placed under a inverted
microscope (Nikon Diaphot, Tokyo, Japan) and an individual sphere coll cted into an assisted
conception micropipette with150µm internal diameter, using a manual injector. The position of
the pipette was controlled using a micromanipulator (MMN-333, Narishige Interna ional Ltd,
London, UK). The dish was removed and replaced by the membrane in its plastic holder, and the
copper sphere released from the micropipette, along with approximately0.1ml of water, onto
the area previously treated with poly-L-lisine. Once the water had evaporated, the attachment
of the sphere was tested by repeated submersion into a tank of water, and an image of the
captured sphere then acquired under the microscope using a CCD-camera (XC- 77CE Sony,
Tokyo, Japan). The size and approximate roundness of each spherewas assessed using imaging
software (Image-Pro Plus, Media Cybernetics Inc., Silver Spring, MD, USA), and any spheres
with more than a5% departure from roundness were rejected from further measurement.
The membrane was then introduced into the measuring tank, which allowed succes ive align-
ment of the sphere first by optical microscope, then by ultrasound measurement. Combined
optical and acoustic measurement gives increased confidence that the desired single scatterer is
measured, avoiding unwanted echoes from any bubbles or dust particles which may be attached
to the membrane. The two imaging modalities were separated in the tank to allow precise char-
acterization of the acoustic field as described above, and to minimize reflections from surfaces
other than the membrane. The section of the tank in which acoustic measurementswere made
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was lined with Aptflex F28 acoustic absorber (Precision Acoustics, Dorset, UK) to minimize
stray reflections. The optical axis of the microscope was aligned with the transducer through
the use of a membrane holder attached to a one dimensional translation axis. Inthis way a
single sphere can be imaged and aligned in the microscope, then translated intothe ultrasound
field (approx300mm translation), whereby the transducer, attached to a 3-axis micromanipu-
lator, can be aligned to place the copper sphere in the center of the ultrasound field (assessed
by achieving the maximum echo from the copper sphere in the field of view). This system has
also been used by Butler et al113,114to successfully image attached microbubbles, using both
optical and acoustic methods.
The scanner transmit settings were set to the same as those used in the transmitc libration
experiments, and the receiver gain set to a relatively high overall gain of194 (arbitrary units),
for initial measurements. A range of different transmit and receive settings was used to record
backscatter information from a range of differently sized spheres. As the catter from a sphere
is dependent on its radius according to the sixth power at the frequenciesused112, and as such
spheres of different radii give a large range of response, it was determined that six differently
sized spheres provide an adequate sample size to determine the mean and the population stan-
dard deviation. In order to produce a receive calibration across the frequency range, a series
of measurements were made for increasing transmit frequencies (approximately 10 frequen-
cies were measured for each transducer used), at three different transmit amplitudes (300kPa,
550kPa and 1100kPa). Each sphere measurement was repeated threetimes, with each sphere
being realigned between measurements, and checked for deviation from mean values (any out-
liers were ignored, and if a set of measurements had more than25% outliers the entire set was
rejected). This gave a set of 18 measurements for each transducer.
2.5.2.2 Comparison with theoretical values
Once backscatter information has been recorded, the receive functionof the transducer can be
calibrated. This is done by direct comparison with the theoretical backscatter v lu s, calculated
using Hickling’s analysis of Faran’s theory for the backscatter from solid elastic spheres. A full
analysis of the receiver calibration at a point, including the full theoreticalderivation, can be
found in Sboros et al75.
The copper sphere echoes were analyzed in MATLAB, and a sum squares technique used to
identify the echo from the background noise (the results shown in Figure 2.10(a)). The signals
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Figure 2.10: (a) RF Signal from a53µm copper sphere in response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa six
cycle pulse (signal is uncalibrated, with arbitrary units of amplitude). Fourier
transform with elliptical filters (b), and the filtered components of the fundamental
(c) and 2nd harmonic (d) are shown (arbitrary units).
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were filtered to remove any offset, and again to identify the fundamental andsecond harmonic
components, using the same filter parameters used to analyze the transmit pulses. The nergy
density of each harmonic component was calculated, using Equation 2.2. Note that the spectral
components can be treated separately as solid spheres are linear scatterer , and as such one
transmit pulse corresponds to a series of calibration values (fundamental,2nd harmonic, third
harmonic, etc.).





















































Figure 2.11: Theoretical fundamental (a) and 2nd harmonic (b) scattered signals from a53µm
copper sphere, in response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulse, as calculated
using Hickling’s analysis.
The transmit pulses, treated with an identical analysis, are used to calculate the components
of each harmonic frequency that are incident at the same position as for the copper sphere
measurements. The ratio of the spectral densities of the scattered signals to the respective com-
ponents of the incident pulse is a backscattering-cross-section-like (BSCS) physical quantity.
This was then compared with the theoretical BSCS, calculated using Hickling’sa alysis112,
using the same experimental conditions. The theoretical scatter from a53µm copper sphere
calculated in this way is shown in Figure 2.11. The ratio of the two BSCS produces the re-
quired point-calibration, and allows the ratio of “digits squared” (arbitraryunit measurement
of the scanner system) over Pa squared to be calculated for a specific frequency. This spec-




As described above, by comparing a theoretically scattered pulse to an echo m asured experi-
mentally, a calibration curve can be produced across the frequency spetrum.
Alignment of the copper sphere within the ultrasound beam was determined to bcrucial to pro-
ducing reliable repeat measurements of backscatter. It was observed that the receive sensitivity
was higher for signals received at the harmonics of the transmit signal, and as such any small
misalignments had greater effect on amplitude of the 2nd and 3rd harmonic signals received
than the fundamental components. It was surmised that this relates to the size and focus of the
receive beam at the position of measurement, which is controlled by the electronic focusing of
signals, applied upon receive.

































Figure 2.12: Solid sphere scatter comparison between free and attached spheres, in rponse
to 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulses. Fundamental components of scatterare
similar in free and attached copper spheres. Attached spheres display increased
energy of scatter at the second harmonic as compared to the fixed sphere scatter,
suggesting misalignment of the dropping apparatus. Scanner gain = 94 units in
both experiments.
Measurements were initially taken to confirm that the attached sphere measurements were sim-
ilar to free sphere measurements, and to ensure that the membrane had no impact on the solid
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sphere scatter. Copper spheres were dropped toward the transducer, and scatter individually
measured. Fundamental signals from free spheres (energy densities shown in Figure 2.12) are
not significantly different to the equivalent attached spheres signals. The energy of second har-
monic components for the free spheres however are slightly below the attached, w ich may be
due to slight mis-positioning of the dropping apparatus. This will affect the harmonic com-
ponents greater than the fundamental, as the second harmonic beam has a narrower focus. As
the receiver is more sensitive at the higher frequencies, this results is a lower calibration value
at the second harmonic for free spheres, whereas the mis-alignment is not observed to affect
the fundamental calibration values. This shows the value of the improved attached-sp ere set-
up in producing a more accurate and reliable receiver calibration. Figure2.12 also shows the
dependence of energy of scatter on scatterer size.




















Figure 2.13: S4 calibration data in digits per Pa, from a series of 18 spheres dropped toward
the transducer. Scanner is at high gain settings. The non overlapping fundamen-
tal and second harmonic can be clearly seen as a result.
Results from attached spheres are expected to produce a smooth curve for receive calibration
of the S3 transducer (transmit frequency range of 1.2MHz to 3.5MHz), with overlapping fun-
damental and second harmonic frequencies75. However, at the peak receiver sensitivity, the
fundamental calibration curve in all four transducers was found to be below the level of the
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second harmonic. This departure between the fundamental and second harmonic frequency
curves was observed to be greater in the higher frequency transducer , which displayed higher
levels of overall gain. Figure 2.13 shows the results from the S4 transducer. The fundamental
curve peaks at 2.59MHz at 46dPa (digits per Pa), whereas the secondharmonic curve peaks
at 3.38MHz, at a higher value of 53dPa, giving an offset of 17dPa atthis peak receive sen-
sitivity. The amount of overlap was observed to reduce when the overallgain settings of the
scanner were reduced. Figure 2.14 shows how the overall gain level affects the ratio between
the calibration values at 3MHz and the second harmonic energy density at atransmit frequency
of 1.5MHz in the S4 transducer (the data is produced from a53µm sphere) and similar results
for the S8 transducer. In order to produce a smooth spectral calibrationcurve, this ratio should
be close to one (so that the fundamental and harmonic curves overlap), but as can be seen in
Figure 2.13 the value drops sharply once the overall gain level (combination of TGC, LGC) is
increased beyond approximately 150 (arbitrary units) in the S4, and 100 inthe S8. This effect is
caused by compression of the sphere signals when the signal amplitude is close to the threshold
of the gain amplifier. At higher gain settings sphere signals are therefore subj ct to a nonlinear
receiver response. The signals at the fundamental peak sensitivity are of l rger amplitude than
the signals at peak second harmonic, and thus a reduced fundamental calibr tion value is cal-
culated, as seen above. By measuring the effect of various gain settingson the size of received
signal it was possible to define the minimum size of signal at which this affect isseen. Figure
2.15 shows the RF signals from a53µm sphere at differing gain levels. The signals measured at
gain levels that compression effects are observed (greater than 150) are an order of magnitude
greater than any single microbubble signals measured, ensuring that bubble signals will not be
subject to compression.
A gain level of 94 units was chosen for further calibration, as this gave a constant calibration
value across the range of sphere sizes measured, and produced smooth pectral calibration
curves across the full frequency range in each transducer.
2.5.3.1 Calibration results
Once suitable gain settings were identified, the transducers were calibratedacross the full fre-
quency range, and the receiver calibration values of digits/Pa calculatedusing point scatterer
measurements and calculations, as shown in Figures 2.16-2.19. At the maximumof the respec-
tive transducer bandwidths the calibration becomes unreliable, as can be seen by the second
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(a) S4 Ratio of fundamental (1.5MHz) to second harmonic (3MHz)
calibration values at peak sensitivity.





















(b) S8 Ratio of fundamental (2.75MHz) to second harmonic
(5.5MHz) calibration values at peak sensitivity.
Figure 2.14: Calibration data showing ratio of fundamental to second harmonic calibration
values (dPa) at peak sensitivity, for S4 and S8 transducers, calculated using a
53µm copper sphere. The ratios, which should be approximately one, show a
sharp drop off at higher gains where the sphere signals are compressed. The S8
has an overall higher level of gain applied, and as such shows this dropoff at
lower levels of gain.
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(a) Gain = 45
































(b) Gain = 45






















(c) Gain = 94
































(d) Gain = 94























(e) Gain = 160
































(f) Gain = 160


























(g) Gain = 253
































(h) Gain = 253
Figure 2.15: RF signals from a53µm copper sphere in response to 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle
pulse, at varying gain levels. Compression of the signal (as evident in Figure
2.14) occurs at gains greater than 150 (Figures (e)-(h)), as can beseen in the
reduction of the fundamental component of scatter. This correspondst RF am-
plitudes greater than 1000 digits, which is an order of magnitude greater than t e
amplitudes of bubble signals.
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Figure 2.16: Receive calibration of S3 transducer, shown in digits per Pa (error barsof stan-
dard error).




















Figure 2.17: Receive calibration S4 transducer, shown in digits per Pa.
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Figure 2.18: Receive calibration S8 transducer, shown in digits per Pa.



















Figure 2.19: Receive calibration S12 transducer, shown in digits per Pa.
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local maximum in the 2nd and 3rd harmonics at approximately 6.5MHz in the S3 transducer.
This is does not indicate increased sensitivity, but is due to the noise created by he electronics.
2.6 Chapter summary
The transmit and receive parameters of the four wideband phased array tr nsducers to be used in
this thesis were characterized. Ultrasound beams were plotted, and suitableregions for exper-
imentation were chosen. The transmit calibration has been used to produce well haracterized
beams with which to interrogate bubble response at a variety of clinical frequencies and acous-
tic pressures, and the receive calibration has been used to produce quantitative calibration for
use with single bubble measurement across a wide range of acoustic parameters.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical response of the contrast
agent DefinityR©
3.1 Introduction
Studying the response of microbubbles is vital to fully understand the behaviour of such scat-
terers, and subsequently developing improved imaging schemes. This will in turn lead to im-
proved diagnostic techniques which can address some of the clinical issues rais d in Chapter
1. Presented here is a multi-method investigation into the single pulse response of the imag-
ing contrast agent DefinityR© (Lantheus Medical Imaging). A theoretical model based upon
a Keller-Miksis type equation45 has been developed to model the motion of the bubble wall.
From this, the pressure waves emitted by the bubble can be calculated by using the Vokurka
equation51. Model parameters were set to mimic a typical soft shelled Definity microbubble.
These results are displayed so as to allow comparison with detailed experimental asure-
ments of Definity microbubbles (Chapter 4), and an experimentally measured size i tribution
has been used to allow direct comparison. A variety of imaging parameters are u ed in order to
identify any frequency or pressure dependent effects, and the effect o changing various shell
parameters on these results has been investigated.
3.2 Aim of chapter
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the characteristics of resonant scatter, as predicted
by a current theoretical model, in order to identify such behaviour in the exp rimental results,
and thus confirm the validity of the model. This resonance behaviour is the integral part of
ultrasound contrast which allows improved diagnostic imaging, but is not yetfully exploited in
current imaging schemes, which are based upon theoretical results frombasic approximations
of microbubble behaviour. Clinical agents contain a relatively wide distribution of microbub-
ble sizes, and current clinical pulses used (typically designed for B-mode imaging) can only
excite a small proportion of these bubbles. As such the true potential for improved contrast
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and resolution has not been reached, and the following results and conclusi s may aid in the
development of pulsing schemes which can increase the proportion of microbubbles which are
at resonance, therefore increasing the contrast to tissue ratio achieved. Single bubble multi-
method investigations such as this also have the potential to discover bubble-specific responses
which will be masked by large concentration studies, and thus lay the groundw rk for novel
contrast imaging schemes. Also, only by combining experimental and theoretical sults in this
way can the predictions of a model be tested, and thus improved upon.
This chapter contains an investigation into the time and frequency components of resp nse from
a distribution of single microbubbles, and as such presents novel results.The variation in large
numbers of single bubble response is rarely addressed in the literature, and the time-domain re-
sponse of single bubbles is also rarely investigated. By combining these two meth ds in order to
allow a resonance response to be definitively identified in single bubble response, single bubble
measurements offer a powerful tool to optimise the scatter from a distribution of microbubbles
(by identifying optimum transmit parameters), and thus to maximimise the contrast to tissue
ratio achievable in diagnostic techniques. In single bubble optical measurements, when the size
of each bubble is easily measured, it is possible to identify single bubble resonant scatter, and
this is also the case in large concentration bubble measurements, as the incident parameters can
be easily changed to find the corresponding maximum resonance respons. However, this has
not been done previously in single bubble acoustic measurements, as neither can the bubble size
be easily measured (without affecting the acoustic response), nor can different incident pulses
easily be transmitted upon the same microbubble without affecting its integrity. Theresults
below (and in Chapter 4) present an alternative method for identifying resonance behaviour.
3.3 Theoretical model
The first theoretical studies of the dynamics of bubbles date back to Lord Rayleigh42,115, who
in 1917 looked at the destructive effects of cavitating bubbles on ship proellers. In 1933
Minnaert38 undertook a combined experimental and theoretical study of the sound emittedfrom
bubbles. More recent studies have developed more sophisticated models for the behaviour of
oscillating encapsulated bubbles under the influence of ultrasound. As described in Chapter
1, the use of a theoretical model to simulate the motion of the bubble wall in this way gives
an insight into the physical mechanisms that are present, and in turn can helpto define the
behaviours observed experimentally. The results from such a model which are specifically
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relevant to the physical characteristics of Definity, a Keller-Miksis type equation45 using a
Mooney Rivlin shell model116, are investigated here.
3.3.1 Physical parameters of microbubbles
It is known that Definity contains microbubbles with a soft lipid outer shell (perflutoro-lipid),
and a non-soluble gas core (octoflouropropane), as described in Chapter 1. Various physi-
cal characteristics, for example shell material stiffness and gas density,can be estimated and be
used to define parameters upon which the shell dynamics can be modeled8. While these param-
eters can be estimated from bulk material properties, the accuracy of theseestimates become
a limitation in how accurately the model predicts the response of microbubbles. For example,
material properties such as shell thickness are on the order of nanometers, and so cannot be
defined absolutely with current technology, although advances in tools such as atomic force
microscopy60 offer promising improvements. Variations of up to150% in maximal excursions
of optically identical bubbles have been previously measured117, ue to differences in elastic
properties of individual bubble’s shells, which will lead to large variationsin the signals pro-
duced from a distribution of bubbles. Comparison between experimental and theoretical results
may lead to improved estimates in the variation of individual shell parameters.
The main parameters used in the shelled models to describe the behaviour of theencapsulating
lipid shell are the shell thickness (ds), shell stiffness (Gs) and the shell viscosity (ηs)118. Gs and
ηs have been previously measured for Definity using ultrasound attenuation measurements40,61.
The values for these are here initially chosen to be 15nm, 50MPa and 1Pas respectively, as
calculated from a mean of various experimental measurements presented in thliterature (for
example,119 defineGs ≈ 180MPa andηs ≈ 0.9Pas, whereas120 defineGs ≈ 15MPa and
ηs ≈ 0.05Pas. The shell thickness estimates vary from 1nm up to 20nm, with the majority of
the literature settling on 15nm, as defined above). The effect of varying these parameters will
be briefly investigated later, where relevant.
3.3.2 Size distribution
In order to accurately estimate the response from a sample of microbubbles,the ize distri-
bution from which the sample is taken is needed. Once activated, a vial of Definity contains
a maximum of 1.2×1010 microbubbles per milliliter (equivalent to150µl/ml of encapsulated
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Figure 3.1: Size distribution of 35380 Definity microbubbles, as measured using a laser diffrac-
tion technique (Malvern Mastersizer), accurate to within0.1µm.
gas), with an average diameter of 1.1-3.3um. The data sheet supplied with theagent quotes
microbubble size distribution as 98% with a diameter less than 10um, with a maximum diame-
ter of 20um. A Malvern Mastersizer (Malvern Instruments, Worcs., UK) was used to measure
the size distribution of a sample of bubbles, with a resolution of0.1µm, to produce diameter
curves from0.7 − 5.5µm, as shown in Figure 3.1. The Malvern Mastersizer measures par-
ticle diameters between0.02and2000µm, and relies upon laser diffraction to determine the
size distribution of the suspension. The size distribution calculation relies upon the premise
that there is an inverse relationship between the size of the particle and the angle at which
the particle scatters laser light. An absorption of 0.1 and refractive index of 1.4 were chosen
for the analysis of the microbubble suspensions, as used previously in thel terature121. These
high concentrations are used in clinical trials either by bolus injection (10µl/kg) or by infusion
(1.3mL of activated Definity diluted in 50mL saline, injected at a rate of4mL/min). In order
to produce single bubble data this must be diluted further, to allow single scattering events to
be imaged. It was calculated that a dilution of over 10,000 by volume was necesary, and has
been verified experimentally68. The distribution shown in Figure 3.1 shall be used in this study
to estimate the response from a distribution of Definity single scatterers.
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3.3.3 Equations used in the model
A Keller-Miksis type equation was used to model the motion of the bubble wall. It has been
shown that this produces similar results to the alternative Rayleigh-Plesset mod l45. The equa-
tions of motion for the liquid, derived from the conservation equations for mass and momentum,
allow ordinary differential equations to be derived for the bubble radiusas a function of time.
The Keller-Miksis equation45 models the surrounding liquid by assuming linear compressibil-
ity, and has the advantage over the Rayleigh-Plesset model by including a finite speed of sound
in the surrounding liquid, which allows the model to account for radiation damping8. This has
been shown by Prosperetti47 to be especially relevant in the case of intermediate Mach num-
bers, as is the case for the pressures used in diagnostic ultrasound. The equation used here to







































− Pshell|R − Pa(t) − Pst (3.2)
ThePshell term relates to the behaviour of the shell, as defined by the shell model described
below.Pa(t) is the incident acoustic pressure (kPa), andPst is the hydrostatic pressure (Pst =
103kPa). Surface tension equalsσ = 0.0728Nm−1, and the ratio of specific heatsγ = 1.4.
Other variables used are viscosity of waterηL = 0.001Pas, density of waterρ = 1000kgm−3
and speed of sound in waterc = 1500ms−1.
3.3.4 Choice of shell model
The various models described in Chapter 1, predict many characteristics of micr bubble be-
haviour, but are limited by the definitions they take for the material’s mechanicalbehaviour.
These “Hookean models” (i.e. models that use Hooke’s Law to define this property) use a
simplified definition for the elasticity modulus of the material, which ignores the changes in
the shell material with varying mechanical index (MI). For most materials this is not the case,
and they will exhibit a varying elasticity modulus when subject to increasing pressures or fre-
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quencies. This can lead to deviations in predicted results from measured behaviour due to
differences in values for membrane elasticity, which directly determines the microbubble’s dy-
namic behaviour. Depending on the way the elasticity modulus varies, there are two different
types of models that can depict the dynamics of microbubble wall motion. Materials, such as
rubber, whose stress-strain relationship exhibits a decrease in gradient s the incident pressure
increases are termed strain softening materials, and can be modeled using theMooney-Rivlin
Law. Materials whose stress-strain ratio increases at a greater amount as the deformations
increase, which corresponds to an increase apparent elasticity modulus, are termed strain hard-
ening. Such materials should be defined using a model that is able to describethis type of
behaviour, such as the Skalak law85. The importance of the choice of model to define these
material properties has been shown in the literature116. In the results presented here, a Mooney
Rivlin shell model will be used, as suggested previously to be relevant for Definity116, which
behaves as a softer-shelled agent at larger amplitudes.
























Where, similar to the strain hardening Skalak model, the variable B is a measure of st ain soft-
ening of the shell. Here this will be set toB = 0, for large amounts of softening corresponding
to the nature of a Definity phospholipid shell.
3.3.5 Resonance frequency
The equations above lead to the bubble’s resonance frequency being dependent upon a variety
of factors. At low amplitudes, i.e. in the linear case, for a bubble of initial radius R0, the





























As can be seen in Equation 3.5, the resonance radius is dependent uponhe shell stiffness
parameterGS . However, as the incident pressure is increased, the bubble’s behaviour becomes
nonlinear, and this linear relationship breaks down118. The incident pressure will therefore
have an effect on the resonance frequency, and this is shown in more detail below. Resonance
frequency and radius is defined as that at which peak fundamental scater is obtained, unless
otherwise stipulated.
3.4 Methodology
The above equations have been implemented as a simulation model using MATLAB(R2007b,
Mathworks). Matlab code was developed based upon original work by N. Pelekasis, K. Tsiglifis
(Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Thessally, Volos, Greece)85. The asso-
ciated ordinary differential equations have been solved for a variety ofinitial bubble radiiR0
using a Runge-Kutta method, and in response to a variety of experimentally measured imaging
pulses, applied by the ODE solver ‘ode23.m’ in MATLAB, and implemented in Matlab by P.
Looney (Medical Physics, The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,UK). The Matlab scripts
to solve the differential equations were written by P. Looney, but all subsequent analysis (and
corresponding Matlab scripting) was performed by the author of this thesis. The contrast agent
bubble is described by its initial radius and its shell properties, and the ODE solver calculates
the radial dynamics of the bubble. Using a typical PC (for example Intel Core2 Duo 2.2GHz)
the required calculation time is around one minute for each six cycle ultrasoundresponse, giv-
ing calculation times of around two hours for a distribution of 100 bubbles. The Vokurka
equation51 (Equation 3.6) is then used to calculate the scattered pressureP from each bubble,




(RR̈ + 2Ṙ2) (3.6)
An experimentally measured size distribution is used to produce a sample of initialbubb e
radii, allowing direct comparison with experimental results. The calculated bubble responses
have been decomposed into the various components of harmonics using the same filters defined
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in Chapter 2, and the results are analyzed below.
3.5 Results
The equations above were used to calculate the bubble dynamics in responsto real transmit
pulses (measured using the membrane hydrophone system as detailed in Chapter 2). The results
for the Mooney Rivlin strain softening model are presented. Results are pres nted in an ‘energy




where f is the frequency component.
In all subsequent text, this shall be refered to as the unit of ‘energy density’, in units ofPa2s.
3.5.1 Mooney Rivlin results
The variations in energy density, as predicted by the Mooney Rivlin strain softening model in
response to a 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle typical imaging pulse are shown in Figure 3.2, with the
RF, fundamental and second harmonic components plotted. Fundamental and seco d harmonic
scatter have been concentrated on here, as clinical imaging schemes are yt to implement higher
harmonic imaging, due to drawbacks in transducer technology. Bubble signal have been cal-
culated with a radial resolution of0.02µm, and a clear resonance peak (maximum fundamental
scatter) at initial radius ofR0 = 4.54µm can be seen. The amount of harmonic components in
the respective bubble’s responses differs significantly from below to above resonance, and the
position of these energy-radius curves will change with the resonance rdius as the frequency
is increased. Here, at 1.6Mhz, the peak in fundamental scatter, which is the stronger compo-
nent (0.0112Pa2s−1 at R0 = 4.54µm), is shifted with regards to the peak in second harmonic
response (0.0028Pa2s−1 at R0 = 3.56µm) by 0.82µm, indicating that maximum overall re-
sponse occurs at a relatively reduced harmonic. This shift is due to second harmonic resonance
occurring atR0 = 3.56µm (where the prime resonance frequency is twice that of the incident
frequency)122. The proximity of the two resonance peaks (fundamental and second harmonic)
is dependent on both incident frequency and acoustic pressure, dueto nonlinearities increasing
with mechanical index. Although the second harmonic peak is not directly identifiable in the RF
80



























(a) Responses for bubbles with radiiR = 0.1 − 20µm.



















(b) Responses for bubbles with radiiR = 3 − 5µm.
Figure 3.2: Variation in energy density as predicted by the Mooney-Rivlin strain softening
model, in response to a 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulse, as measured bya mem-
brane hydrophone. The graphs show how the fundamental and 2nd harmonic peak
scatter is off-set. 3.2(b) is an expanded version of 3.2(a), showing in detail how the
energy densities vary as the bubble radius approaches resonance.
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data (as it is ‘over-shadowed’ by the tail of fundamental resonance peak), its presence leads to
the region of harmonic dominated scatter for bubbles with initial radii less thanR0 = 3.62µm.
Figures 3.3 shows the radial response, R.F. scattered pressure and fundamental component of
scatter from three example bubbles; below resonance, at resonance and above resonance (where
resonance refers to maximum fundamental scatter). At resonance the radial response, and thus
the scattered pressure wave, is dominated by the expansion phase of the bubble, with an expan-
sion to compression ratio (E/CR = Rmax/Rmin) of over 7. The time-frequency representation
of these signals, as calculated by the short time Fourier transform (STFT)function in MAT-
LAB (normalised to the maximum energy of each signal), is shown in Figures 3.3(j)–3.3(l),
and shows the differences between the harmonic components of the signalsin greater detail.
Here, maximum energy is shown in red, and confirms maximum relative harmonicscatter at
below resonance. A bubble of radiusR = 1.6µm will produce a relatively stronger harmonic
signal than a bubble atR = 4.54µm, and the signal is constant with time. This dominant har-
monic is observed in bubbles of radii up toR = 3.62µm, corresponding to 24.6% of the peak
fundamental scatter. This nonlinear scatter will therefore make up a significant amount of the
signal from a sample of contrast agent. That the peak signal is shown to have reduced second
harmonic scatter (with fundamental nearly seven times stronger), providesan identifying factor
for fundamental resonance behavour in individual bubble signals.
3.5.2 Affect of a size distribution
How these energy variations effect a real sample of Definity bubbles canbe investigated using
the experimentally measured radial distribution (Figure 3.1). The Mastersizer esults measured
a total of 35380 bubbles, with a resolution of0.1µm. The above energy density results were
used to calculate the minimum bubble size that can be measured experimentally. This was
calculated using the noise floor of the experimental system, which was defineas the level of
signal recorded when no bubbles were present (i.e. the electrical noise of the system). The
size of such a bubble which would scatter with this level of signal was then calculated, and this
radius used to threshold the size distribution. For example, in response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa
six cycle pulse, the fundamental energy density noise-floor of the systemhas been calculated
at 1 × 10−6Pa2s, which corresponds to a bubble of sizeR0 = 1.76µm. At these imaging
parameters a large proportion of bubbles (88% of the scatterers by number) produce scatter
at levels below this level, which is due to the peak in the size distribution at sub-micron radii
82

















(a) Below resonance predicted
radius variation
















(b) Radius variation at resonance




















(c) Above resonance predicted
radius variation
















(d) Below resonance RF bubble
signal

















(e) RF bubble response at
resonance


















(f) Above resonance RF bubble
signal






























(g) Below resonance fundamental
scatter


























(h) Fundamental scatter at
resonance



















































































(l) Above resonance RF bubble
signal, STFT representation
Figure 3.3: Variation in bubble response below (R0 = 1.6µm), at (Rres = 4.54µm) and
above (R0 = 9µm) resonance, whereRres is defined as maximum fundamental
scatter. Figures (a)-(c) show radial excursions of the driven bubbles, (d)-(f) show
R.F. scatter, (g)-(i) fundamental components of scatter, and (j)-(l) show normalised
short time Fourier transform (STFT) representation, as calculated in MATLAB,
showing the relative components of harmonic scatter present in each signal.
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Figure 3.4: A random sample of 100 Definity microbubbles whose scatter is above the noise
level of the experimental system, as taken from the Mastersizer measured distribu-
tion of 35380 Definity bubbles.
measured in the Mastersizer.
This thresholded size distribution of 4246 bubbles was then used to randomlysa ple 100 ini-
tial bubble radii, producing the sample distribution shown in Figure 3.4. This has in turn been
used to calculate 100 bubble signals in response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa pulse,as hown in the
scatter plot in Figure 3.5. The responses have been plotted with the signals decomposed into
fundamental energy density (on the x-axis) and the 2nd harmonic (on the y-axis). Frequency
dependent experimental error, as calculated in Chapter 2 from a seriesof well-characterized
solid sphere measurements, was added to the energy densities of these bubbles (7.1% funda-
mental and5.5% harmonic standard error for the imaging parameters used here). This allow
the data to be compared to experimentally measured values.
Figure 3.5 shows a scatter plot of the energy distribution of 100 theoreticallylculated re-
sponses from a 1.6MHz 550kPa pulse. Signals have been decomposed into the various com-
ponents of harmonics, and plotted as fundamental versus 2nd harmonic. Atwo population
response in the fundamental scatter is present as can clearly be seen in both the scatter plots
and the histograms of scatter (Figure 3.6), due to the steep increase of scattered energy at reso-
nance. These two populations, of resonant scatter and off resonantscatter have been classified













































Figure 3.5: Variation in bubble response, as calculated using the random sample of 100 bub-
bles shown in Figure 3.4 (1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle incident pulse). Experimental
error has been added to the simulated bubble signals. A significant differenc in
fundamental energy density is observed between those bubbles which produce max-
imum scatter (16% by number) and those at lower energy scatter. Bubbles have
been classified as resonant or off-resonance using cluster-analysismethods.




















(a) Histogram of fundamental energy densities




















(b) Histogram of harmonic responses
Figure 3.6: In response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulse, the distribution of 100 bubbles
shown in Figure 3.4 produces a two population response in the fundamentalscatter.
The difference in harmonic signal of the highest scatterers and those withlower
energy is less pronounced than the difference in fundamental energy.
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x-y coordinate (fundamental- 2nd harmonic energy density), and by calculating the Euclidean
distance between each sample point a dissimilarity matrix has been calculated (implemented
with the ‘pdist’ function has in MATLAB Statistics Toolbox 6). This information has been
used to group the data into a relevant number of clusters (using the ‘linkage’ function in MAT-
LAB), producing the two populations shown in Figure 3.5 showing a clear separation.
3.5.3 Effect of varying the shell parameters
Figure 3.2 shows the variation in energy of response for a distribution of bubbles, modeled
with a shell stiffness ofGs = 50MPa (incident pressure of 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycles pulse).
This value ofGs was chosen from the mean of a variety of values quoted in the literature for
Definity, as previously outlined. Figure 3.7 shows the effect of varying this parameter on the
resonance peak response (for the same incident pulse). For increased values of shell stiffness
(up to Gs = 60MPa shown here), the greater constraint that the stiffer shell places on the
bubble leads to less relative expansion and contraction, leading to lower energy signals for a
bubble of the same radius. For aR0 = 4.0µm bubble, fundamental energy density of scatter
reduces from5 × 10−3Pa2s for Gs = 10MPa to 2 × 10−4Pa2s for Gs = 80MPa. However,
the resonance frequency is also dependent on shell stiffness, and increasingGs gives a larger
value for resonance radiusRres. This leads to larger bubbles being at resonance for greater
values ofGs, which in turn leads to higher values of peak scatter, for the range of bubble radii
investigated here.
Figure 3.7 shows how the peak fundamental energy density of scatter decr as s from0.0233Pa2s
for Gs = 100MPa at a resonance radius ofR0 = 4.0µm to 0.0040Pa2s for Gs = 10MPa at a
resonance radius ofR0 = 3.2µm. This change in shell viscosity parameter is shown in Figure
3.8, with the fundamental and 2nd harmonic energy of scatter of aR0 = 4.0µm bubble plotted
for a variety ofGs values. Due to this increase in resonance radius with shell stiffness, both
fundamental and 2nd harmonic values increase with shell stiffness fromGs = 0 − 30MPa,
where a maximum value of fundamental is reached. Maximum 2nd harmonic is achieved at a
value ofGs = 40MPa, due to this stiffness giving a 2nd harmonic resonance peak closest to
the bubble radius. Stiffer values than this show significant decrease in fundamental scatter, due
to reduced bubble movement.
Figure 3.9 shows how changing this value of stiffness affects the overallr sponse from the
experimentally measured distribution of bubbles shown in Figure 3.1. Changing the value of
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(a) Fundamental Energy Density








































(b) 2nd Harmonic Energy Density
Figure 3.7: Variation in energy of response for a variety of shell stiffnesses. Maximum peak
scatter is seen for the largest shell stiffness (Gs = 80MPa), due to the increased
resonance radius. However, for a fixed bubble radius, increasing shell tiffness can










































Figure 3.8: Variation in response from aR0 = 4.0µm bubble for a variety of shell stiffnesses
(the numbers on the plot have units of MPa). The scatter shows maximum fun-
damental energy of scatter atGs = 30MPa, whereas maximum 2nd harmonic
scatter is reached atGs = 40MPa. The value of shell stiffness which leads to peak
scatter is dependent on the bubble radius, as shown in Figure 3.7. Shell stiffness





























































































































































































































































































Figure 3.9: Variation in energy of response for a variety of shell stiffnesses, for a random
sample of 100 bubbles from the experimentally measured size distribution shown
in Figure 3.1. Maximum peak scatter is seen for the largest shell stiffnesses(Gs =
50MPa), due to the increased resonance radius.
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Gs has a greater effect on the population of bubbles defined to be at resonance than those
off resonance. Figure 3.5 shows the distribution obtained using a shell stiffne s parameter of
Gs = 50MPa, which gives a mean resonance fundamental scatter of0.0091Pa2s, with 15%
of bubbles defined to be at resonance. For a value ofGs = 10MPa, peak fundamental scatter
corresponds to a significant drop from the peak in 2nd harmonic scatter,s shown in Figure
3.9(b). This resonant population has a mean fundamental energy of scatter of 0.0033Pa2s,
with 12% of bubbles defined to be at resonance. Figure 3.9 shows how this resonant population
increases in energy in both fundamental and 2nd harmonic scatter with increasing shell stiff-
ness, and thus the difference between the resonant and off-resonant p pulation is also increased.
However, due to the changing resonance radius, the numbers of bubbles that are defined to be at
resonance decreases for larger values of stiffness for the distribution of bubbles used here. Even
though the mean energy of resonant scatter increases for an increasefrom 10MPa - 90MPa, as
shown in Figure 3.10, the number of scatterers included in this population reaches a peak at
Gs = 40MPa of 18.8%. The mean values of scatter have been calculated from 10 different
random samples of bubbles. The error in the numbers of bubbles definedto be at resonance
increases at lower values of shell stiffness due to the difference between th two populations
being less than that at higher values (leading to larger differences between o random samples
of bubbles).
Increasing the value for the shell viscosity has the opposite effect of increasing the shell stiff-
ness, although on a smaller scale. Figure 3.11 shows how the energy densit varies with in-
creasing values of shell viscosityηs, which shows increasing resonance radius corresponds to
decreasing peak scatter. Due to the small differences between the peak values and the resonance
radii concerned, changing the value for shell viscosity has little effect on a population response
from the distribution of Definity bubbles measured earlier. This change in shell tiffness pa-
rameter is shown in Figure 3.12, with the fundamental and 2nd harmonic energy of scatter of a
R0 = 4.0µm bubble plotted for a variety ofηs values.
3.5.4 Envelope effects
Figure 3.3 shows the variations predicted by the strain softening Mooney-Rivlin model for bub-
bles with radii below, at and above the resonance radius ofRres = 4.54µm, in response to a
typical rectangular medical imaging pulse at 1.6MHz, 550kPa containing six cycles. Investigat-
ing the approach to resonance further shows that the envelope of the predicted signals changes
90

























(a) Percentage of bubbles at resonance


































(b) Resonant fundamental energy density
Figure 3.10: Variation in energy of resonant response for a variety of shell stiffnesses. Max-
imum peak scatter, and thus the largest difference between resonant and off-
resonant scatter, is seen for the largest shell stiffnesses (Gs = 60MPa), due to
the increased resonance radius. The percentage of bubbles at resonance reaches
a maximum atGs = 40MPa. Mean values (± standard deviations) have been
calculated from ten random samples of 100 bubbles.
as the radius increases, as can be seen in Figure 3.13. Below resonance a fu damental signal is
produced which is similar in shape to the fundamental incident pulse (both areslightly distorted
from the rectangular incident RF pulse by the bandwidth of the transducer). The envelope of
such a signal can be accurately calculated using a quadrature amplitude demodulation method
(a function included in the MATLAB Signal Processing Toolbox(TM) 6.0, Mathworks), and
is observed to be very similar to the incident pulse. As the bubble radius is increased toward
resonance, this fundamental signal becomes distorted, with the envelope of the signal having
increasing negative skew, which indicates an increasing fundamental sign with time, over the
six cycle response. This effect of increasing amplitude at resonance isexpected from simple
harmonic oscillator theory, and has been observed in literature for forced damped oscillators124.
The effect is at a maximum at radii corresponding to resonance, with fundamental scatter in-
creasing to a peak in the first half of the six cycle response, and decreasing in the latter half of
the response. This is similar to the predicted transient response of a simple forced harmonic
oscillator.
This effect of increasing amplitude of scatter has been observed previously8,125, but has not
previously been identified as a feature of an encapsulated microbubbles approaching resonance.
This may provide a useful tool in both analyzing experimental bubble data, and understanding
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(a) Fundamental Energy Density


































(b) 2nd Harmonic Energy Density
Figure 3.11: Variation in energy of response for a variety of shell viscosities. Maximumpeak
scatter is seen for the smallest shell viscosity (ηs = 0.75Pas), even though this
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Figure 3.12: Variation in response from aR0 = 4.0µm bubble for a variety of shell viscosi-
ties (the numbers on the plot have units ofPas). The scatter shows maximum
fundamental and 2nd harmonic energy of scatter atηs = 0.25Pas, although min-
imum harmonic scatter does not correspond to minimum fundamental scatter. The
variations in scatter are less than that observed when varying the shell stiffne s
parameterGs.
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Figure 3.13: As bubble radius is increased toward resonance, the signals show an increasing
component of fundamental scatter across the six cycle response. Figures 3.13(a)
– 3.13(c) show R.F scatter for increasing radius, and Figures 3.13(d) – 3.13(f)
show the corresponding fundamental components of scatter.
how the parameters of the soft lipid shell effect a bubble’s response. Th explanation for this
increasing fundamental component of scatter lies in how a bubble at resonance absorbs the
energy from the incident pulse, and has been previously described for simple harmonic oscil-
lators124. As shown in Figure 3.3, the increasing fundamental component of scatter, wh ther
increasing over the whole of the six cycle response, or increasing up to aeak and then de-
creasing back to steady state, coincides with an increasing maximal radius exc rsion. At a
radius below resonance maximum radius is reached with the first cycle of theincid nt pulse,
which is then followed by a bubble collapse to minimum radius. This collapse gives ris to
the bubble shell acceleration which produces the maximum scattered pressure signal, which is
then repeated over the six cycle incident pulse, leading to a constant amplitude of scatter. At an
increased radius, closer to the resonance radius, although the first cycle leads to almost exactly
the same radius increase (relative to the initial radius), the subsequent radial excursions then
increase linearly up to a maximum, leading to an increasing component of scatterwith time. At
the resonance radius, this maximum scatter is reached in the third cycle, whichis then followed
by a decreasing scatter, leading to an approximately symmetrical envelope ofscatter shown
above (Figure 3.3).
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(c) Cross correlation result






































































(f) Cross correlation result
Figure 3.14: Normalised cross correlation results can be used to compare the envelope of dif-
ferent signals . Using an off-resonance reference signal (a) with constant enve-
lope (fundamental signal normalised to peak scatter shown), the differenc be-
tween off-resonant (b) and resonant (e) normalised scatter can be determined by
the peak cross-correlation results (c) and (f). Normalised cross correlation of RF
signals shown, with a threshold peak of 0.7 shown.
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This effect can be quantitatively described by using a normalised cross correlation technique
to compare the envelope of signals from different radii. It can be easily shown that when com-
pared to a ‘reference’ off-resonant bubble signal of constant amplitude, a signal with increasing
amplitude over time (resonant signal) has a decreased peak normalised cros co relation than
one with similar constant amplitude, as shown in Figure 3.14. The incident pulsecould also
be used as the reference signal here, but would give reduced resolution in categorizing bub-
ble signals, due to the expected differences between bubble signal envelopes and the incident
pulse envelope. Figure 3.14(a) shows a reference (off-resonance) signal of constant amplitude
(R0 = 3.0µm). When correlated with aR0 = 3.5µm signal with similar envelope 3.14(b)
this produces a signal of peak near one, whereas when correlated withaR0 = 4.3µm resonant
signal of increasing envelope with time 3.14(e), this gives a signal with peakof 0.36. Figure
3.15 shows how the peak cross correlation varies with radius, for a sampleof scatterers.When
plotted against fundamental energy density, a clear two population response ca be observed by
thresholding non-resonant behaviour at a peak correlation value of0.7, leading to an identical
classification as that calculated using cluster analysis earlier (Figure 3.16). As the bubble size
is increased to well above resonance, the envelope of signal is predicted to b again similar to
the incident pulse, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Although this technique does not use a precise description of the envelopeto characterize each
signal, the results agree well with the classification of signals using energy of scatter alone,
confirming this as a valid technique with which to classify scatter.
3.5.5 Effect of increasing incident frequency
The transmitted frequency will affect the total response gained from a single distribution of
bubbles, not only due to the total energy transmitted, but also due to the number of ubbles
being present in each population. Figure 3.17 shows how the fundamentaland 2nd harmonic
energy densities vary with increasing frequency. As the frequency is increased, the transmitted
energy in a six cycle pulse is decreased, and thus the peak scatter predicted by the Mooney
Rivlin model decreases, with maximum peak scatter at 1.4MHz.
At larger frequencies, the resonant peak becomes less obvious, andeve tually disappears. Fig-
ure 3.17 shows the results for nine frequencies at 550kPa. Above an incident frequency of
3.4MHz no resonance peak can be observed, leading to a reduction in thecharacteristic reso-
nance behaviour as described above. Figure 3.19(a) shows the number of scatterers defined to
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Figure 3.15: Variation in normalised cross-correlation peaks for increasing bubble radii. As














































Figure 3.16: Variation in bubble response, as calculated using the random sample of 100 bub-
bles shown in Figure 3.4 (1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle incident pulse). Bubbles have
been characterized as resonant or off-resonance using a normalised cross corre-
lation method, thresholded at a peak value of0.7. This classifies the same number
at resonance (16%) as the cluster analysis methods using energy density values
alone (Figure 3.5)
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Figure 3.17: Variations in energy density with increasing frequency (550kPa, six cycle) imag-
ing pulses. Above 3.4MHz no resonance peak is detectable, and the scatter can
no longer be separated into resonant and off resonant scatter.
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be at resonance by the normalised cross correlation method described above. Resonant scatter
decreases to less than5% for frequencies above 3.5MHz.
The results from all four transducers calibrated in Chapter 2 are shownin Figure 3.19 and 3.18.
In order to take into account the decreasing pulse energy density for increasing frequency,
root mean square (RMS) pressures (Pa) are used to calculate a ‘back-scattering cross section’
(BSCS)-like quantity, to compare results from different transducers. To allow direct compari-
son of this with experimental results, which do not contain information on bubble size, BSCS
has been modified to exclude the radius of each bubble, giving Equation 3.8. Mean fundamen-
tal scatter for each population has been plotted in 3.19. Figure 3.18 shows ascatter plot of the
overall response from all four transducers. As can be seen in both figures, due to the resonance
radius decreasing with increasing frequency, leading smaller bubbles being at resonance, the
peak scatter is significantly reduced at higher frequencies. As the number of ubbles charac-
terized as at resonance is also reduced significantly at higher frequencies, the off-resonance





3.5.6 Effect of increasing transmit amplitude
Results for varying acoustic pressures are presented for incident pressures of 1.6MHz six cycle
pulses (as characterized in Chapter 2). A range of acoustic pressures, from 187kPa to 1.5MPa,
were measured with the membrane hydrophone system previously outlined, and used as inci-
dent pulses in the above equations. The variation in energy densities is shown in Figure 3.20.
The number of bubbles classified to be at resonance increases with acoustic pressure, as shown
in Figures 3.21 and 3.22. This in turn leads to a decrease in the mean scatter for off-resonance
bubbles, as the mean size of off-resonant bubbles is subsequently decreas d. The mean value
of scatter for resonant bubbles increases with acoustic pressure dueto th increased energy
incident on the bubbles, as shown in Figure 3.22(b).
These results do not take into account any destructive effects causedby the high MI of the
incident pulse, which is expected to take place. Pressures above a few hundred kPa have been
shown to disrupt the encapsulating shell of soft-shelled microbubbles4,72,92,95, and this is cur-
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(b) Second harmonic response
Figure 3.18: Response of a sample of Definity microbubbles to increasing frequency (550kPa,
six cycle) imaging pulses. Results show back-scattering cross section-like results
for all four transducers (1.2 < f < 5.5MHz). Peak scatter is achieved at
1.4MHz, and decreases with increasing frequency, due to the decreasing re o-
nance radius.
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(a) Number of bubbles at resonance


































(b) Mean fundamental scatter for off-resonant and resonant bubbles
Figure 3.19: Response of a sample of Definity microbubbles to increasing frequency (550kPa,
six cycle) imaging pulses, calculated from the experimentally measured incident
pulses from the four different transducers. (a) shows the number of bubbles
classified as resonant by a normalized cross correlation analysis to be decreas-
ing with frequency, due to the disappearance of the resonance peak. (b) shows
back-scattering cross section-like results for all four transducers (1.2 < f <
5.5MHz), with mean resonant (+) and mean off resonant scatter (.) shown.
Peak scatter is achieved at 1.6MHz, and decreases with increasing frequency, due
to the decreasing resonance radius.
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Figure 3.20: Effect of increasing acoustic pressure on bubble responses, from 187kPa-1.5MPa.
The strong resonance peak in the 2nd harmonic, and the radial offset inpeak
response for fundamental and 2nd harmonic components, leads to the disinctive
two population response outlined above for low to medium pressures. For areal
sample of bubbles (as measured previously in Figure 3.1), the number of ubbles
at resonance will increase with increasing acoustic pressure
rently not included in the assumptions made for the theoretical model presented here. This will
be investigated further in Chapter 6.
3.5.7 Higher harmonic resonance
The limitations of current transducer technology place the third harmonic at the edge of current
imaging bandwidth. The above investigation has therefore concentrated onfundamental and
second harmonic scatter. As shown in Chapter 2, the transducers used inthe experimental
investigation have the ability to measure third harmonic signals for a limited range oftransmit
frequencies at the lower end of each of the respective transducer’sbandwidth. It has been shown
that using higher harmonics has the potential for greatly improving the contrast to tissue ratio,
depending on incident pulse parameters126. The variations of third harmonic scatter will briefly
be investigated here.
Figure 3.23 shows the Mooney Rivlin results for fundamental, second andthird harmonic vari-
ations in energy density with radius, in response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulse. As can
be seen, each of the respective curves show peaks at decreasing radi , corresponding to the re-
spective harmonic resonances. This leads to scatter at low radii being dominated by the higher





































































































































































































































































(f) P = 1.5MPa
Figure 3.21: Variation in energy of response for a variety of incident acoustic pressur
(1.6MHz, six cycle pulses). Responses from a random sample of 100 bubbles from
the experimentally measured size distribution shown in Figure 3.1, with shell stiff-
ness value ofGs = 50MPa. The number of bubbles classified to be at resonance
increases with incident pressure.
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(a) Number of bubbles at resonance





































(b) Mean values of scatter
Figure 3.22: Effect of increasing acoustic pressure on bubble responses, from 187kPa-1.5MPa
(fundamental scatter shown). The number of bubbles at resonance increases with
increasing acoustic pressure, due to the decreasing resonance radius shown in
Figure 3.20. This leads to an decreasing mean value of scatter for off-resonant
bubbles. The mean value of resonant scatter increases with acoustic pressure due
to the increased amount of energy incident on the bubbles.
BetweenR0 = 2.9 − 3.62µm the scatter is dominated by the second harmonic scatter. These
regions correspond to the scatter previously described as ‘off-resonance’ (i.e below the fun-
damental resonance radius). AboveR0 = 3.62µm the scatter is predominantly fundamental,
and has the characteristics of resonant scatter as outlined previously (i.e. incr asing envelope
and increased expansion to compression ratio). Figure 3.24 shows how this information can
then be used to further classify the scatter, based upon the ratio of the fundame tal and second
harmonic to third harmonic scatter alone, into each of the three domains of resonance.
A distribution of 100 bubble signals, sampled from an experimental size measurement, in re-
sponse to a 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulse, is shown in Figure 3.24.68% of bubbles by
number are dominated by third harmonic scatter,17% by the second harmonic and15% by the
fundamental. Although the majority of the bubbles by number are at third harmonic resonance,
this population only accounts for5.3% of the total RF scatter, due to their small sizes. 2nd har-
monic resonant population accounts for15.8% and fundmental resonant population accounts
for 78.9% of total RF scatter.
As the incident frequency is increased, the resonance radius of eachharmonic decreases, and
thus the relative dominance of the three harmonics changes, as shown in Figure 3.25. Signals
with third harmonic dominance decrease in both number and mean fundamental scat er with
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Figure 3.23: Bubbles at lower radii have resonances at higher order harmonics.The domi-
nance of the various components of harmonic scatter allow the scatter to becate-
gorized into three regions, indicated by the shaded areas. BelowR0 = 2.9µm the
third harmonic is dominant, betweenR0 = 2.9−3.62µm the scatter is dominated
by second harmonic scatter, and aboveR0 = 3.62µm the scatter is predominantly
fundamental, and displays the characteristics previously described as resonant.










































Figure 3.24: Distribution of 100 bubbles sampled from a real size measurements, separat d
into three regions of harmonic resonance. In response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa six
cycle pulse,68% of bubbles are dominated by third harmonic scatter,17% by the
second harmonic and15% by the fundamental. Although the majority of the bub-
bles by number are at third harmonic resonance, this population only accounts
for 5.3% of the total RF scatter, due to their small sizes (2nd harmonic resonant
population accounts for15.8% and fundmental resonant population accounts for
78.9%.





















(a) Number of bubbles at 3rd harmonic resonance

































(b) Mean scatter at 3rd harmonic resonance
Figure 3.25: The number of bubbles dominated by the 3rd harmonic reduces with increasing
frequency, due to the inverse relationship of frequency and resonancer dius. The
mean scatter of this population decreases accordingly (calculated from tenran-
dom samples of 100 bubbles).
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increasing incident frequency. A similar effect is seen for increasing acoustic pressure, again
due to the decreasing fundamental resonance radius which dominates the distribution of scatter.
The presence of these three regions of resonance will be investigated inthe experimental data.
3.6 Discussion
The distribution of initial radii in a sample of Definity microbubbles, and the sharp increase in
energy of response at resonance, leads to a significant separation inthe response from resonant
and off-resonant bubbles, leading to a two-population response in a sample of single bubble
signals. The size and separation of the two populations, as predicted by theabov model, is
dependent upon the incident pulse parameters and the parameters which describe the shell.
Varying values of shell stiffness have been found to significantly effect the response from a
distribution of bubbles. For larger values of shell stiffness, even thougthe bubble movement
is restricted to a greater extent, the change in resonance radius leads to a dis ribution with
increased scatter at resonance. The parameter of shell viscosity also has an effect, but on a
much smaller scale.
Increasing frequency has been shown to reduce the value of peak scatter, due to the decreasing
resonance radius, which directly relavent to improving the contrast to tissue ratio which can be
achieved in clinical imaging techniques. At higher frequencies (f > 3.4MHz) the number of
bubbles defined to be at resonance decreases due to a reduction in the resonance peak, which
reduces the characteristics of resonant scatter. In response to increasi g acoustic pressures, it
has been shown that peak bubble responses increase in energy exponentially, with an increased
number of bubbles scattering around resonance. The energy respons flattens out as the incident
acoustic pressure is increased, which leads to a reduction in the resonance radius, and therefore
the number and mean energy of off-resonant scatter.
Third harmonic response has briefly been analyzed, and used to further classify off-resonant
scatter as either third harmonic or second harmonic dominated response. The proportion of third




The results above present a theoretical prediction of the signals produced by a soft-shelled
contrast agent in response to various single pulses, as predicted by a numerical model realized
in MATLAB. The results have been presented to allow direct comparison witha sample of
experimentally measured single bubble responses. Various characteristics of resonant scatter
have been identified, with a view to identifying this behaviour in experimental da.
Within a typical sample of contrast agent, a small population of bubbles has been id ntified
which shows a significantly increased overall scatter (Figure 3.6). These resonant bubble’s
scatter contain increased fundamental components with respect to the components f higher
harmonics. In approaching the radius of peak scatter, the signals are observed to show increas-
ing fundamental scatter with time over the duration of the transmitted pulse, with a maximum
signal observed with a symmetric envelope at resonance. Increased radial expansion to com-
pression ratio is also observed at resonance, leading to large high-frequency spikes in the RF
signals (although the model does not take into account frequency dependent sound damping in
the medium, which will act to reduce the energy of these spikes127). Compression dominated
behaviour, which has been previously observed in experimental studies50,80, is not predicted by
the model used here, and this will be investigated further in the analysis of experimental data
(Chapter 4).
Resonance behaviour, as predicted by the Mooney Rivlin model, can thusbe characterized by:
• Increased energy of scatter.
• Increased fundamental to harmonic ratio.
• Increasing envelope with time.
• Increased expansion to compression ratio.
In the next chapter, experimental data will be analyzed to determine which model parameters
correctly predict the bubble dynamics of a lipid based microbubble such as Definity, concen-
trating on the characteristics of peak scatter, fundamental to second harmonic ratio and signal
envelope related to resonant scatter. By identifying these resonance characteristics in such a
way, it will be possible in future work to tune the transmit parameters used in imaging to max-
imize the scatter from a sample of microbubbles which contains a wide-distributionof sizes,
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(a) Skalak, Strain Hardening Model



























Figure 3.26: Variation in resonance peaks for the Skalak and the Hoff shell models.
as is the case for the agent used here. The comparison of experimental results with the theo-
retical results presented here will allow the model to be improved, and futuremod ls to more
accurately predict the behaviour of oscillating microbubbles.
3.8 Further work
The results from strain softening Mooney Rivlin shell model have been prsented here. Further
work is needed to compare the results of this model to other models available in theliterature,
including the similar models of Hoff128 and Skalak (a strain hardening model)85.
The Hoff model, Figure 3.26(b), uses the Church shell model129 for a viscoelastic shell, which











































WhereC is a measure of the hardening of the shell, and can range from 1-10. Fora small
amount of shell hardening, as is likely to be relevant here, it is set to 1.
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Initial results show that the Mooney Rivlin results agree reasonably well with these alterna-
tive models, as shown in Figure 3.26. All models show the same characteristicsof resonance
outlined above, but predict varying resonance peaks, and therefordiffering responses from a
distribution of bubbles. Further work is needed to investigate the responsefrom varying imag-
ing frequencies and acoustic pressures of these alternative models, in order to define the best




Single bubble experiments with the
contrast agent DefinityR©
4.1 Introduction
Definity R© (Luminity in Europe) is an FDA(United States Food and Drug Administration) and
MHRA (UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency) approved ultrasound con-
trast agent, developed by ImaRx, and marketed Bristol Meyers Squibb for cardiac imaging (now
Lantheus Medical Imaging, Inc). It is licensed in the United States and Europe for cardiac use,
and for radiological use in Canada. Definity started life as MRX-115, or AerosomesTM(ImaRx,
Tucson, AZ), and was designed as a ‘blood pool agent’, to improve on previous albumin coated
agents such as Albunex used in cardiac imaging. Albumin coated agents werehown to give
effective contrast improvement as ‘first pass cardiac agents’, but most bubbles were observed
to disappear before recirculation through the heart, limiting their use as arterial agents. Per-
fluorocarbons were originally seen as an alternative, as they offeredmore persistent contrast
enhancement, but were shown to need relatively high doses. The original AerosomeTMagent
consisted of liposomes, composed of phosphatidyecholine, filled with nitrogen, and offered
large amounts of contrast enhancement, at low doses. This original version of the agent lead
to the development of DefinityR©, consisting of perflutren lipid microspheres encapsulating an
octofluoropropane gas. When used in vivo, it recirculates well in the blood, traveling through-
out the vascular system in a similar way to red blood cells. Fluorocarbon gases are then cleared
from the blood by the lungs.
4.2 Aim of chapter
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the characteristics of resonant scatter, as observed in
experimental single microbubble scatter, and to compare this data with the previously presented
theoretical results (Chapter 3), and thus confirm the validity of the model. Asstated in the
previous chapter, resonance behaviour is the integral part of ultrasound contrast which allows
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improved diagnostic imaging, but is not yet fully exploited in current imaging schemes, as
a sample of ultrasound contrast agent contains a relatively wide distributionof bubble sizes,
and current clinical pulses used can only excite a small proportion of these bubbles. Single
bubble multi-method investigations such as this have the potential to both optimise the transmit
parameters in order to increase the contrast to tissue ratio by increasing thescatt r from a
distribution of bubbles, and also to discover bubble-specific responseswhich will be masked by
large concentration studies.
Thus the aim of this chapter is to develop a well-characterized micro-acousticsy tem, with
which large amounts of single bubble RF data can be collected from commerciallyav i able
contrast agents, in response to a variety of clinically relevant imaging parameters. The analysis
of such data, in comparison with the previously presented results from relevant theoretical
models, will allow physical insight into the response of microbubbles to ultrasound to be gained,
with a view to improving the microbubble signal and thus the contrast to tissue ratio av ilable
to clinical diagnostic techniques. The clinical techniques which currently use microbubble
contrast, as outlined in Chapter 1, can all benefit from improved resolutionand contrast which
can be gained from improved knowledge of the variation of microbubble scatter in response to
a variety of incident parameters.
4.3 Contrast agent stability
Definity is supplied in 1.5mL vials, and is activated by shaking for 45 secondsin a manufacturer
supplied device. This activates the microspheres by forcing the gas whichis stored in the head
space into the liquid lipid solution, creating the milky white suspension of microbubbles. For
in vivo work, the manufacturers recommend immediate use once activated, asthe gent does
not contain any bacterial preservative. Bacterial contamination can therefor occur following
the puncture of the “elastomeric septum” which seals the Definity vial, but for invitro use this
is not an issue. The microbubbles remain in suspension within the vial for fiveminutes, but can
be easily resuspended by 10 seconds of hand agitation. For in vivo use, the agent is viable for
up to 12 hours from the time of initial activation.
The stability of Definity microbubbles has been shown to be independent of the xygen content
of its surroundings101.Differences in Definity stability over time may occur in vitro between
solutions of saline and blood, and it has been suggested that the ultrasound contrast effect from
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Definity may last significantly longer under ultrasound exposure in blood than in saline, for
equivalent MI’s130. Although acoustically very similar, there are differences in viscosity, pH,
microscopic structure (e.g. the presence of red blood cells), which wouldexplain this. This
does not invalidate work done in vitro in water/saline solutions, but should bekept in mind
when direct comparisons with in vivo work are made.
4.4 Single bubble system
The in vitro studies presented in Chapter 1 demonstrate that large variations inmicrobubble sig-
nals have been observed, in response to a clinical imaging pulse. Variousoptical systems have
been designed that allow the visualization of a single microbubble’s oscillationsin response
to specific ultrasound pulses, and have produced many interesting results89,98,131–133. While
these techniques produce high resolution images for analysis, they are not without their draw-
backs. Because the working distances of microscope objectives are just a few millimeters, the
experimental setups are very small, and usually have many surfaces and reflectors close to or in
the path of the ultrasound. This makes the actual transmitted acoustic signal hard to define at
the region of interest, due to multiple reflections and reverberations associated with the optical
microscopy system. Even with the use of a needle hydrophone, the accuracy of the calibration
of ultrasound signal incident on the bubble has not been defined. In order to precisely align the
imaging optics, the microbubbles are usually tethered to a surface, or placedwithin a system
of tubes, both of which may affect their acoustic response to ultrasound134,135. This leads to
the larger drawback however, of limiting the usefulness of any of the current optical systems.
Attaching or tethering a microbubble on the order of1− 3µm in diameter is a time consuming
process, and as such it is difficult to record the oscillations of a large number of individual
microbubble’s scatter using optical techniques, and thus investigating the differences observed
in a population of microbubbles.
This investigation is based on the design of a micro-acoustic system, which allows the scatter
from a large number of microbubbles to be measured, in response to a largenumber of well-
defined clinical ultrasound pulses. The use of a clinical scanner with a wide band commercial
piezoelectric transducer allows high sensitivity measurements to be made, andhas been fully
characterized on both transmit and receive (as described in Chapter 2).
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4.4.1 Requirements of system design
The system to measure single scattering events was originally based on a single particle op-
tical sizer136. The aim was to be able to place individual microbubbles easily and precisely
within an uninterrupted and clearly defined ultrasound field, free from reflections and rever-
berations. The system should be quickly and easily aligned, and allow a large throughput of
microbubbles, in order to build up large data sets of single scattering events todefine microbub-
ble populations. Microbubble signals should be collected from bubbles being insonated for the
first time, and then all signals from subsequent insonations recorded (until either the bubble is
destroyed, or enough useful information about the dynamics of bubble response to subsequent
pulses is gained). Once insonated, microbubbles should be removed fromthe easuring field,
or region of interest (ROI), so that subsequent measurements can be made with confidence that
no contamination of the signal takes place.
Other acoustic experimental systems use tubes together with a system of syringe or flow pumps
to control the path of the bubbles into and out of the ultrasound field, and while this gives easy
control over the placement of the bubbles, can add restrictive pressures to the bubble’s surround-
ings that may effect the bubble’s behaviour in an ultrasound field (the effect o the tube diameter
on the oscillations of microbubbles has been shown optically137). A flow system was designed
that gave ease of control, without these increased pressure effects,to allow measurement of
truly ‘free’ microbubble signals. A relatively large flow tank that could be lined with acous-
tic absorbing material was used. This employed a directing flow together with hydrod namic
focusing, to allow microbubbles released into the stream to travel in a narrow(sub-millimeter)
and well defined path toward a suitably placed transducer.
4.5 Methodology
A system was designed that allowed single RF microbubble data to be capturedfrom a flow of
dilute contrast agent flowing vertically toward a downward facing transducer.
A low voltage pump was used together with a system of filters and tubing to flow a narrow
stream of water though the tank. This entered the tank at the base, connected with a weakly
focused nozzle to produce a hydrodynamically focused path through thecent r of the tank. Di-
mensions were determined to produce the best tightness of focus so as to ensure a well defined






Microbubble stream of diameter 0.5mm
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at 7.5 cm depth Acoustic absorber shelf
Figure 4.1: Single bubble acoustic measurement system, employing a hydrodynamically fo-
cused flow to capture single RF microbubble data
that the water flowing in the tank was removed from the top of the tank and re-circulated, after
being filtered of all injected contrast agent. However, it was found that even with the use of
high quality micro-pore filters it was not possible to ensure the full removal of contrast agent
from the re-circulated water, especially when using the soft-shelled phosphor-lipid agents such
as Definity. Any contrast agent re-entering the tank through the flow pathwould have been
previously insonated, and so would not meet the conditions of the experiment. Thus it was
decided that a simpler system that used a steady supply of fresh water flowing through the tank
was a better solution. Although this requires large amounts of suitably ‘degass d’ water for a
series of experiments, this was achieved by overnight cooling of a large (thirty litre capacity)
open top tank of pre-filtered and boiled water (boiling the water will remove themajority of
air suspended in the liquid). This water was then filtered prior to insertion into the tank, to
remove any dust particles which may have settled on the surface of the waterduring cooling.
Microbubbles inserted into the tank then followed the flow of the water out over the top of the
tank, and into a waste receptacle. This was confirmed using coloured dye toshow the path
of the injected contrast agent. This was determined to be the most reliable way of rem ving
contrast agent solution so as to ensure an uncontaminated flow of microbubbles, and to ensure
each recorded microbubble was only insonated by a single series of pulses.
The insertion flow was limited to ensure a laminar flow path in which to insert single microbub-
bles. Microbubble insertion was done using a glass capillary pipette, which was made using
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a micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments Co., Novato, CA). Various tapers and di meters of
pipette were tested to find the angle best suited to inserting microbubbles smoothlyinto a lam-
inar flow, and it was found that a pipette with taper length of 35mm, cut to an internal diameter
of 80µm (external diameter of original glass cylinder was 1mm) allowed a smooth transition
from the relatively high pressure slow velocity internal environment of thepip tte to the lower
pressure, relatively high velocity of the insertion flow of the tank. This pipette was covered
from the ultrasound field by a shelf of acoustic absorber mounted directly above it, to prevent
premature insonation.
4.5.1 Microbubble solution
The microbubble solution, once suitably diluted, was inserted into the pipette through a system
of tubes, by a gravity fed open topped container. The container was part of magnetic stirrer
system, which gently agitated the microbubble solution to avoid settling of the microbubbles
within the container. The solution was fed slowly down through 10mm diameter tubs into the
micro-pipette connected directly to the side of the tank, and then individual microbubbles fed
through the micro-pipette into the insertion flow. The speed of this gravity fed flow could then
be easily controlled by increasing or decreasing the height of the reservoir of contrast agent
solution. It was found that with an internal diameter pipette of80µm, the reservoir should be
suspended at a height of 15cm above the point where the pipette enters the base of the tank.
4.5.2 Concentration
The concentrations used in the experiments were defined by a combination ofnumerical calcu-
lations of required dilution, and experimental trial and error, to ensure that the contrast agents
were suitably diluted so as to give single scattering events in response to suitably triggered
ultrasound. It was decided that as a compromise between ensuring a small prob bility of hav-
ing multiple bubbles present in each frame, and the time needed to capture suitably large data
sets, an average of one bubble should be present in the region of interest every three captured
frames (triggered at 0.5Hz). Over a series of repeated experiments, in re ponse to a single set of
imaging parameters, 1000 frames of ultrasound therefore produced approximately 200 suitable
single microbubble signals (excluding signals that are partially out of the region of interest).
An increased concentration flow (approximately five bubble signals present in the 9cm image
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region, per frame) was used in aligning the transducer over the insertion flow to ensure optimal
positioning, and then reduced by dilution to the capture concentration of onebubble per three
frames in the region of interest.
4.5.3 Alignment of flow profiles
flow path
1cm
Microbubble stream of diameter 0.5mm
Flow path outlined by red dye





Figure 4.2: The flow profile of the system was visualized using red food dye to show the path
of the microbubble solution.
The alignment of the flow profile of the system was done using red cochineal dy (common food
dye) to trace the path of the flow out of the pipette, and ensure a well define0.5mm narrow
vertical flow path, as shown in Figure 4.2. With the experimental conditions setup identical
to those to be used for data collection (i.e. transducer clamped in place at the top of the tank,
and a suitably diluted microbubble solution flowing into the tank through the pipette), a f w
drops of cochineal dye was added to the gravity feed, and the flow of themicrobubble solution
through the tubes system and into the insertion flow into the tank therefore traced. A smooth
and laminar flow into the tank of approximately 0.5mm in diameter was achieved whenflow
speeds of both insertion flow and gravity fed flow are optimized. The microbubble solution
flow became turbulent when the insertion flow was increased to above optimal,and also if the
velocity of the gravity feed was too high (in this case the microbubble solution was not taken
up by the insertion flow, and circulated at the bottom half of the tank). It wasalso important
for alignment of the ultrasound transducer that the flow profile is vertical, and this is again
controlled by the speed of the gravity flow, and also the positioning of the tip ofthe pipette in
the insertion flow.
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4.5.4 Alignment of transducer
The transducer is aligned in two steps. First, cochineal dye is used for a course alignment. Fol-
lowing this, to ensure the microbubble signal is maximized in the M-mode data capture mode
of the scanner, an acoustic alignment is performed. As shown in Fig 4.1, thiswas done by
mounting the transducer on a three dimensional micro-manipulator above the tank. With a rel-
atively high concentration of microbubbles flowing through the system (highenough so that a
stream of microbubbles can be traced out on the scanner screen, but not high enough so that the
flow profile changes due to an increase density of microbubble solution), the flow can be ob-
served easily on the scanner screen. The optimal position of the transducer can be found where
the microbubble signal is brightest (corresponding to largest receiveds gnal), by translating the
transducer in the elevation plane. This positioning can then be fine-tuned bycapturing a signal
and analyzing the position and intensity of the bubble echoes, and repositioning the transducer
as necessary. The transducer captures 128 lines of received ultraso nd, and so by ensuring that
the peak received signal is maximized in the center line (line 62), and that the lines e ther side
of the center line (line 61 and line 63) are of less and equal amplitude, the transducer can be
positioned very accurately.
4.5.5 Data manipulation
The custom designed software enables individual lines of RF echo to be captured and recorded,
and stores the data in a file format similar to a Matlab structure. Once the microbubble signals
have been captured, they can then be read into Matlab, and easily converted to a text file for
further analysis.
Each frame of captured ultrasound data contains the signals from a numberof lines, which is
specified by the back-door command ‘agt’ and ‘sector size’ commands (asoutlined in Chapter
2). For the majority of Definity single pulse data (to be covered in this chapter), this is set to
seven lines, unless otherwise specified. Once read into Matlab this gives amatrix of 2300 x
7 samples for each frame, sampled at the RF sampling rate of 19,636,363Hz. This can then
easily be time-gated to select only the region of interest (e.g. 7-8cm for the S3 transducer),
and separated into the respective lines. The next task necessary to analyze bubble signals is to
identify the bubble signals themselves, and to separate them from the blank signals that have
been captured (due to the concentration levels as defined above, an aver ge of two out of every
three frames will be empty at the region of interest). This is done by employing asum-squares
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technique to identify bubble signals that are above a threshold noise signal,and to detect the
start and end of each signal. Automatic rejection of any signals close to the edge of the region
of interest was employed, to ensure the full bubble signal was always record d.
A sum squares method gives an accurate and robust way of detecting a large number of bubble
signals above noise, and gives a rough estimate of start and end positions, as shown in Figure
4.3. This is used together with the Matlab graphical selection function ‘ginput’to visually
correct any discrepancies in the method. The function allows points from aplotted signal to be
selected from the figure, using the mouse for cursor positioning, and theninputted back into
the signal to fine-tune the edge detection method.
Once each individual bubble signal is identified, it can then be filtered anddecomposed into
components of fundamental and harmonic scatter. A similar filtering scheme was used as de-
scribed in Chapter 2, so as to maintain continuity of signals. Each bubble, andits components
of scatter (fundamental, second harmonic and third harmonic), were then stor d in an individual
MATLAB structure, together with relevant data, such as fundamental frequency, peak scatter,
RMS scatter and energy density. This allowed the signals to be easily cataloged, and recalled
for analysis.
4.5.6 Data analysis
Once the bubble signals have been decomposed into the various componentsof harmonic scat-
ter, they can be calibrated and information about their behaviour, structure and resonance char-
acteristics extracted. Initial analysis was done to investigate the response of the microbubbles
to each individual transmit pulse, to investigate the possible presence of any sub-populations of
scatter. The effect of increasing parameters such as frequency andacoustic pressure was then
observed, to find any trends that appeared across the transmit parameters.
Responses from single Definity microbubbles were recorded for a range of frequencies, acoustic
pressures and pulse lengths, and the data has been extensively analyzed. Up to 200 signals for
each transmit signal were recorded, allowing a meaningful statistical analysis to be performed.
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Figure 4.3: Example of a typical RF signal from a Definity microbubble in response to a
1.2MHz, 550kPa 6 cycle pulse, with the sum-squares algorithm applied to iden-
tify the signal above noise.
4.6 Results
A typical single Definity microbubble response to a low frequency medium amplitude p lse is
shown in Figure 4.3. The received RF data is plotted in blue, with the sum-squares selected
bubble signal plotted in red. The signal shows the six cycle of the transmit pulse (in this case
1.2MHz, 550kPa) has been cleanly repeated, as can be seen by the distinct s x cycle signal,
and the bubble signal has been calculated to be6.26µs in duration (similar to the length of the
incident pulse). The frequency spectra of the signal can be determinedby observing the Fourier
transform of this signal, as shown in Figure 4.4. Overlayed on the Fouriertransform are the
filters used to separate the various components of harmonic frequencies.
As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the microbubble shows a dominant second harmonic response,
and a strong third harmonic response upon receive. The bandwidth andtransfer function of
the transducer was taken into account at this stage, and the receiver calibration as calculated in
the previous chapter was applied. This allows the RF data captured from RFsignal in AFLink
(Figure 4.3) to be converted to filtered components of frequency in units ofPascal, as shown in
Figure 4.5.
As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the filtered components show the strengths of the various com-
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Figure 4.4: Example a typical RF signal from a Definity microbubble in response to a 1.2MHz,
550kPa 6 cycle pulse, showing strong responses in the fundamental, second and
third harmonic frequencies. Filters used to separate out the components are shown
in green, red and black respectively, with an RF offset filter shown in gray.





















(a) Fundamental components of
scatter















(b) Second harmonic components
of scatter



















(c) Third harmonic components
of scatter
Figure 4.5: Filtered Definity scatter signal, showing the fundamental, second and third har-
monic components of scatter, in units of Pascals
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ponents. For the bubble shown, the second harmonic component is the stronge t, with peak
amplitude of 11.32Pa and an energy density of2.27 × 10−4Pa2s. The fundamental scatter
from this bubble is approximately five times weaker than the second harmonic in terms of total
energy, with a peak amplitude of 5.35Pa, and an energy density of4.59× 10−5Pa2s. The third
harmonic scatter is also stronger than the fundamental, by a factor of two in terms of energy,






































Figure 4.6: Distribution of scatter from 117 Definity microbubble signals, in response to a
1.2MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulse. Signals have been decomposed into fundame tal
and second harmonic energy densities (note log-log axis)
Once a large number of bubble response have been collected, the variations of scatter can be
analyzed, and the variations in total energy, ratio of frequency components, and length of scatter
can be plotted. Figure 4.6 shows the variations in fundamental and second harmonic scatter for
182 bubbles in response to the same 1.2MHz 550kPa six cycle pulse. The bubbl signals have a
mean energy density of4.64± 8.8× 10−5 and1.11± 1.06× 10−4Pa2s (fundamental and 2nd
harmonic respectively). The energy densities of the respective components have been plotted
against each other in Figure 4.6 (note log-log axis), so any differencesi harmonic component
with increasing echo amplitude can be identified. Here, a single distribution of response is
observed. The average ratio of fundamental to second harmonic energy density is0.36 ± 0.45.
The length of the signals are normally distributed about a mean of5.82±1.02µs as can be seen
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in Figure 4.7.
























Figure 4.7: Distributions of bubble signal durations in response to a 1.2MHz, 550kPa six cycle
pulse. The distribution is approximately normal, with mean of5.27µs ± 0.8µs (of
similar length to the incident pulse of4.95µs).
4.6.1 Example of multiple populations of response
The data above shows an example of a single population of scatter in respons to a single
transmit pulse, as expected from basic microbubble theory, and as exploited by he many pulse
sequences employed to improve the contrast to tissue ratio. However, this is not always the case
for Definity scatter, when bubble data from a higher frequency transmit pulse is analsyed.
In response to a 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle transmit pulse, the distribution ofscatter from a
large number of single scatterers is markedly different from that behaviour shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.8 clearly shows two separate behaviours of scatter, with the populati ns defined using
the cluster analysis methods as described in Chapter 3. Increased fundamental scatter, at the
expense of the second harmonic, suggests that these signals are from the bubbles identified from
theory to be at or approaching resonance (see Chapter 3). This classifies 44 (19%) bubbles to
be at resonance, similar to the results from the Mooney Rivlin model presented previously. Off-
resonance scatter has a mean energy of scatter of9.90±9.28×10−5 and1.93±1.54×10−4Pa2s
(fundamental and 2nd harmonic respectively), and a fundamental to second harmonic ratio of
0.53 ± 0.4. Resonance scatter shows an increased mean energy of1.90 ± 0.76 × 10−3 and













































Figure 4.8: Distributions of scatter from 235 Definity bubbles in response to a 1.4MHz, 550kPa
six cycle pulse. Two distinct populations are present, as defined here using cluster
analysis methods. 44 bubbles are classified to be at resonance, corresp nding to
19% of the scatterers by number, with a mean energy of1.90 ± 0.76 × 10−3 and
3.60±1.55×10−4Pa2s (fundamental and 2nd harmonic respectively), and a mean
fundamental to harmonic ratio of6.45 ± 3.8.
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increased ratio of6.45 ± 3.8. This separation in energy between the two populations has been
observed for a variety of frequencies and acoustic pressures, although is less obvious at higher
frequencies (as outlined in subsequent sections).























(a) Off-resonant fundamental scatter



























(b) Resonant fundamental scatter
























(c) Off-resonant 2nd harmonic scatter


























(d) Resonant 2nd harmonic scatter
Figure 4.9: The difference in the typical envelopes of response can clearly be seenbetween the
two populations. Quadrature amplitude modulation has been performed to display
the envelopes of the respective signals. Resonant scatter shows an increas g en-
velope of fundamental scatter, with peak fundamental corresponding to adip in
the harmonic scatter. This compares to the approximately constant envelope of
off-resonant scatter, in both the fundamental and second harmonic components.
4.6.2 Envelope effects
Further investigation of the individual bubble signals shows that the envelope of the response
from these specific bubbles has increasing fundamental components with timeacross the six cy-
cle transmit pulse, which is another feature predicted to be associated with resonance in Chapter
3. As can be clearly seen in Figure 4.9(b), a typical resonant scatter signal has a strongly in-
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(a) Example of scatter from population 1 shows a
constant harmonic and fundamental component
across the6µs duration of scatter.
(b) Example of population two scatter shows the
increasing fundamental scatter
Figure 4.10: Short-time Fourier transform representations of signals show the increasing fun-
damental energy in the Population 2 scatter, as compared to the constant envelope
of response in Population 1 scatter
creasing fundamental component which peaks at approximately2.5µs after the onset of scatter,
as compared to the constant amplitude components of both fundamental and seco harmonic
scatter in the typical off-resonance response, Figure 4.9(a). The difference in the fundamental
envelope shapes is clearly obvious when the quadrature demodulated amplitude is plotted, as
shown in Figure 4.9. This has been performed in MATLAB, using the ‘demod’ function in
the signal processing toolbox, as previously described in Chapter 3. Figure 4.10 shows time-
frequency representations of the signal (normalized short-time Fourier transform, performed
in MATLAB), showing how this increasing amplitude relates to increased fundamental to har-
monic ratio. When observing the harmonic scatter, it can be seen that at resonance the peak
fundamental scatter corresponds to a dip in the second harmonic, and this will be addressed in
the next section (Compression and expansion effects).
This property of increasing energy over the six cycle response is hardto quantify exactly in
experimental data, given the variations in scatter over a large number of bubbles (Figure 4.11
shows the natural variations between three signals from each population). I was found that a
cross-correlation method as outlined in Chapter 3 was able to accurately identify scatter of ei-
ther constant or increasing scatter in the RF bubble response. Using a ‘typic l’ bubble response
from population one (the bubble signal similar to the most number of other bubble signals, as
defined by the most number of signals with a normalized cross correlation peak above90%),
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(d) Resonant fundamental scatter



























(e) Resonant fundamental scatter



























(f) Resonant fundamental scatter
Figure 4.11: Three examples of both populations are shown. Figures 4.11(a) – 4.11(c) are
examples of off-resonance fundamental scatter, and Figures 4.11(d)– 4.11(f)
are examples of resonant fundamental scatter. Within each population ofscatter,
similar envelopes of scatter can be observed, but small variations existin the














































Figure 4.12: Experimental signals from 235 single bubbles, in response to a 1.6MHz 550kPa
six cycle pulse. Signals have been decomposed into fundamental and 2ndhar-
monic scatter. The scatter has been classified as resonant or off-resonant scatter,
using a normalized cross-correlation method thresholded at 0.7 to distinguish be-
tween different envelopes of scatter. The method clearly shows a two populati n
response, with a significant difference in energy between the resonanta d off-
resonant populations. Cross-correlation appears to overestimate the number of
bubbles at resonance (52 compared to 44 using cluster analysis method), as can
be seen by those bubbles with low energy scatter which have been mis-categorized
as at resonance.
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bubble signals were compared using a normalised cross correlation technique to find differ-
ences in signal envelope alone. It was found that all population two scatter ould be separated
from population one by a threshold of70% (same value used in Chapter 3) peak-cross corre-
lation value, as shown in Figure 4.12. As can be seen, differences in shape le ding to values
below this threshold for the off-resonance bubbles in population one aremis-catorgorised in
an insignificant number of instances (as shown by the blue bubble signals at low mplitude
of scatter), but the majority of bubbles above a fundamental energy density of approximately
1×10−3Pa2s−1 are shown to have this distinctive difference in shape. Although this technique
does not use a precise description of the envelope to characterize eachsignal, the results agree
well with the cluster analysis method applied to the same data above, showing this isa val d
technique for separating experimental data into populations of scatter.




























Figure 4.13: Variation in ratio E/CP between the two populations of scatter measured in re-
sponse to a 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulse. Off-resonance scatter has amean ra-
tio of 1.28±0.12, whereas resonant scatter has an decreased ratio of0.88±0.15.
Bubbles have been classified using normalized cross-correlation as describ d
above.
As described in Chapter 3, theoretical simulations using the Mooney Rivlin shell model predict
increased expansion to compression ratio at resonance (E/CR = Rmax/Rmin). This leads to
increased positive to negative pressure ratio in the emitted signal, due to grea er acceleration and
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velocity upon contraction than upon expansion, which can be measured in the experimentally
measured signals (E/CP = Pmax/Pmin).
However, as shown in Figure 4.13, an increased ratio is not observed for those experimental
signals identified to be at resonance, which contradicts the Mooney Rivlin results. RatiosE/CP
have been calculated from R.F. signals, as filtered signals will be symmetric bydefinition.
These bubbles show a reduced mean expansion to compression ratio (E/CP = 0.88 ± 0.15)
in comparison to off-resonance scatter (E/CP = 1.28 ± 0.12), suggestingE/CR of less than
one. Figure 4.14 shows examples of how this decreased ratio arises fromthe R.F. signals, due to
greater acceleration and velocity upon contraction than upon expansion,which can be measured
in the experimentally measured signals (E/CP = Pmax/Pmin).
An expansion to compression ratio of less than one implies that the bubbles aredominated by
the compression phase of the oscillation, and similar behaviour has been observed previously
using optical techniques. Emmer et al80 have modeled the soft lipid shelled BR14 (Bracco Re-
search SA, Geneva, Switzerland) using a modified Rayleigh-Plesset model (RPNNP) to predict
bubble response, and the Hoff model128 to predict shell behaviour, and shown that when the
simulations predict dominant expansion (E/CR > 1), values of radii oscillations measured
with the high speed Brandaris128 camera show compression dominated scatter (E/CR < 1).
Marmottant et al50 have also described so-called “compression only” bubble scatter in lipid
based agent BR14. They theorize that the forces in the lipid monolayer which encapsulate the
gas, and therefore restrict both expansion and compression of the bubble, can be overcome by
a driving pulse of sufficient pressure, suggesting buckling or foldingof the monolayer, and
producing a bubble that is more easily compressed than expanded.
Similar behaviour can be seen in the R.F. signals from the resonant population of scatter defined
above, as shown in Figure 4.14(a)-(c). The R.F. envelope of scatter from a resonant bubble
increases linearly for 3-4 cycles, showing expansion dominated behaviour (E/CP > 1) as
predicted by the Mooney Rivlin model, and producing the increasing fundamental amplitude
seen in Figure 4.14 (d)-(f). This is then interrupted by a strong negativepressure spike over
the following full cycle of response, giving the dip in harmonic scatter shown in Figure 4.14
(g)-(i), and leading to a decreased expansion to compression ratio for the signal as a whole
(E/CP = Pmax/Pmin). As the restriction to the oscillations of the bubble by the encapsulating
shell leads to the harmonic components of scatter, this is thus reduced when the shell’s integrity
is compromised, as observed in the harmonic response, Figure 4.14 (g)-(i). This behaviour is
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(a) R.F. signal 1


















(b) R.F. signal 2



















(c) R.F. signal 3

























(d) Fundamental signal 1


























(e) Fundamental signal 2






















(f) Fundamental signal 3


























(g) 2nd harmonic signal 1


























(h) 2nd harmonic signal 2


























(i) 2nd harmonic signal 3
Figure 4.14: Examples of resonant scatter showing a negative pressure spike occurs after 4-5
cycles of the incident pulse. Strong negative pressure spikes are observed in the
R.F. data (uncalibrated R.F. scatter shown) att = 3.5µs (a), 4.2µs (b), 3.3µs
(c). Until these spikes appear, the scatter is dominated by the expansion phase
(E/CP > 1), as previously predicted by the Mooney Rivlin model, and has in-
creasing envelope of fundamental scatter (d)-(f). These negative pressure spikes
give the signals an overall ratioE/CP < 1, and lead to a dip in the respective
2nd harmonic envelopes of scatter att = 4.3µs (g), 5.4µs (h), 4.0µs (i). This is
not observed in the off-resonant scatter. Filtered signals are shifted slightlywith
respect to the R.F., as a consequence of the elliptical filters used to separat the
respective components.
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not predicted by the Mooney Rivlin model (Chapter 3). That this behaviour is only observed
in signals of increased scatter (i.e. is not observed in off-resonant sigal ), and only after a
number repeated cycles of symmetric scatter, suggests that this is caused bytructural forces
in the lipid monolayer being overcome by the stresses caused by repeated oscillati ns of the
bubble, as previously suggested50.
A model for this non-linear behaviour is presented by Marmottant et al50, based on a description
of the shell properties defined by a buckling radius, shell compressibility and a maximum shell
tension term, and this predicts the behaviour well. Differences in experimental setup exist
however between these optical measurements and the acoustic ones made here, which may
explain any discrepancies in response. The main difference is possibly the use of a capillary
tube to position the bubbles, which the authors admit will therefore be affected by buoyancy
forces driving the bubbles toward the capillary wall. The use of capillarieshas previously been
shown to effect bubble oscillation amplitude and symmetry134,137.
4.6.4 Frequency and acoustic pressure dependence
Figure 4.15 shows results from a variety of incident frequencies (550kPa, six cycle pulses),
with signals classified using normalized cross-correlation as described above. A resonance
population as described above, and was observed from 1.4MHz up to 2.0MHz, as shown in
Figure 4.16. Above 2.0MHz no resonance behaviour was detected usingthis criteria.
The results from increasing acoustic pressures are displayed in Figure4.18, showing a scatter
plot of the fundamental components of response, and grouped into the twopopulations as de-
fined by the cross correlation study, in response to transmit pressures up to 1.5MPa. Similar
results are seen across the range of frequencies, and these are in good agreement with the theo-
retical results shown previously. The lowest acoustic pressure at which Definity bubble signals
could be measured above noise was 187kPa. At these low acoustic pressures (less than 550kPa),
very few bubbles signals are recorded to be at resonance (less than 10% of bubbles measured).
However, even at the lowest pressure measured (187kPa) these instances do exist, suggesting
that there is no absolute threshold of acoustic pressure for resonancebehaviour, within the
acoustic pressures measured here. As the transmit pressure is increased to medium pressures
(550kPa), the instances of this resonance behaviour increases to 18.5% of bubbles measured,
and becomes a significant proportion of the total scatter from a sample of microbubbles (70%




















































































































































































































































































Figure 4.15: Variations in energy density with increasing frequency (550kPa, six cycle) imag-
ing pulses. Above 2.0MHz no resonance behaviour is detectable at increased
energy of scatter. 133





































(a) Number of bubbles at resonance




































(b) Mean fundamental scatter for off-resonant and resonant bubbles
Figure 4.16: Experimental results to increasing frequency (550kPa, six cycle) imaging pulses.
(a) shows the number of bubbles classified as resonant by a normalized cross
correlation analysis to be decreasing with frequency, in agreement with Mooney
Rivlin results. (b) shows back-scattering cross section-like results for allfour
transducers (1.2 < f < 5.5MHz), with mean resonant (+) and mean off reso-
nant scatter (.) shown. A resonant population is observed for frequencies up to
2MHz. Peak scatter is achieved at 1.4MHz (as compared to 1.6MHz predicted
by theory), and decreases with increasing frequency. RMS pressures have been


































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.17: Variations in energy density with increasing acoustic pressure (1.6MHz, six cycle)
imaging pulses.
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(a) Number of bubbles at resonance









































(b) Mean fundamental scatter for off-resonant and resonant bubbles
Figure 4.18: Experimental results to increasing incident acoustic pressure (1.6MHz,six cycle).
(a) shows the number of bubbles classified as resonant by a normalized cross
correlation analysis to be increasing with acoustic pressure, in agreement with
Mooney Rivlin results. (b) shows mean resonant (+) and off resonant scatter (.),
also increasing with acoustic pressure.
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more than80% of the bubbles measured are at resonance. This shows good agreement with the
Mooney Rivlin results.
At pressures above 700kPa, the mean energy of scatter increases exponentially with incident
acoustic pressure, and is dominated almost completely by the population two scatter (up to
85% by both number of scatterers and total energy of scatter of fundament l and harmonic
components). This agrees well with the Mooney Rivlin data previously present d.
At these high acoustic pressures the destruction of bubbles may become significant, even in the
first pulse scatter results shown here. The effects of acoustically induced fragmentation and
diffusion will be covered in more detail in Chapter 5, but evidence of this can be seen in the
lack of the scatter at medium energy densities for incident pressures above 1MPa (Figure 4.17),
which is not present in the Mooney Rivlin results.
4.6.5 Comparison between experiment and theory
Figure 4.19 shows how the experimental signals compare with the results fromthe Mooney
Rivlin model, in response to a 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulse. At low energy of scatter,
the model predicts a higher concentration of scatterers, which can be explained by lack of
sensitivity of the receiver. In using a shell stiffness value ofGs = 50MPa, the theoretical
results overestimate the values of the peak scatter, Figure 4.19(a). Mean en rgies of resonant
scatter are calculated to be9.8 × 10−3 and1.8 × 10−3Pa2s (fundamental and 2nd harmonic
respectively), as compared to1.9×10−3 and3.6×10−4Pa2s measured experimentally. With a
reduced shell stiffness value ofGs = 10MPa, the theoretical results show improved agreement
with the experimental results, as shown in Figure 4.19(b), with theoretical mean energies at
resonance of2.9 × 10−3 and4.5 × 10−4Pa2s (fundamental and 2nd harmonic respectively).
Similar improvements have been observed at a range of frequencies and acoustic pressures.
4.6.6 Higher harmonic resonance
As shown in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.23), third harmonic resonance can be identified in a distribu-
tion of scatterers. The number of bubbles measured experimentally to be dominated by the third
harmonic component of response is reduced as compared with that predicted by the Mooney
Rivlin model. Figure 4.20 shows this third harmonic scatter in response to a 1.2MHz 550kPa
































































































Figure 4.19: Comparison of 235 experimental signals with 235 randomly sampled theoreti-
cally simulated signals. Incident pulse is 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle in both the-
ory and experiment. In Figure (a) the shell stiffness variable has been st to
Gs = 50MPa, which leads to overestimation of the energy density in bubble
signals at resonance. Figure (b) shows the improved agreement observed when a











































Figure 4.20: Scatter has been classified by the dominance of the respective components f
harmonic scatter, as shown in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.23). In response to a1.2MHz
550kPa six cycle pulse,37% of bubbles are dominated by the third harmonic,
49% are dominated by the second harmonic, and only14% are dominated by
the fundamental component. The third harmonic resonance population accounts
for 10.2% of the total R.F. energy of scatter for the sample of bubbles. Due to
the bandwidth of the transducer, an incident frequency of 1.2MHz gives greater
sensitivity at the third harmonic, as compared to 1.6MHz.
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cess to the third harmonic bubble response).49% of bubbles are dominated by third harmonic
(10.2% of the total R.F. energy of scatter) compared to71.4% (7.8% of the total R.F. energy of
scatter) as predicted by the Mooney Rivlin model. This reduction could be explained by lack of
detection at these low energies of scatter (as outlined above). Also observed is increased over-
lap between the regions of resonance, explained by the greater variationof bubble responses
(as defined below).
The results to an incident frequency of 1.2MHz are shown here, as at this frequency the S3
transducer has maximum sensitivity of the third harmonic response, due to theransducers
bandwidth. Figure 2.16 in Chapter 2 shows how the third harmonic receive snsitivity drops
off sharply for increasing frequencies. This limits the ability to investigate the higher harmonic
response experimentally, and it was not possible to produce experimentalgraphs of increasing
incident frequency, equivalent to the theoretical ones shown in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.25).
4.6.7 Variation in experimental response
The experimental data in Fig. 4.19 displays a variance greater than experimental error calcu-
lations predict. The theoretical data shown has experimental error addeds random variations
to the energy densities (7.1% fundamental and5.5% harmonic standard error for the imaging
parameters used here). Figure 4.21 shows the comparison between the twodata sets’ vari-
ance (1.6MHz 550kPa incident pulse in both cases), as calculated using asimple second-order
polynomial model for the off-resonance population, and calculating a95% confidence inter-
val. Although this doesn’t accurately model the data, it does provide a simpleetric for mean
variance with increasing energy of response.
Experimental data shows a mean variance of21.6%, compared to6.3% theoretical. Variations
of up to 150% in the maximal excursions of optically identical bubbles have been measured
previously117, attributed to differences in elastic properties of individual shells, and mayexplain
these inconsistancies. A full analysis of variance and comparison with optical results will be


















































































Figure 4.21: Variation in experimental off-resonance signals is greater than that for theoretical
values including experimental error (21.6% experimental as compared to less
than1% theoretical), as added to the Mooney Rivlin results. The incident pressure
in both cases is 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulses. A second-order polynomial
model has been fitted to the off-resonance population of each data set, and he
95% confidence interval plotted.
4.7 Discussion
Data has been produced that has allowed a comparison between theoretical and experimental
single bubble results. Resonance behavior has been identified from the theor tical modeling of
bubble dynamics using the Mooney-Rivlin shell model to estimate the soft lipid shell of Defin-
ity microbubbles. In a previouse chapter it has been shown that bubbles at and bove resonance
are predicted to respond with significantly larger signals than those below, and this has been
observed experimentally. These resonant bubbles have been shown tohave reduced second
harmonic components of scatter with respect to the fundamental, and a similar char cteristic
has been observed experimentally in bubbles with large responses. A clear distinction between
the two populations of resonant and off-resonant bubbles has been obs rved, for a range of
frequencies and acoustic pressures. A second characteristic of resonance is observed in the
increasing fundamental envelope of bubbles around resonance, in both the theoretical and ex-
perimental results, which has been quantitatively defined using a normalizedcross-correlation
method. Experimental resonant bubbles have been shown to consist of acompression domi-
nated response, which is in disagreement with the Mooney Rivlin results. Thi disagreement
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between experimental results and simulation has been observed in the literature previously, and
suggests the Mooney Rivlin model, as presented here, does not fully describe the dynamics of
lipid shelled microbubbles.
Results are also presented, both theoretical and experimental, showing theeffect of increasing
frequencies and acoustic pressures on the two populations. For increasi g frequencies, both
data sets show decreasing energy of scatter, due to the decreasing reso ance radius effecting
the value of peak scatter. For increasing acoustic pressure, the experimental values agree well
with the predictions from the Mooney Rivlin model, showing exponential increase of scatter
energy and increasing numbers of bubbles defined to be at resonance. Discrepancies exist
however in a lack of experimentally observed medium-energy scatter at highacoustic pressures,
which suggests the destructive effects of the incident pulse become dominant. The effect of
acoustically driven destruction and diffusion will be investigated further inChapter 6.
4.8 Conclusion
In conclusion, experimentally measured single bubble data has been produced using a well
characterized commercial ultrasound system. A two population response has been observed in
response to a single set of imaging parameters. A theoretical model of the forced scillations
of soft-shelled encapsulated gas microbubbles has been used to identify these populations as
below resonant and resonant scatter. Indicators which allow the classific tion of acoustic bubble
signals as resonant scatter have been identified and observed experimentally.
This has allowed the identification of resonant scatter in acoustic single bubble experimental
data for the first time. The techniques presented here provide significantinsight into resonant
populations of bubble scatter, providing the basis for improved imaging techniques based upon
more intelligent pulse sequence design and/or improved signal processing. A stated in the aims
of the chapter, this knowledge can directly improve current clinical techniques which suffer
from poor resolution or limited contrast, both of which can be improved by using improved
pulse sequences which are designed to increase the amount of bubbles which are at resonance.
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4.9 Further work
The work presented here is a qualitative comparison between theory and experiment. In order
to improve the model by fitting the parameters used to model the soft phospholipidshell of
Definity, a more rigorous statistical analysis is needed. A one-to-one map associ ting each ex-
perimental signal with a one specific simulated signal (with optimized parameters)would allow
a complete analysis of parameter variance (for example, using Monte Carlo meth ds to show
the significance of any disagreement138,139), and determine if optimal parameters exist for an
ensemble of microbubbles. This approach has the potential to further improve the understand-
ing of the shell’s effect on soft shelled microbubbles.
Further experimental results will also improve understanding of the Definity response to ul-
trasound imaging pulses. In particular, the effect of differing incident pulse lengths on the
response from the resonance populations will be investigated.
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Chapter 5
Single bubble experiments with the
contrast agent biSphere
TM
5.1 Aim of chapter
This chapter presents and discusses theoretical and experimental data for the albumin shelled
contrast agent biSphere
TM
(Point Biomedical Corp., San Carlos, CA), in response to a variety of
incident pulse parameters, in order to gain physical insight into the response of such microbub-
bles to various ultrasound parameters. Knowledge gained from previouschapters will be used





(POINT Biomedical, San Carlos, CA, USA), consists of a double layered sh ll
which encapsulates an air bubble. The inner shell, consisting of biodegradable biopolymers,
gives the bubbles their physical structure. The outer albumin layer is designed to operate as
a biological interface, and can be independently tailored to specific diagnostic or therapeutic
applications. The mean diameter of the bubbles is4µm. The double layer shell gives the
bubbles increased resilience to ultrasound destruction as compared to single shelled albumin
agents.
The encaspulated gas is air, which is soluble in water. This dramatically reduces the lifetime of
the agent once the shell is broken, and optimizes the agent for destructiontechniques such as
harmonic power Doppler imaging140. Other variants of the agent, for example PB127, with the




The single bubble microacoustic imaging system described in Chapter 4 (Figure4.1) was used
to investigate the contrast agent biSphere. The agent is supplied in dry powder form and is
reconstituted with sterile water prior to use, by adding water to a vial of the drypowder and
shaking by hand to yield a suspension of microbubbles. A suitable concentratio of microbub-
bles was found by trial and error method, which gave an average of onebubble in the region of
interest per three imaging frames, as was the same with Definity. In this way the results can be
directly compared. The flow path and acoustic imaging systems were aligned asdescribed in
Chapter 4, and the captured RF files were analysed in the same way as with Definity signals.
The imaging parameters used in Chapter 4 were again used here to investigatethe response of
biSphere bubbles to a range of frequency and acoustic pressures.
5.4 Results






















Figure 5.1: Example a RF signal from a biSphere microbubble in response to a 1.6MHz,
550kPa 6 cycle pulse, with the sum-squares algorithm applied to identify the sig-
nal above noise. The R.F. signal is5.09µs in duration, and contains six cycles in
response to the incident pulse.
Figure 5.1 shows a six cycle biSphere echo, in response to a 550kPa 1.6MHz six cycle pulse.
The R.F. signal is5.09µs in duration, and contains six cycles in response to the incident pulse,
as can clearly be seen. The signal has been filtered into its fundamental and second harmonic
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components, using the same elliptical filters as outlined in previous chapters (Chapters 2, 3
and 4), as shown in Figure 5.2. The signal is strongly harmonic, and the second harmonic
component of scatter is stronger than the fundamental, with peak amplitude of 6.83Pa and an
energy density of8.71×10−5Pa2s. The fundamental scatter from this bubble is approximately
six times weaker in terms of total energy, with a peak amplitude of 3.05Pa, and anenergy
density of1.32 × 10−5Pa2s.






















(a) Fundamental components of scatter


























(b) Second harmonic components of scatter
Figure 5.2: Filtered biSphere signal, showing the fundamental and second harmonic cmpo-
nents of scatter, in units of Pascals
However, in addition to this type of echo signal, which is of approximately the same length
as the incident signal (approximately4µs, and containing six cycles of the fundamental fre-
quency), biSphere echoes of a large variety of signal lengths have been m asured. Figure 5.3
shows a short response of only1.94µs in length (R.F. signal), containing only one clear visible
cycle. The filtered components of this signal are shown in Figure 5.4, and the differences in en-
ergy density of each respective frequency component can be seen,due to the shorter duration.
The distribution of echo signal lengths are shown in Figure 5.5, showing a large distribution
of scatter, with a mean duration of3.87 ± 1.35µs. The accuracy of the signal duration calcu-
lation is dependent on the semi-automatic edge detection method outlined in Chapter4. The
amplitude of responses (shown instead of energy densities, to allow directcomparison between
signals of different duration) from this distribution are shown in Figure 5.6, with the duration
of the responses shown on the associated color bar. In order to simplify the following analysis,
the durations of response have been arbitrarily separated into two populati ns, using the binary
classification scheme shown in Figure 5.7 (taken from the dual-population distribution shown
in Figure 5.5). Signals of durations less than∆t = 0.75∆tincident account for45% of scatter-
ers by number, and have a mean scatter of2.52 ± 0.09 × 10−6 and7.39 ± 4.15 × 10−6Pa2s
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fundamental and 2nd harmonic components respesctively. In this case,0.75∆tincident = 2.8µs
(this values differs depending on incident frequency). This comparesto those with durations
greater than∆t = 2.8µs, whose mean scatter is1.16±5.15×10−4 and0.42±0.51×10−4Pa2s
fundamental and 2nd harmonic components respesctively. This simple classifi ation helps to
limit the effect of the error in the duration calculation, as errors in very short signals will not
be sufficient to cause them to be misclassified, and the two populations can beanalaysed with
confidence.

























Figure 5.3: Example a RF signal from a biSphere microbubble in response to a 1.6MHz,
550kPa 6 cycle pulse, with the sum-squares algorithm applied to identify the sig-
nal above noise. The R.F. signal is1.94µs in duration, and contains only one clear
visible cycle in response to the incident pulse of six cycles.
5.4.1 Response to increasing incident frequency
Figure 5.8 shows the variation in amplitude of scatter, in response to increasing inc dent fre-
quency pulses (550kPa, six cycle pulses). Figure 5.9 shows the responses from higher frequency
pulses (2.52MHz to 5.2MHz). The signals have been separated into two populati ns, using the
above description of those with signal durations∆t > 0.75∆tincident and those with signal
durations∆t < 0.75∆tincident. This ranges from∆t = 3.46µs to ∆t = 0.87µs.
Figure 5.10 shows that the number of partial echoes observed decreass significantly with in-
creasing frequency. Below 2.0MHz approximately 30% of the scatterers mea ured are of du-
ration ∆t < 0.75∆tincident. The difference between mean amplitude of scatter of the two
148
























(a) Fundamental components of scatter
























(b) Second harmonic components of scatter
Figure 5.4: Filtered biSphere signal shown in Figure 5.3, showing the fundamental andsecond
harmonic components of scatter, in units of Pascals




















Figure 5.5: Distribution of biSphere echo durations in response to a six cycle 1.6MHz 550kPa.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of the duration of biSphere echo responses in response to a six cycle
1.6MHz 550kPa. The gray-scale shading of the symbols relates to the duration
of the respective signals, as shown in the associated color bar (darker symbols
indicating longer echo signals). As can be clearly seen, shorter signals relate
to those of lower amplitude scatter. RMS signals are shown here to allow direct
comparison between those of different durations.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of biSphere echo responses in response to a six cycle 1.6MHz550kPa.
The gray-scale shading of the symbols in the previous plot (Figure 5.6) has been
replaced by an arbitrarily chosen binary classification scheme, separating signals
by length into two populations: those with signal durations∆t < 2.8µs and those
with signal durations∆t > 2.8µs, as defined by the length of the incident pulse. A
clear relation to signal length and amplitude of scatter can be seen.
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Figure 5.8: Variation in amplitude of biSphere signals in response to increasing incidentfr -
quency (550kPa, six cycle pulses), from 1.3MHz to 2.0MHz, separating sig al by
length into two populations, as defined by the length of the incident pulse.
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Figure 5.9: Variation in amplitude of signals from biSphere bubbles in response to increasing
incident frequency (550kPa, six cycle pulses), from 2.5MHz to 5.2MHz. Signals
have been separated into two populations, depending duration of signal define by
the incident pulse length. RMS signals are shown here to allow direct comparison
between those of different durations.
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Figure 5.10: Number of biSphere signals of duration∆t < 0.75∆tincident, as a percentage
(%) of the total number of scatterers measured. A clear relation to frequency
can be seen, with the percentage of shorter echoes (relative to the incident pulse
length) decreasing with increasing frequency.
populations, in both fundamental and second harmonic, is approximately equal for frequencies
less than 2.0MHz. As the frequency increases the small number of signals of partial echo are
of significantly less amplitude than the those with durations approximately equal tothe inci-
dent pulse, although here mean amplitude is calculated from< 10% of the scatterers measured
(< 10 bubbles for each set of imaging parameters) and so may be effected by outliers. Figure
5.11 shows mean energy density of scatter, and Figure 5.12 shows mean amplitude of signals
from each population for comparison.
5.4.2 Response to increasing incident acoustic pressure
As shown in Figure 5.13, in response to lower acoustic pressures biSphere bubbles show a more
regular duration of response than is observed at the higher pressureof 550kPa, and the dual-
response behaviour documented above is not observed. The durations of these scattered signals
are approximately normally distributed around the incident pulse length of∆t = 4.95µs, and
are all greater than∆t = 2.8µs. Figure 5.14 shows the amplitude of responses from biSphere
bubbles to increasing acoustic pressures, from 160kPa to 335kPa.
As the acoustic pressure is increased further, the behaviour documented earlier in this section
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(a) Mean fundamental components of scatter






























(b) Mean second harmonic components of scatter
Figure 5.11: Mean energy densities of biSphere bubbles in response to increasing incdent fre-
quencies (550MHz, six cycles).
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(a) Mean fundamental components of scatter





























(b) Mean second harmonic components of scatter
Figure 5.12: Mean amplitude of biSphere signals in response to increasing incident frequen-
cies (550kPa, six cycles), as separated into two populations: those with sig-
nal durations∆t < 0.75∆tincident and those with signal durations∆t >
0.75∆tincident
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Figure 5.13: Variation in durations of signals from biSphere bubbles in response to increasing
acoustic pressures (1.6MHz, six cycle pulses), from 160kPa to 335kPa. In re-
sponse to these lower acoustic pressures, the duration of bubble responses show
approximately normal behaviour, and all signals recorded are of greater than
∆t = 2.8µs in duration.
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Figure 5.14: Variation in amplitude of signals from biSphere bubbles in response to increasing
acoustic pressures (1.6MHz, six cycle pulses), from 160kPa to 335kPa. All signals
recorded are of greater than∆t = 2.8µs in duration.
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Figure 5.15: Variation in durations of signals from biSphere bubbles in response to increasing
acoustic pressures (1.6MHz, six cycle pulses), from 160kPa to 335kPa. In re-
sponse to these lower acoustic pressures, the duration of bubble responses show
approximately normal behaviour, and all signals recorded are of greater than
∆t = 2.8µs in duration.
is observed. Figure 5.15 shows the distribution of echo signal durations inre ponse to acoustic
pressures from 550kPa to 1020kPa (1.6MHz six cycle pulses), and a two population response
is observed. Figure 5.16 shows the amplitudes of the two populations, and agin it can clearly
be seen that the energy of scatter is strongly dependent on the duration.Bubble responses have
again been separated into those with signals longer than∆t = 2.8µs and those shorter than
∆t = 2.8µs.
At lower acoustic pressures (160kPa to 335kPa, the maximum energy andamplitude of fun-
damental scatter observed increases with acoustic pressure, as expected from linear scattering
theory. Increasing acoustic pressure from 160kPa to 335kPa also reduces the minimum am-
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Figure 5.16: Variation in amplitude of signals from biSphere bubbles in response to increasing
acoustic pressures (1.6MHz, six cycle pulses), from 550kPa to 1020kPa. A binary
classification scheme has been used to separate signals by length into two popu-
lations: those with signal durations∆t < 2.8µs and those with signal durations
∆t > 2.8µs. A clear relation to signal length and amplitude of scatter can be
seen.
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plitude of scatter, as can be seen in Figure 5.14. In combination, this leads to no significant
increase in the mean amplitude of scatter, as shown in Figure 5.18. The harmonic scatter of all
responses increases sharply with acoustic pressure, as expected due o both increased nonlinear
propagation of the incident pulse and nonlinear bubble behaviour.
As the incident acoustic pressure is increased to 550kPa and above, theminimum amplitude
of fundamental scatter remains the same, suggesting the noise floor of the experimental system
has been reached (at 1.6MHz the minimum signal detectable is approximately1 × 10−6Pa2s).
Increasing pressures above 550kPa produce significant increasein both fundamental and second
harmonic mean scatter of those bubbles with responses longer than∆ = 2.8µs. However, the
amplitude of those signals with durations less than∆t = 2.8µs shows less relation to incident
acoustic pressure, in both fundamental or second harmonic components of scatter. The number
of bubbles classified as such show a slight decrease with increasing pressure (Figure 5.17).
Figure 5.18 shows mean energy densities of scatter in response to increasi g acoustic pressure,
for comparison. The mean amplitude of scatter, as separated into the two observed populations,
is shown in Figure 5.19, and as can be seen the mean scatter of these shorter signals shows only
a small increase in amplitude of response to 550kPa to 1020kPa.


































Figure 5.17: Number of biSphere signals of duration∆t < 0.75∆tincident, as a percentage
(%) of the total number of scatterers measured, from 550kPa to 1020kPa. Below
550kPa no signals of duration∆t < 0.75∆tincident were measured.
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(a) Mean fundamental components of scatter
































(b) Mean second harmonic components of scatter
Figure 5.18: Mean energy densities of biSphere bubbles in response to increasing acoustic
pressures (1.6MHz, six cycles).
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(a) Mean fundamental components of scatter






























(b) Mean second harmonic components of scatter
Figure 5.19: Mean amplitude of biSphere signals in response to increasing acoustic pressures
(1.6MHz, six cycles), as separated into two populations: those with signal dur -
tions∆t < 2.8µs and those with signal durations∆t > 2.8µs
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5.5 Discussion
Previous results in the literature have shown that hard shelled albumin basedagents show no
visible oscillation in response to even large amplitude ultrasound imaging pulses65, although
scatter from single bubbles has been observed58,65,71. The resonance behaviour observed in
Definity scatterers (Chapters 3 and 4) is not observed here. This sugge ts that biSphere scatter
is due to gas escaping from the bubbles, as a result of slight disruptions inthe shell. Frinking et
al65 describe the response from Quantison, an agent similar to biSphere, agents s being ‘dual-
istic’, relating to the applied acoustic pressure. At low pressures (Frinking state the ’threshold
for shell rupture‘ is less than approximately 100kPa), they show that the agents behave as en-
capsulated gas bubbles, and are stable linear oscillators, which can be model d by the Rayleigh-
Plesset model or similar94 (as described in Chapter 1). In response to acoustic pressures above
this threshold, the bubbles rupture and the encapsulated gas is released.The applied pulse is
now incident upon a free gas bubble, which is not constrained by the shell, and will quickly
dissolve into the surrounding liquid (depending on the solubility of the gas). This behaviour
has since been observed in optical experiments using high speed cameras4,53,87–91,98. The shell
itself is not destroyed by the incident pulse, even by very high amplitudes65, suggesting that
the encapsulated air is replaced by the surrounding liquid.
The results shown here agree with this analysis. As the pressures investigat d are greater than
that expected to be the threshold for shell rupture, it can be assumed thatthe signals observed are
from free air bubbles. The response in Figure 5.1 is highly nonlinear, and similar to the expected
response shown by Frinking et al65. However, the ‘partial echo’ response shown in Figure 5.3
suggests are more complex behaviour than a free gas bubble echo. The shorter duration of
approximately∆t = 1.94µs suggests that a partial echo is achieved in response to the incident
pulse of six cycles. This could arise from various physical mechanisms. Dissolution of the
ejected gas bubble into the liquid, in a time scale shorter than the incident pulse, would explain
the shorter echo signal. However, static diffusion for free gas bubbleson this scale has not
been observed (Chomas et al4 observed that static diffusion of Albumin-shelled agents, after
insonation with a 240kPa pulse, was on the order of seconds). Chomas etal also show that
acoustically driven diffusion can change the bubble diameter during the transmitted pulse at
sufficiently high pressures, although complete diffusion of gas bubbles intime scales less than
1ms has not been previously observed.
Another possible mechanism is the delayed rupture of the shell. If the shell isresil ent enough to
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survive the first few cycles of the incident pulse without leaking gas, noabove noise echo would
be measured. A rupture in the shell necessary to release the encapsulated gas may occur part
way through the incident six cycle pulse. This will lead to the escaped gas bubble producing
an echo from only the remaining incident cycles, explaining the short echosignal shown in
Figure 5.3. This would also explain the range of durations shown in Figure 5.6, explained
by differently resilient bubbles releasing gas at different stages of theincident pulse. Optical
experiments have also observed more complex interactions between ruptured shells and the
released gas bubbles, including partial release, and the attraction of ejected free gas bubbles
to the shell material, due to secondary radiation forces141, which could again lead to reduced
echo durations. Combined optical and acoustic experiments would give moreinf mation on
this behaviour, and its causes.
It has been shown that the size distribution of albumin bubbles changes significantly after an in-
sonation above the destruction threshold, and that the resulting distribution isdependent on the
insonant frequency65 (for example smaller bubbles remain in response for a higher frequency).
The difference in the size of remaining bubbles could arise from different parts of the bubble
distribution being excited by different frequencies. Frinking et al showthat a wider size range
is disrupted by higher frequencies which are more efficient at disruptingthe shell, and leads
to only smaller bubbles remaining intact. Previous studies have also shown thatthe number
of single scattering events is dependent on the acoustic pressure71, as albumin shells are more
easily disrupted by higher pressure pulses. This frequency and acoustic pressure dependence of
shell disruption agrees with the data shown above. At lower frequencies we have observed an
increased number of partial echoes, suggesting the incident pulses arenot sufficient at disrupt-
ing the shell in order to give a full echo from the released gas bubble. Athigher frequencies
(which have been shown to have a greater destructive effect on the shell) less partial echoes
are observed, an indication that all bubble signals arise from free gas bubbles responding to the
entire pulse, due to early disruption of the shell.
Below an incident acoustic pressure of 550kPa no partial echoes havebeen observed, suggest-
ing a smaller size range of bubbles is effected by the lower energy pulses.A higher minimum
scatter is also observed, due to the lack of partial echo. Both these characteristics suggest that
all echoes recorded at these lower amplitudes are from free gas bubbles whose shell’s are dis-
rupted by the first cycle of the imaging pulse. As the acoustic pressure is increased beyond
550kPa, partial echoes are observed, suggesting a larger distributionof bubbles are affected by
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the larger amplitude imaging pulses. In response imaging pulses of 550kPa and above, par-
tial echoes account for approximately30% of scatterers measured, suggesting partial release
of gas from bubbles which would otherwise remain intact and produce no sig al at lower am-
plitudes. A significant increase in both fundamental and second harmonic scatter is observed,
which is expected from free bubble scatter. However, the signals of shorter duration which are
observed show reduced mean echo when compared to the longer durationechoes. They show
no significant increase with acoustic pressure, and there is a clear difference between the two
populations, especially at the maximum pressure measured here (1020kPa), indic ting that the
oscillations of these gas bubbles are somehow restricted. Restriction could possibly arise from
the presence of the remaining shell, for example if the gas bubble remains in contact with the
shell material. Optical experiments would provide further information into this phenomenon.
As the low energy scatter signals are close to the noise level of the experimental system, they
are thus dependent on the accuracy of the processing of the RF data in identifying the echo
signals from the electronic noise. A simple threshold is employed, as described in Chapter 4,
to perform this, and as such bubble signals very close to noise may not be identified. However,
this is the same for the range of incident parameters investigated here, and itc be assumed
that similar errors in bubble detection occur in all data sets, for each of the incident parameters.
Higher resolution combined acoustic and optical measurements, with more acoustic pressures
investigated, would give more information on this, and determine if there is an acousti pressure
threshold at which the shell is disrupted.
5.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, the well characterized microacoustic system previously in Chapter 4 has been
used to measure the scatter from single biSphere microbubbles. A range ofi cident frequencies
and acoustic pressures have been used, and results show that scatterfrom he hard-shelled albu-
min agent biSphere is significantly different to soft-shelled lipid based Definity. No conclusive
evidence for resonance behaviour in biSphere has been detected here. The results presented
agree well with previous studies, which define the mechanism of scatter from hard shelled al-
bumin agents to be shell disruption and gas release. Partial echoes, shorter t an the incident
pulse duration, have been observed for low frequency pulses of sufficient amplitude, suggest-
ing partial release of gas from bubbles. The lack of this echo at lower amplitudes suggest these
arise from a population which otherwise remain intact and produce no signal, unless a sufficient
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acoustic pressure is incident upon them. This agrees with previous studies, wh ch show the dis-
ruption of an albumin shell is frequency dependent, and that an acoustic pressure dependence
exists for the number of single scattering events produced from a sample ofcontrast agents. The
responses measured and the conclusions made here are directly relevant to improving imaging
using albumin shelled agents, as it is clear that a resonance response hasot been achieved us-
ing the imaging parameter used here, and that pulses which optimise the scatter from disrupted
shelled bubbles should be used to improve diagnostic techniques.
5.7 Further work
Although the above experimental results allow us to observe various behaviours as documented
above, in order to achieve a fuller understanding of the behaviour of hard shelled albumin
contrast agents such as biSphere a theoretical description of the bubbleresponses is needed for
comparison. Further experimental results also offer potential for improving the understanding
of the behaviors observed here. In particular, the effect of differing incident pulse lengths will
provide extra information on the differing durations of response observed. Optical observations
of the different responses will also give confirmation of bubble shell integrity, and information
on the destruction and remnants of shells.
Measurements of bubble radii, using the optical techniques described in Chapters 3 and 4,
will add information about the disruption and subsequent dissolution of microbubbles due to
the imaging pulses. It has been shown that the size distribution of albumin bubbles changes
significantly after an insonation above the destruction threshold is incident upon the sample
of bubbles, and that the resulting distribution is dependent on the insonantfrequency65. This





6.1 Aim of chapter
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the effect of consecutive imaging pulses on microbubble
response, with respect to the the lifetime and evolution of response. Experimental results from
Definity R© and biSphere
TM
will be presented, and comparisons with theoretical data used to
infer how the microbubble response is affected by diffusion and destruction.
6.2 Introduction
The microbubbles which make up the contrast agents described in previouschapters have a
finite lifetime. The length of this lifetime depends on many factors including, among others, the
local environment of the bubble, the properties of the shell, the propertiesof the encapsulated
gas, and acoustic pressure incident on the bubble. Acoustic signals collected from the single
bubble system described in Chapter 4 are used here to investigate the lifetime and evolution of
signals, and comparisons with the theoretical microbubble model presented inChapter 3 will
be used to infer any changes in microbubble structure. Results from both the lipid based agent
Definity and the albumin shelled agent biSphere are presented here. The previous chapters
have dealt with the first pulse response from the two agents, and this chapter builds on this
knowledge.
6.2.1 On the fragility of microbubbles
A microbubble is described as being destroyed when the shell has been disrupted entirely,
allowing the gas to escape, and therefore can no longer provide an echoin response to an imag-
ing pulse. The processes involved in causing this destruction, and the time scales involved
in each of them, are interesting for a variety of reasons. First it is obviousfr m any in vivo
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scan using contrast agents that the contrast caused by the injected microbubbles disappears
after only a few minutes, due to static diffusion. This destruction is accelerated mainly by
increased pressure in the lungs and other organs98, which will affect the limits of contrast en-
hancement in terms of time within the circulation95, directly affecting the clinical diagnostic
and therapeutic applications which can be improved using contrast enhanceme t. In addition
to static diffusion, microbubbles have also been observed to disappear much more rapidly due
to the interaction with the imaging ultrasound pulse. This unique property of ultrasound con-
trast agents (the only contrast agent which undergoes changes afterinteraction with the imaging
technique) has offered the development of improved imaging142 and, more recently, therapeutic
techniques143,144. While the exact mechanisms of this destruction are not yet known, experi-
mental evidence has shown that a variety of mechanisms may be present. Whilemany more
may exist, the three main mechanisms of contrast agent destruction have beenidentified to be
fragmentation, acoustically driven diffusion, and static diffusion4, with the relative importance
of each being dependent on bubble properties, local environment andthe parameters of the inci-
dent pulse. Improved knowledge of these behaviours may directly lead to imprved diagnostic
and therapeutic techniques which can be used to improve the clinical applications of contrast
enhancement listed in Chapter 1.
6.2.2 Previous studies
Statistical analysis of single bubble acoustic data, similar to that produced her, has been pre-
sented previously72 to provide information on the dissolution and destruction characteristics
of various agents, and differing spectral signatures within a microbubblesample have been
identified.
The optical techniques outlined in Chapter 1 also offer potentially large improvements in the
understanding of the radial excursions of microbubbles during insonation. A variety of mecha-
nisms for destruction have been observed optically, including gas releasefrom hard shells53,92,97,98,
asymmetric collapse leading to gas-jet formation53, ultrasound-induced coalescence of two or
more microbubbles53,135, fragmentation of a microbubble into smaller bubbles4,53,87–91and
acoustically-driven diffusion (where the incident acoustic pressure forces gas out of the encap-
sulated bubble )4,91,92.
Using high speed optical and acoustical observations, Dayton et al92 h ve shown that under
certain conditions, destruction occurs due to ultrasound induced shell rupture. At acoustic pres-
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sures of several hundred kPa disintegration of a microbubble was observed optically to produce
a symmetrical array of shell fragments around the original center of the bubble, and the en-
capsulated gas quickly dissolved away. This behaviour which has been termed ‘fragmentation’
by Stride et al95, is predicted to occur when the stresses produced within the shell exceedits
strength, and has been shown by Chomas et al4 to cause complete disappearance of a received
echo over a time scale of microseconds (dependent on the solubility of the encapsulated gas).
They propose that any disappearance in echo over this time scale demonstrates the occurrence
of fragmentation.
Incident ultrasound pulses have also been shown to cause bubbles to decay ov r longer time
periods. Chomas et al4 show acoustic signals from a microbubble, assumed to be intact over a
sequence of transmitted pulses, which significantly decrease in amplitude andduration over a
sequence of pulses separated by 1ms. An increase in center frequencyof the scattered pulse is
observed, suggesting a decrease in bubble diameter due to the diffusion of the gas core, although
the individual harmonic components are not distinguishable due to the large bndwidth signal.
They note that due to the time scales involved, this diffusion must be acousticallydriven, and
not static diffusion of the encapsulated gas.
Both Dayton92 and Chomas4 show that significant differences in terms of destruction are ob-
served when contrast agents of different shell materials (with the same encapsulated gas) are
insonated by similar transmit pulses. In both the optical and acoustic results presented, mi-
crobubbles with phospholipid shells4,92 appear to have increased resilience to the disruptive
potential of the incident pulse, in comparison to albumin coated bubbles such aAlbunex, Op-
tison or biSphere. Considering bubble destruction to be a result of shell rupture (i.e. when the
shell material undergoes stresses greater than its strength), predictionsus ng the bulk param-
eters of the shells’ corresponding constituent materials alone would expect the thicker-shelled
and less viscous Albumin coated bubbles to experience less effective stress and be therefore
harder to disrupt. However, due to the fluid nature of the lipid bilayers makingup Definity
shells, they appear to have the ability to deform without rupturing, avoiding bubble destruction
upon compression. While an Albumin coated bubble which undergoes shell disruption will
therefore lose its coherence as a bubble, due to the encapsulated gas fully diffusing out into
the surroundings, a lipid shell will retain its ability to inhibit diffusion, and haven improved
ability to provide multiple responses from subsequent imaging pulses.
Hard shelled microbubbles like Quantison and Optison have been observedto give gas release
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in response to high MI incident pulses, leading to large scattered signals92,98. In response to
low MI incident pulses, they have been shown to give neither gas releasenor significant radial
oscillations, suggesting a threshold pressure is needed to trigger gas release94.
The soft lipid shells of contrast agents such as Definity have been observed optically to maintain
their structural integrity in response to multiple imaging pulses at low MI81,87,88,93. They have
been shown to exhibit diffusion at low MIs4,92,96, and fragmentation at higher MIs.
The solubility of the encapsulated gas also plays a significant role on the lifetimeof a mi-
crobubble. Perfluorochemicals have been shown to have advantages over air or nitrogen as the
encapsulated gas due to their increased dissolution times4,145. For example, nitrogen filled lipid
shelled Definity has been shown to decay faster than a perflourocarbongas version of the same
agent100,146.
6.3 Methodology
In order to analyze multiple signals from individual microbubbles, in respone to subsequent
imaging pulses, it is necessary to ensure that the bubbles do not move significantly within the
imaging field, which would subject them to differing acoustic parameters within the focused
beam. It has been previously determined (Chapter 2, Figure 2.5) that the incid nt ultrasound
field remains approximately constant over the region of interest that has been defined (1.5cm).
The bubble signals from consecutive imaging frames can be analyzed using cross correlation
to determine the amount of bubble movement that occurs between the imaging pulses. This
movement arises due to the injection flow. The pulse repetition frequency (PRF) for imaging
pulses used here was 1kHz, giving separation of 1ms between pulses.
Figure 6.1 shows the first and the seventh signals produced by a typical bubble in response to
a series of 1.2MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulses, separated by 1ms. As well as a relative decrease
in energy of the seventh response (discussed further below), the movement of the bubble in
the 6ms between pulses can be seen. Seven pulses have been chosen asan illustration, as the
movement between two pulses is too small to easily identify. Cross-correlation isused to find
the exact shift in position, and has been calculated in this example to be just twoamples, equal
to distance of76 ± 38µm (the calculation is limited by the sampling rate of 19.63MHz, which
gives a resolution of38µm per sample). An average value of120± 70µm was calculated from
a sample of 20 bubbles (giving an average speed of2± 1cms−1). This is well within the limits
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Figure 6.1: A typical bubble shows a translation toward the transducer over a series of seven
imaging pulses, due to the insertion flow. This can be seen in the shift to the
left of the respective peaks, and has been measured using cross-correlati n of the
respective signals. Total translation during the 6ms of imaging was calculated to
be76 ± 38µm.
of the region of interest, and so we can say with confidence that for up to seven consecutive
insonating pulses bubbles are being insonated by identical pulses. This allow the responses
from subsequent imaging pulses to be used to determine the effect that the incident pulse has
on the signals produced, and thus the bubbles themselves.
The results from seven consecutive imaging pulses with a PRF of 1kHz arepres nted here,
giving a total imaging time of 7ms. The number of imaging pulses was limited by the m-mode
of the scanner and by the size of data files which could be easily analyzed.Seven pulses were
shown to be sufficient to analyze the effects of both destruction and diffusion of the agents used
at the incident pulses parameters used here, and a significant decrease in amplitude of signals
was observed at all imaging frequencies and acoustic pressures.
6.4 Experimental results
Experimental results are separated into two observed types of behaviour, defined as follows;
• Destruction event: Bubble signal decays to below noise level within1ms.
• Diffusion event: Bubble signal decays gradually, showing reduced signals to each con-
secutive imaging pulse.
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Examples of both types of behaviour observed from Definity bubbles is shown in Figure 6.2
(uncalibrated RF scatter shown). The first pulse responses from the two bubbles are similar in
both fundamental and harmonic amplitude (both are examples of off-resonance response), but
they differ greatly in response to the subsequent pulses.
















(a) Bubble 1, Insonation 1
















(b) Bubble 1, Insonation 2
















(c) Bubble 1, Insonation 3
















(d) Bubble 2, Insonation 1
















(e) Bubble 2, Insonation 2
















(f) Bubble 2, Insonation 3
Figure 6.2: Received RF signals from three consecutive imaging pulses of two example Definity
bubbles (1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulses), showing a destructive event in bubble
1 (a)-(c), and a diffusion event in bubble 2 (d)-(f). The amplitude of both the first
pulse responses are similar, in both fundamental and harmonic components. A
significant and rapid (< 1ms) reduction in scatter is classified as destruction in
bubble 1 (no signal can be detected above noise in (b) and (c)), whereas a slow
reduction in scatter over a series of subsequent pulses is defined as diffusion of gas
out of bubble 2. Pulses are separated by 1ms (PRF=1kHz, 550kPa, 1.6MHz).
6.4.1 Destruction
Destructive effects such as fragmentation, coalescence and jet formation are caused by the
collapse of the microbubble concentrating sufficient energy to break the bubble apart, and will
lead to a significant and rapid reduction in the scattering power of the bubble, as shown in
Figure 6.2 (a)-(c). Examples of such rapid reduction in the scattered signal are presented here
in response to imaging pulses with PRFs of 1kHz, and analyzed to show the effect of differing
incident imaging parameters of frequency and acoustic pressure.
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6.4.1.1 Definity
Figure 6.3 shows the effect of increasing incident frequency on the numbers of Definity bubbles
which are detectable with successive imaging pulses (550kPa, six cycle incid nt pulses used).
The responses from the first insonation are presented in detail in Chapter 4. The numbers of
bubble signals are plotted as a percentage of the number of bubbles which were detected on
the first imaging pulse, for each successive imaging pulse, showing the relative survival of
bubble signals above noise. The data for increasing frequency for each im ging pulse has been
modeled with a quadratic polynomial, which was calculated to give the best fit compared to a
linear fit, using residual values to indicate goodness of fit (as shown in Table 6.1). A clear trend
can be seen in the responses from each insonating pulse.












































Figure 6.3: Effect of increasing frequency on the number of bubbles signals detected above
noise, with respect to the number detected by the initial imaging pulse (550kPa six
cycle pulses used, R.F. signals shown). The percentage of bubble signals remaining
decreases with each imaging pulse, as shown by the decreasing intercepts of the
trend lines. Maximum number of remaining bubbles signals is observed at5.5MHz.
The frequency at which minimum detected bubble signals remain increasesfrom
1.4MHz in the 2nd insonation, to 3.4MHz in the 7th insonation.
The first imaging pulse has the largest effect on the number of remaining sigal , with an
average of29.3 ± 13.8% of bubble signals being reduced to below noise across the range
of frequencies measured. Maximum reduction in bubble signals (i.e. minimum percentage
of bubble signals remaining in response to the second pulse) is observed at 1.4MHz. This
corresponds to maximum first pulse response, as described in Chapter 4(Figure 4.16), and
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Insonation 2 3 4 5 6 7
Linear Fit 60.03 80.11 78.44 79.11 77.27 75.48
Quadratic Fit 56.49 71.27 69.89 71.54 70.36 69.59
Table 6.1: Measures of goodness of fit, for linear and quadratic polynomial fits, asindicated
by the sum of the squares of the residuals (a lower value signifies a better fit, and
0 is equal to an exact fit), for data from each insonating pulse. A quadratic fit is
determined to be the best fit for each data set (as shown in Figure 6.3).
also to maximum incident energy density, as shown in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.8),suggesting that
both may play a role in the reduction of bubble signals to below noise levels. Subseq ent
imaging pulses also reduce the number of remaining signals, but with the effect r du ing with
each incident pulse. Maximum reduction in signals is observed for increasing frequency with
increasing incident pulses, as seen by the increase in frequency of thequadratic trend line’s
minima for increasing insonations.
This reduction in the number of signals occurs more often in signals classifiedas off-resonance
responses. Table 6.2 shows how the number of scatterers in the two populations are effected by
the first imaging pulse, for a variety of frequencies, showing much greater survival of signals
in the resonance population.
Frequency 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.62 1.7 2.0 (MHz)
Off resonance 39.4 32.1 47.1 44.1 57.5 29.85 40.3 (%)
Resonance 0 0 5.0 16.7 12.5 21.8 24.4 (%)
Table 6.2: The percentage of Definity bubbles signals that are reduced to below noise by the
first imaging pulse (550kPa, six cycle pulses), as displayed by population (classified
using normalized cross correlation method).
Figure 6.4 shows how the numbers of scatterers changes with consecutive imaging pulses for
increasing acoustic pressures. Increasing incident acoustic pressure reduces the number of
bubble signals detected above noise, with respect to the number detected byth initial imaging
pulse (1.6MHz six cycle pulses used). In response to 710kPa and above, 83% of the bubble
signals detected are reduced to below noise at the second imaging pulse. The percentage of
bubble signals remaining decreases with each imaging pulse.
The survivability of a Definity bubble signal displays a dependence on theamplitude of the
signal emitted by that bubble in response to a previous imaging pulse. Figure 6.5 shows first
pulse responses classified as those which provide scatter to subsequent puls s, and those which
do not. When plotted against fundamental energy density of initial signal, it cn be clearly seen
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Figure 6.4: Effect of increasing incident acoustic pressure on the number of bubble signals de-
tected above noise, with respect to the number detected by the initial imaging pulse
(1.6MHz six cycle pulses used). The percentage of bubble signals remaining de-
creases with each imaging pulse, and the effect increases with increasingacoustic
pressure.
that bubbles which respond in the first instance with higher fundamental energi s (including,
but not limited to, those classified to be at resonance) are more likely to provide an above noise
signal in response to a second imaging pulse. Overlayed on Figure 6.5 is a fundamental energy
density threshold, calculated using logistical regression analysis, as outlined below.
Using the Matlab ‘classify’ function (included in the MATLAB 2007 Statistics Toolbox), a dis-
criminant analysis algorithm is employed to calculate a threshold for survivingbubble signals,
as based on both the energy of the initial signal and the acoustic pressureof the incident pulse.
This is equivalent to fitting a normal distribution to each of the two classes (here, ‘subsequent
signals’ or ‘no subsequent signals’), and using this information to interpolate the boundary,
in terms of fundamental energy density, between the two classes. Here, a linar discriminant
function is used to calculate the energy threshold, which has been plotted in black (Figure
6.5). Microbubbles below this threshold are most likely to provide no detectabl signal in
response to the following imaging pulse. The predicted destruction thresholdincreases from
below the noise level of the experimental system (2.5×10−6Pa2s) at 410kPa, to approximately
1 × 10−2Pa2s at 750kPa. A linear discriminant function was shown to minimize the error
(misclassifying 13.9% of recorded data) when compared to a quadratic discriminant function
(which misclassifies 15.8% of recorded data), for pressures upto710kPa. The linear classifi-
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cation error was observed to increase when bubble signals from higheracoustic pressures were
included in the data set (over 20% of the total recorded bubbles were misclassified when data
over 800kPa were included). This is due to the sparsity of bubbles which produce subsequent
signals at these higher pressures, which reduces the accuracy of theparametric model used to
calculate the discriminant function.
At low incident pressures (< 400kPa) it can be seen that some first pulse responses are close to
the noise level of the system, meaning the subsequent lack of signal abovecould be explained
by diffusion of gas leading to a small reduction of signal to below the noise level. However,
in response to all incident acoustic pressures examples of signals at levels well above the noise
threshold are observed to produce no subsequent signals, leading to the destruction threshold
calculated here. For example, in response to an incident pressure of 550kPa the bubble which
results in the largest first pulse response (fundamental energy densityof 3.2 × 10−3Pa2s) pro-
duces no signal to subsequent incident pulses, suggesting a significant change in the integrity
of the bubble.
6.4.1.2 biSphere
In response to low energy incident pulses (< 400kPa), the majority of biSphere signals (>
65%) measured are followed by signals above noise in response to subsequent incident pulses.
Table 6.3 shows how the number of bubbles which emit no subsequent signals increases as the
imaging pulse is increased to medium acoustic pressures (550kPa), and remains at a plateau for
higher acoustic pressures (up to 1100kPa). The effect increasing pressure has on the responses
from six subsequent pulses is shown in Figure 6.6, and it can be seen that even at 410kPa, very
few bubbles (17%) survive to give a response to three imaging pulses.
This increase in destruction coincides with an overall increase in fundament l energy density
of scatter, as outlined in Chapter 5. Figure 5.18 shows that as the destruction level increases,
the level of mean fundamental and second harmonic scatter also increasessh rply. At acoustic
pressures of 410kPa, destruction levels of33.3% are observed, which coincides with a mean
fundamental scatter of3.4 × 10−5Pa2s. At increased pressure of 710kPa, destruction levels of
of 95.4% are observed, which corresponds to a mean fundamental scatter of2.9 × 10−4Pa2s.
This also corresponds to a change in the average duration of signal, as described in further
detail in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 6.5: Definity bubble responses to the first imaging pulse classified as those which give
subsequent signals above noise, and those which do not. A dependencon the
fundamental energy of the initial response can be seen, as well as the acoustic
pressure of the incident pulse. Linear discriminant analysis has been us d to plot
the threshold between the two response types (black line) which separates the r -
gion of signal survival (red), and the region of no signal survival (blue).
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Figure 6.6: The percentage of biSphere bubbles which provide above noise signalfrom a se-
ries of seven imaging pulses decreases with increasing acoustic pressure, and de-
creases with number of consecutive insonating pulses (1.6MHz, six cyclepulses).
In response to 410kPa pulses the majority of bubbles (66%) produce multiple sig-
nals. In response to 550kPa and above, very few bubbles (3%) produce subsequent
signals after the first imaging pulse.
Acoustic Pressure 265 335 410 550 710 850 1025(kPa)
Percentage of bubbles destroyed1.4 13.7 33.3 97.1 95.4 96.9 96.0 (%)
Table 6.3: The percentage of biSphere bubbles that produce no subsequent signals after the first
imaging pulse (1.6MHz, six cycle pulses). A large increase is observed as acoustic
pressure is increased above 500kPa
6.4.2 Diffusion
Bubble signals which survive to produce successive signals have been obs rved to decay in
amplitude, and evolve with respect to their harmonic content. Results are presented here in re-
sponse to seven consecutive pulses (PRF=1kHz), allowing the evolutionof above noise signals
over 7ms to be analyzed. Chomas et al89 have observed characteristics of acoustically driven
diffusion over similar time scales in both albumin and lipid shelled bubbles.
6.4.2.1 Definity
A significant number of Definity bubbles (53% of the total sample measured) have been shown
to produce surviving signals to subsequent imaging pulses of 550kPa. Figure 6.7 shows the
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Figure 6.7: Slowly decreasing signal from a typical off resonance Definity bubble, inr sponse
to 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulses, and the respective Fourier transforms(normal-
ized to peak component of scatter in the first response). The relative decr as in
the fundamental and 2nd harmonic components is evident in the normalizedFFT
signals, showing a relative increase in harmonic components; the fundament l to
harmonic energy ratio decreases from 0.66 to 0.52 over the four responses shown
here.
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(a) Fundamental and harmonic components


















(b) The ratio of fundamental to harmonic
components
Figure 6.8: The decreasing fundamental and 2nd harmonic components of the bubble shown
previously in Figure 6.7. Both the fundamental and harmonic components dcrease
with each insonation (a), but the ratio of the two shows a much greater decrease in
the fundamental components. Fundamental to harmonic ratio decreasesfrom 0.66
to 0.36 over the seven insonations (b).
surviving signals from a typical off resonance Definity microbbubble (idntified as such by the
normalised cross correlation method described in Chapter 4, Figure 4.12) inresponse to four
consecutive 550kPa 1.6MHz six cycle pulses, each separated by 1ms. The signals each show
all the properties previously identified to be indicative of off-resonant sca ter in comparison to
scatter at resonance (namely decreased fundamental to harmonic ratio, increased expansion to
compression ratio, and a flat envelope showing a steady response with time over the six cycle
incident pulse). The amplitude of the signals decrease with each insonation,sh wing a 75%
decrease in total energy over seven insonations (the first four insonation responses are shown).
When the frequency spectra of these consecutive signals are investigat d further, it can be seen
that the ratio of fundamental to harmonic energy decreases significantly over se en insonations
(from 0.66 to 0.36), shown in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.9 shows how this reduction in energy of signals effects the mean scatter of the two
populations, in response to 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycle pulses. The numbersannotating the
plot indicate the insonation number, and show the decrease in energy with increasing number
of insonations. The bubbles have been separated into off-resonant ad resonant populations
using the normalized cross-correlation method described previously. Resonant bubbles show
















































(a) Mean energy of scatter.




















































(b) Normalized energy of scatter
Figure 6.9: Mean energy of scatter for the off-resonant (107 bubbles) and resonant (44 bub-
bles) populations of surviving bubble signals, in response to seven conse utive
imaging pulses of 1.6MHz 550kPa. The numbers annotating the plot indicatethe
insonation number, and show the decrease in mean energy of scatter withincreas-
ing number of insonations. Resonant bubbles appear to be more resilient to the
incident pulse, showing less relative reduction in energy of signal. (b) show the
mean values of bubble signals normalized to their respective first pulse response,
showing the difference in resilience between the two populations.
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Figure 6.9(b). Here mean values have been calculated by normalizing bubble signals to the
respective first pulse response of each individual bubble (insonation one in both populations
therefore has a value of 1), to show the difference between the two populati ns. The effect of
increasing frequency on the values of mean scatter from the second insonating pulse is shown
in Figure 6.10, showing that in the majority of cases resonant scatter has a relatively increased
second pulse response with respect to the off-resonant population.































Figure 6.10: Mean fundamental energy of scatter for the off-resonant and resonant populations
of surviving bubble signals, in response to the second imaging pulse, normalized
to the first pulse response (all values are less than one, indicating reduction of sig-
nal). Resonant bubbles appear to be more resilient to the incident pulse,showing
less relative reduction in energy of signal. 550kPa six cycle pulses were us d.
The amount of reduction in energy for surviving bubble signals also appears to be related to
the acoustic pressure of the incident pulse. Considering the response tothe second insonation
only, an increased mean drop in fundamental energy is observed in off-res nance response to
increased acoustic pressures, as shown in Figure 6.11(a). Mean ratios of fundamental to second
harmonic energy in off-resonant scatter are also shown to decrease with acoustic pressure, as
shown in Figure 6.11(b). The mean difference in fundamental to second harmonic ratio (from
the first to second response) changes from0.8 ± 0.24 in response to 187kPa to0.26 ± 0.34 in
response to 750kPa.
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(a) Percentage drop in fundamental components
































(b) Normalized reduction in ratio of fundamental to harmonic
components.
Figure 6.11: Mean levels of diffusion in off resonance scatter, as characterized by reduction in
fundamental energy, and reduction in fundamental to second harmonic ratio, from
the first to the second response. Both of these factors, which characterize acous-
tically driven diffusion, can be seen to increase with acoustic pressure. Acousti
pressures higher than 800kPa are not shown, due to lack of sufficient data from
bubbles which survive the first imaging pulse.
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Figure 6.12: Example of a bubble signal changing from resonant scatter in responset th first
insonation, to a typical off resonant scatter in response to subsequentinsonations.
The first response shows all the properties identified to indicate a bubble at res-
onance. Subsequent responses indicate the bubble has changed to off-resonant
scatter, displaying decreased overall scatter, and a relatively increased harmonic
component. The incident pulses are 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulses, separated
by 1ms. 186
6.4.2.2 Migrating bubbles
Although it has been identified that resonant bubbles show more resilienceto subsequent imag-
ing pulses than the off resonance bubbles, certain bubbles have been identifie that do not
agree with this trend. Figure 6.12(a) shows a typical first insonation resonant bubble response.
The signal shows the increased fundamental to harmonic scatter, decreased expansion to com-
pression ratio, and increasing fundamental envelope with time that has beencharacterized as
resonant scatter. However, in response to the second imaging pulse, thebubbl signal which

































(a) Fundamental and harmonic components





















(b) The ratio of fundamental to harmonic
components
Figure 6.13: The ‘migrating bubble’ shows a much greater reduction in fundamental than har-
monic, on the first insonation only. The bubble then appears to behave asan off
resonant bubble from then on, showing the relatively reduced reduction infu da-
mental to harmonic ratio observed due to acoustically driven diffusion.
was initially classified as resonant scatter, has changed significantly to display all the character-
istics of off-resonant scatter (Figure 6.12). An 80% drop in fundamental amplitude is observed.
Following this large drop in fundamental amplitude, the bubble then appears to undergo the
increased acoustically driven diffusion of an off resonant bubble in rsponse to the following
insonations (giving a drop of50% over the next six insonations. Upon further interrogation of
these subsequent signals, they are shown to have all parameters previously shown to be concur-
rent with off-resonant scatter, such as a constant envelope of scatter, and ratio of fundamental to
harmonic scatter of approximately one. This change has been observed ina number of different
resonant bubbles, for a variety of incident parameters, after varyingnumber of insonations. The
number of insonations needed to induce this large change in fundamental amplitude appears to
have no significant correlation with intial bubble signal. No bubble signals have been observed
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that show a change in scatter from off-resonant to resonant characteristi s (which would indi-
cate an increase in size).
Figure 6.14 shows how these changes in scatter appear when overlayedon the entire sample
of responses (1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle incident pulse). As can be seen in Figure 6.14(a), the
two populations appear distinct in response to the first imaging pulse, as canbe seen in the
components of fundamental and harmonic energy. Figure 6.14(b) showst at in response to
the second imaging pulse, six resonant bubbles have ‘migrated’ to become off-resonant scatter.
The changes between the two populations are evident in the energy of the fundamental and
harmonics components, the expansion to compression ratios, and the envelop of the signals. A
reduction in the numbers of off-resonant scatter is also evident, due to reduction of signal below
noise after the first insonation, as is a reduction in energy of the remaining bubbles due to the
increased levels of diffusion in this population. The numbers of migrating bubbles in response
to a variety of imaging frequencies and amplitudes are shown in Tables 6.4 (a)and (b).
(a) Acoustic pressure dependence (evaluated at 1.6MHz)
Acoustic Pressure 187 275 375 550 750 1100 1500(kPa)
Number of migrating bubbles 0 0 0 9 7 0 0
Surviving resonant bubble signals 2 1 0 25 8 1 0
(b) Frequency dependence (evaluated at 550kPa)
Frequency 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 3.4 4.13 4.5(MHz)
Number of migrating bubbles 0 19 9 9 9 13 17
Surviving resonant bubble signals 0 28 25 31 15 25 31
Table 6.4: Number of resonant bubbles which migrate to become off-resonant sctter after one
insonation
Bubbles which display this migrating behaviour undergo large changes in theenergy of their
signals. Figure 6.14 shows that in response to a 550kPa pulse, bubbles have been observed
which undergo up to 92% reductions in the energy of the signal (corresponding to a 98% drop in
fundamental energy and a 15% drop in second harmonic energy), without destroying the bubble
(i.e. all subsequent signals are above noise). This change in signal corresp nds to a maximum
change in fundamental to second harmonic ratio from 2.33 to 0.29. Comparingthis directly
to the Mooney Rivlin model, a similar decrease in fundamental to harmonic ratio relates to a
reduction in bubble diameter from3.84µm (fundamental to harmonic ratio = 2.42) to3.64µm
(fundamental to harmonic ratio = 0.30), which gives a similar (although slightly reduced) 80%
reduction in overall energy. This is an overall decrease in radius of just 5.2% (0.20µm), which





























































































(b) Fundamental and harmonic components, second insonation.
Figure 6.14: In response to the first insonation (1.6MHz, 550kPa, six cycle pulse), thtwo
types of response can be clearly separated into two populations (as define by
normalized cross-correlation). In response to a second insonation, sx re onant
bubbles have ‘migrated’ to produce off-resonant scatter, as can be seen in the
components of fundamental and harmonic energy. Similar changes canalso be
seen in the envelope of the signals and the ratios of expansion to compression (not
shown here). A reduction in the numbers and energy of scatter of off-resonant




biSphere has been shown to have significantly different scatter to Definity, a d no resonance
population has been identified (Chapter 5). The characteristics of acoustically driven diffusion,
namely a slow reduction in acoustic pressure, together with a relative increase in harmonic
components, have not been detected in the biSphere bubble signals. Significant numbers of
surviving bubble signals (> 5%) have only been detected below an incident pressure of 400kPa,
and the results are presented here.
Figure 6.15 shows an example of a biSphere bubble which survives to give a signal to four
incident pulses of 1.6MHz, 335kPa six cycles pulses. As can be seen, while there is no sig-
nificant change in the fundamental components of scatter, the harmonic component of scatter
shows a small reduction in energy. Figure 6.16 shows the mean values of scatter calculated
from 34 bubble signals which remain above noise, in response from seven consecutive inci-
dent pulses of 1.6MHz, 335kPa six cycles. The mean fundamental value of scatter shows no
significant change throughout the seven insonating pulses (mean fundame tal energy equal to
4.8 ± 0.08 × 10−5), whereas the harmonic scatter shows a small reduction with each pulse.
This behaviour is significantly different from the characteristics of acoustically driven diffu-
sion observed in Definity responses, and has been observed in respons to acoustic pressures
160-335kPa (above which< 5% of bubble signals survive to give multiple responses). Figure
6.17 shows the mean responses from surviving bubbles in response to 160-335kPa, and the
decreasing harmonic components is evident in response to 265kPa and 335kPa.
6.5 Discussion
Data has been presented that shows significant differences in the survival of bubbles between
the two agents investigated. The various characteristics of the differing sigal have been com-
pared, when relevant, to theoretically predicted data produced using the Mooney Rivlin model,
and to acoustic and optical results presented previously in the literature.
The destructive effects outlined in the introduction (such as jetting, coalescence and fragmen-
tation of the microbubble), and the associated gas dispersion, are well accepted as the method
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(a) Fundamental response, Insonation 1




























(b) Harmonic response, Insonation 1



























(c) Fundamental response, Insonation 2




























(d) Harmonic response, Insonation 2



























(e) Fundamental response, Insonation 3




























(f) Harmonic response, Insonation 3



























(g) Fundamental response, Insonation 4




























(h) Harmonic response, Insonation 4
Figure 6.15: Example of a biSphere bubble response which survives to give successive above
noise signals to four incident pulses of 1.6MHz, 335kPa six cycles. The funda-
mental signals show very little change between insonations, whereas the second
harmonic signals show a small reduction in amplitude. This is evidence of differ-







































Figure 6.16: Mean levels of energy density from the 34 remaining bubble signals to sevencon-
secutive insonating pulses of 1.6MHz 335kPa. The mean values of energy den-
sity have been plotted as fundamental vs harmonic energy density components,
with the numbers indicating the insonation number. The mean fundamental sca -
ter remains at approximately constant level, with a reduction in mean harmonic
component of energy only.
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(a) 160kPa (12 bubbles)





























(b) 215kPa (37 bubbles)































(c) 265kPa (53 bubbles)


























(d) 335kPa (34 bubbles)
Figure 6.17: Mean levels of energy density from the remaining bubble signals to seven consec-
utive insonating pulses. The mean values of fundamental and second harmonic
energy density have been plotted against insonation number, showing theevolu-
tion of signals. The mean fundamental scatter remains at approximately constant
level, with a reduction in mean harmonic component of energy evident in response
to 265kPa and 335kPa pulses.
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for the destruction of a microbubble on a time scale of microseconds. On the other hand, the
gradual reduction in resting diameter of a microbubble due to acoustically driven diffusion has
been shown to occur on time scales of milliseconds. This order of magnitude difference in the
time scales has been used to separate evolution of microbubble responses into two categories;
destruction and diffusion.
The results presented here are limited by the noise level of the system, and therefore the de-
struction of microbubbles cannot be explicitly measured with this system. Emitted signal may
evolve to below the noise level, but the bubble may remain intact. However, a significant change
to the integrity of a microbubble can be defined as, if after producing a signal above noise from
an initial imaging pulse, the bubble subsequently decays by such an extent that the next imaging
pulse results in no detectable signal. The ability of a bubble to respond to subsequent pulses
after such a change provides information about both the shell parametersand the solubility of
the encapsulated gas. A significant and rapid (t ≤ 1ms) reduction in signal to below noise
levels can therefore be defined as a destructive event; from the view point of the receiver, the
bubble has been effectively destroyed (any shell or gas remnants which remain are incapable
of producing sufficient scatter to be detected). A less rapid reduction (t > 1ms) in scattered
signal which results in above noise scatter to a subsequent pulse can therefore be classified as
diffusion of gas out of the microbubble. This has been observed previously using both optical
and acoustic techniques. In response to each imaging pulse, gas is forced out of the bubble,
with a reduced volume of gas remaining in place to scatter subsequent signals.
6.5.1 Destruction
6.5.1.1 Definity
Results have been presented to show that although Definity bubbles have the ability to scatter
ultrasound from multiple pulses, not all bubbles will do so. Those which emit lower energy
signals, and thus according to the Mooney Rivlin model are below the resonance radius, are
more likely to produce no subsequent scatter after the first imaging pulse. The relative numbers
of Definity bubbles which survive to produce subsequent signals is higher than the equivalent
number of biSphere signals, which suggests a strong role of the shell dynamics and encapsu-
lated gas property in the destruction of bubble signals. This divergence inth lifetimes of lipid
and albumin shelled agents has been observed previously. Stride et al95 present a convinc-
ing reasoning behind this, based on the difference in the respective material’s microstrucures,
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specifically that van de Waals bound-phospholipid shells have the ability to ‘repair’ themselves
after a moderate disruption, whereas the more rigid and ‘much larger proteinmolecules cross-
linked by covalent bonds’ that make up an albumin based shell prevent repairable deformations,
leading to increased amounts of shell rupture. Another significant differenc between the two
agents is the solubility of the encapsulated gases. Definity contains perfluorocarbon gas which
can be considered insoluble in water, whereas biSphere contains solubleair. Chomas et al4
show that the two gases have an order of magnitude difference between their respective dis-
solution times. For aR0 = 2µm unshelled bubble, perfluorocarbon gas requirest = 90ms
to dissolve, whereas an equivalent air bubble requires onlyt = 8ms, which agrees with the
increased resilience of Definity observed here.
Increased disappearance of echoes from lower energy Definity signal has been noted previ-
ously72. According to the Mooney Rivlin model results outlined above, these lower en gy
bubbles are most likely to have radii below the resonance radius, and it has been previously
suggested that bubbles in this size domain are more likely to be disrupted142,147. Although the
bubble responses measured here at low incident pressures (< 400kPa) are close to the noise
level of the system, and thus the subsequent lack of signal could be explained by a small re-
duction in signal to below noise levels, as the incident pressure is increased thi is no longer
the case. As shown in the example in Figure 6.2, bubbles well above noise are also observed
to produce no subsequent signals. Relative destruction in the population of bubbles identified
to be at resonance is much less than of those off-resonance (Table 6.2). This is in agreement
with the work of Chomas et al87, who have used optical experimental data together with a sim-
ilar regression analysis as the one presented here to define a destructionthreshold in terms of
acoustic pressure and resting diameter. They show that bubbles with smallerinitial radii are
more likely to be destroyed, and that increasing transmission pressure increases the range of
resting diameters for which destruction can be predicted.
Although these results agree with previous observations in literature, discrepancies exist. Chomas
et al87 have used a modified Rayleigh-Plesset model to relate microbubble destruction to he
relative expansion (Rmax/R0) of a microbubble, similar to the Plesset and Mitchell stability cri-
terion148. They show that in a phospholipid shelled microbubble relative expansion increases
exponentially with decreasing diameter, and they present experimental datashowing increased
destruction for bubbles with lower resting diameters and increased relativeexpansion. The
Mooney-Rivlin results (Chapter 3) presented here predict that bubbles at resonance show in-
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creased relative expansion over those bubbles below resonance (Figure 6.18). According to
the Plesset and Mitchell stability criterion, these bubbles at resonance would therefore have
increased likelihood of destruction, due to the increased velocity and acceleration of the shell
upon collapse, but the opposite has been observed here. However, Chomas et al have also op-
tically observed increased destruction in smaller bubbles that exhibit lower relative expansions
than larger bubbles (in response to differing incident pulses), and sugge t that this effect is
linked to the properties of the shell, which may not be uniform with respect to bubble size.
























Figure 6.18: Mooney Rivlin results for Definity in response to 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle puls ,
showing relative expansion (Rmax/R0) with increasing radius. Maximum rela-
tive expansion occurs for bubbles at resonance (corresponding to maximum emit-
ted fundamental response), which have been observed experimentallyto show
increased resilience. This is in contradiction to the Plesset and Mitchell stability
criterion, which predicts increased destruction at increased levels of expansion.
6.5.1.2 biSphere
Disappearance of biSphere echoes has been observed at all incident acoustic pressures used,
but increases with acoustic pressure. That the net occurrence of destruction of biSphere bubble
signals increases from33% to over97% for an increase in incident pressure from 410kPa to
540kPa, and that this level then stays at a plateau above90%, suggests that a minumum pressure
is neccessary to cause sufficient disruption to the majority of Albumin bubblesto reduce the
scattered pressure to below the noise level of the experimental system. Similareffects have
been observed in other Albumin shelled agents4, using both optical and acoustic techniques.
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Chomas et al have observed an increase from just 10% net destructionof bubbles at pressures
of 800kPa, upto80% net destruction at pressures greater than 800kPa. This also suggeststhat a
minimum pressure is necessary to cause sufficient disruption to the Albumin shell. Wei et al149
conclude from a combination of in vitro and in vivo experiments with Albumin shelled agents,
that ‘total power absorption’, directly related to incident pressure, is themost important factor
in destruction, and not resonance effects, which would agree with the results shown here. That
both destruction and survival have been observed in response to a range of incident acoustic
pressures (albeit in relatively different amounts), suggests that the integrity of biSphere bubbles
varies, and the threshold pressure needed to disrupt them differs forindividual bubbles.
Bouakaz et al98 present optical results for biSphere, which show survival in respone to much
higher acoustic pressures than those observed here (bubbles up to3µm in diameter survive
in response to a 1.3MPa, 1.7MHz, ten cycle pulse). They have also observed that smaller
microbubbles are “harder to break”, which is attributed to increased rigidityat smaller sizes. It
may be that the presence of the optical components (or the tubing used to holdthe bubbles in
place) changes the acoustic field incident on the bubbles sufficiently to makedirect comparison
with results presented here not viable, and leading to the increased destruction threshold.
6.5.2 Diffusion
6.5.2.1 Definity
The characteristics of decreasing amplitude and relative increase of harmonic components
shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, are similar to the increase in central frequency over a series
of ten pulses shown by Chomas et al4 in phospholipid shelled (MP211) bubble responses. This
suggests that the mechanisms behind the effect are the same, namely a decrease in bubble di-
ameter due to gas diffusion is taking place here. Again, due to the time scales involved (time
between pulses equals1ms), and the relatively low permeability of the phospholipid shell, this
is very unlikely to be due to static diffusion alone, suggesting a strong role ofac ustically
driven diffusion in this decreasing bubble signal. Chomas et al87 point out that this does not
necessarily infer that a disruption in the shell, which allows the gas to escape, causes the diffu-
sion alone. An alternative method could be an increased rate of static diffusion caused by the
increased pressure gradient brought about by the compression of the bubble from the incident
pulse, which would produce similar results. The data presented here alonedoes not offer any
insight into which is more likely.
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The bubble responses in Figure 6.7 can be directly compared to the MooneyRivlin model
presented previously. A similar decrease in fundamental to harmonic ratio (from 0.66 to 0.36)
would be observed for a decrease in bubble diameter from3.60µm (ratio of 0.630) to3.54µm
(ratio of 0.349), a decrease in size of just 1.6% (0.06µm). This corresponds to a total decrease
in energy of 53% (similar to, although less than, the 75% observed here). Decreases in diameter
of upto 18% (maximum decrease of upto0.74µm) in phospholipid shelled bubbles (MP2211)
due to acoustically driven diffusion from a single acoustic pulse have been observed using high
speed optical techniques4, confirming that changes in diameter on this scale, over the timescales
concerned (1-7ms), can occur without destroying the bubble.
It has been shown that the amount of initial energy scattered by a bubble relat s directly to the
amount of diffusion observed in subsequent pulses. Off resonancescatter shows, on average,
higher levels of diffusion than those bubbles with increased levels of fundamental scatter clas-
sified to be at resonance. That the susceptibility of a bubble to acoustically driven diffusion
is related to the bubble’s level of scatter is not surprising, as these are both directly related to
initial diameter. Chomas et al4 have presented optical results that show a dependence on initial
diameter of a bubble on the amount of decrease in diameter caused by acoustically driven diffu-
sion. However, they observe that a bubble at resonance will be more susc ptible to this effect,
and that the effect will be reduced for bubbles less than2µm (relating to off resonance bubbles
here). They suggest that at resonance increased convective diffusion, caused by increased wall
velocity, would be responsible for increased reduction in bubble size. Results have been pre-
sented here where bubbles at resonance show the large reductions in fu damental scatter related
to this increased diffusion (termed ‘migrating bubbles’ here). Although this behaviour is in the
minority for bubbles at resonance (Table 6.4), the predicted changes in bubble radii are much
greater than for those with characteristics of off-resonant scatter.
When comparing these results to the Mooney Rivlin model, the difference in thechange of
acoustic signals in the two populations can be understood in terms of shifts in initial radii of the
bubbles. Due to the shape of the resonance curve (Figure 6.19), the Mon y Rivlin model pre-
dicts that a reduction in size for bubbles above the resonance radius will have less effect on the
scattered signal than the same change for a bubble below the resonance radius. For example, a
0.5µm reduction in size for a bubble approximately at resonance (R0 = 4.5µm, i.e. classified
to be at resonance by the normalized cross correlation method used here)leads to a17.5% re-
duction in fundamental component of scattered signal, whereas the same reduction in size for
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Figure 6.19: Mooney Rivlin results for Definity in response to 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle puls ,
showing fundamental component of scatter. A reduction in size of, for example,
0.5µm for a bubble above resonance (R0 = 4.5µm) leads to a17.5% reduction
in fundamental component of scattered signal (a), whereas the same reduction in
size for a below resonance signal (R0 = 2.5µm) leads to a89.1% reduction in
fundamental signal (b). The same decrease in size could lead the scattered signal
‘migrating’ between the two populations (c), depending on the initial size (e.g.
a R0 = 4.0µm resonant bubble undergoing a0.5µm reduction in radius, would
produce off-resonant subsequent scattered signals).
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a below resonance signal (e.g.R0 = 2.5µm) leads to a89.1% reduction in fundamental signal
(although smaller bubbles are likely to diffuse faster). A bubble slightly above the resonance
radius ofRres = 4.54µm (e.g.R0 = 4.0µm) which initially shows the characteristics of reso-
nant scatter and then undergoes the same0.5µm decrease in radius would therefore see a large
drop in scattered signal, and ‘migrate’ to below the resonance radius, as observed in the exper-
imental results above. Thus, in relation to the optical results presented by Chomas et al4, the
relative increase in reduction of bubble radius they have observed at rsonance may not result
in an increased reduction of acoustic signals, when compared to smaller off-r s nance bubbles.
A combined optical and acoustic study into the effect of diffusion on the two populations is
thus warrented, to provide further evidence.
Another explanation for the inferred large decrease in size observed in‘migrating bubbles’
could lie in optical observations of so called ‘fragmenting’ bubbles. Both Chomas et al4 and
Dayton et al92 show examples of fragmenting bubbles which result in intact ‘daughter’ bubbles.
These bubbles have been shown to persist for timescales long enough to produce signals from
subsequent pulses (> 600ms in the case of Chomas et al4). They are evidently much smaller
than the original ‘parent’ bubbles, and therefore may result in the decreased amplitude of scatter
observed in bubble signals after migration between populations. The data presented here offers
no insight into whether this is more likely to be the case than incidents of large amounts f dif-
fusion, and further investigation with combined optical and acoustic measurements is warranted
to investigate this further.
6.5.2.2 biSphere
biSphere bubble signals which survive to produce above noise signals tosuccessive incident
pulses show approximately constant fundamental signals and energy of scatter. Neither of the
two characteristics outlined above which would indicate the presence of acoustically driven
diffusion (reduction in fundamental energy and decrease in fundamental to h rmonic ratio),
have been observed. Chomas et al4 suggest that lack of diffusion is directly attributed to the
mechanical properties of the Albumin shell. The stiffer and thicker Albumin shell pr sents
a more rigid encapsulating structure around the gas core, which does notallow diffusion to
take place as long as it retains its coherence. However, if the shell is disrupted, it may become
ineffective in stopping dissolution taking place, and no longer have the abilityto encapsulate the
gas core. Albumin shelled agents have been shown to exhibit static diffusionafter insonation4,
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giving much greater gas dissolution rates on the order of a free gas bubble, which would agree
with the lack of acoustically driven diffusion over the millisecond timescales investigated here.
Any biSphere bubble which has its shell sufficiently disrupted by an imaging pulse appears to
give way to dissolution of its soluble nitrogen gas core, and thus does not survive to produce
subsequent signals.
In the bubble signals which do survive to produce successive signals,no reduction in fundamen-
tal energy of emitted signal has been observed, and a relative decreasin harmonic components
has been observed (unlike the relative increase in Definity). A reductionin the harmonic com-
ponents of scatter without a corresponding reduction of fundamental scatter suggests a complex
evolution of the bubble between imaging pulses. The harmonic component of scatter arises
from the restrictive effect of the shell on the oscillation of the bubble, as previously observed
optically92, and thus removal of this constriction will lead to a reduced harmonic scatter.This
reduction in harmonic signal has been observed previously at high acoustic pressures (above
600kPa), and related to destruction of microbubbles103. That it occurs here at lower acoustic
pressures without significant reduction in total energy of scatter (i.e. bubble is not completely
destroyed), suggests that the structure of the shell is altered sufficientlyto remove the restric-
tion on movement, but without allowing dissolution of the encapsulated gas. Fragments of an
acoustically disrupted shell have previously been observed to affect thdissolution of the en-
capsulated gas, and thus affect the ability to produce an acoustic emission92, and may be the
mechanism behind the behaviour observed here.
6.5.3 Error analysis
The main source of error in this chapter arises from the experimental system’s noise floor. The
analysis of the data is based upon the reduction of microbubble signals to below th noise level
of the Sonos ultrasound scanner relating to destruction of microbubbles. Single microbubbles
have measured to scatter at a range of pressures, right down just above the detectable limit
which arises from the ability to select a signal from the electrical noise present in the system.
As stated in the Results section, this introduces the drawback that bubbles signals may reduce
to below this lower limit, but the bubbles themselves with remain intact. This limitation has
been overcome by large population single bubble study, which concentrates on the bubbles
which can definitely be stated to have undergone a significant reduction orchange in signal
characteristics, as shown in Figure 6.2.
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Other errors in the analysis are introduced by the lack of scatter at low amplitudes, and the lim-
ited ranged of acoustic pressures which have been measured (the minimum aco stic pressure
used here was 265kPa), as shown in Figure 6.5. These issues limit the strength of the conclu-
sions which can be drawn on the linearity of microbubble response to increasing pressures, but
both of these issues can be improved upon by further experiments, using an mproved ultra-
sound system, with a lower noise receive amplifier. A similar issue arises in the analysis of
biSphere data, which shows only a small amount of signals can be measuredfrom consecutive
imaging pulses, due to the fragility of the agent. A reduced noise floor would add improved
confidence that this is indeed evidence for microbubble destruction, as is sugge ted in the above
discussion
6.6 Conclusion
Results from the single bubble system outlined in Chapter 3 have been used,tog ther with a
variety of statistical analysis methods, to produce understanding of the diffusion and destruction
effects which microbubbles from samples of biSphere and Definity undergo, in response to
increasing acoustic pressures and frequencies. The two different contrast agents show differing
behaviour, which has been related to the constituent materials of both the encapsulated shell
and the enclosed gas.
This improved knowledge of these agents and their corresponding behaviours may directly lead
to improved diagnostic and therapeutic techniques, which can be used to improve the clinical
applications of contrast enhancement listed in Chapter 1. The discussion above warrants further
work with combined optical and acoustic measurements to investigate the structure of he lipid
and Albumin shells.
6.7 Further work
The results presented here provide an insight into the evolution of contrast agents when in the
presence of a range of clinical imaging parameters, but further work could provide an increased
understanding of the effects described above. That lipid bubbles at reonance provide increased
resilience over those bubbles off-resonance is not fully understood,and optical experiments
recreating the conditions used here will provide further insight into the evolution of the respec-
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tive populations.
The results presented here are in response to pulse repetition frequencies of 1kHz, giving 1ms
separation between imaging pulses. Further work investigating the effect of pulse interval vari-
ation of the evolution of bubbles in the respective populations identified in Definity may eluci-
date the impact of diffusion on bubble signal evolution. Incident pulses withhig er PRFs may
provide information on how much effect the solubility of the gas has on the evolution of the
signal as compared to the effect of the shell. This can also be investigated using contrast agents
that are constructed with the same type of shell whilst containing different encapsulated gases.
A theoretical model for diffusion would improve the understanding of the experimental results
presented here. A one-to-one map of experimental bubble signals to theoretical signals, as
suggested for further work in Chapter 4, incorporating a change in bubble diameter between
pulses to reflect the change in energy of signal, could provide better comparison with optical
experiments which show examples of diffusion in the literature.
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Chapter 7
The behaviour of single microbubbles
under a power modulated pulse
sequence.
7.1 Introduction
One important characteristic of the behavior of microbubble contrast agens is the dependence
of their ultrasonic backscatter on acoustic pressure. It is generally considered that microbubble
scatter can be classified into three domains: scatter through linear oscillation at low coustic
pressure, nonlinear behavior at intermediate pressures, and the creation of free bubbles at higher
pressures150–152. The delineation of these domains is dependent on a number of factors, in-
cluding specific microbubble characteristics, ultrasound beam propertiesand the bubbles local
environment, which all add complexity to the relationship between acoustic pressure and mi-
crobubble behavior62,103,153. Previous studies have used high concentrations of contrast agent
in vitro to infer the behavior of individual microbubbles7,40,61,65,66,118,154–156. These can lead
to questionable results58, which may be explained by the presence of multiple subpopulations
of scatterers within a high concentration sample101. The use of fast acquisition microscopy
has provided an unprecedented wealth of information on the behavior of microbubbles and has
been reviewed recently2. The study of the acoustic response of single microbubbles, on the
other hand, has offered over the recent years increasingly valuableinsight, because it is directly
related to their use in diagnostic imaging2,67,69–72,74,76,157–160. Our previously reported system
offers accurate calibration of both the transmit and receive, providing absolute measurements
of the pressure fields created by a point scatterer72,75.
New imaging techniques use multipulse sequences to take advantage of microbubble nonlinear
response and improve the contrast-to-tissue ratio. For example, pulse inversio (PI) uses in-
verted polarity transmit pulses (180◦ out of phase) to remove any linear scatter while preserving
nonlinear echoes161, and has been extended to incorporate Doppler processing techniques64.
This allows spatial resolution to be improved, as compared to single pulse harmonic i aging,
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by using sequences of short wideband pulses162. Another such technique, pulse amplitude mod-
ulation, uses a sequence of pulses (a half amplitude pulse followed by a full-amp itude pulse
followed by another half-amplitude pulse) to enhance the nonlinear bubble totissue response
ratio. This technique relies on the increasing nonlinearity of the bubble signal in response to
increasing insonating pulse amplitude to distinguish, in theory, between linear ad nonlinear
echoes163. Subtracting the echo response of two half amplitude pulses from the full-ampitude
response should cancel out the linear components of the echo, whereas the remainder will be
signal resulting from nonlinear scatter only.
7.2 Aims of chapter
The linearity of response to increasing amplitude pulses has not been testedpreviously with
regards to Pulse Amplitude Modulation in vitro using single microbubble acoustic signal . The
analysis of single scattering events will avoid the drawbacks which related tohigh concentration
measurements such as self attenuation and pressure variation within a real ultrasound beam
(as outlined in Chapter 1). Therefore single bubble measurements can offer more accurate
results with respect to the range of response from varying acoustic pressures, which is directly
related to the performance of pulsing schemes such as pulse amplitude modulation, and is
investigated here at a range of diagnostic pressures. The aim of this chapter is to gain knowledge
on the effectiveness of a current pulse sequence, and to investigate the potential for using this
knowledge to improve the contrast to tissue ratio available in the clinical diagnostic techniques
described in Chapter 1.
7.3 Pulse amplitude modulation
Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) achieves linear echo cancellation by modulating the ampli-
tude of the incident pulses (as opposed to the phase in pulse inversion imaging) nd applying a
series of gains to the received signals to exploit the nonlinearity of contrast echo. This approach
was originally proposed by Brock-Fisher et al164, and is based on transmission of varying am-
plitudes to exploit the nonlinearity of response of contrast agents. By appl ing suitable gain
factors to the received signals, the nonlinear tissue echo can also be reduced. This method of
increasing the contrast to tissue ratio has been included as an ‘on-board’ im ging method in
the Philips Sonos 5500 scanner. This allows the transmit pulsing scheme and rceive gain se-
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quence to be applied automatically, through the selection of ‘contrast imaging’as a ‘front-end’
control. The response of single microbubbles to the pulse sequence is investigat d here using
the single bubble system described in Chapter 4. Results from the contrastagent DefinityR© are
presented here, as it has been shown that Definity single microbubbles are more resilient to the
incident pulse, and there is greater physical understanding of the response.
7.4 Methodology
7.4.1 Theoretical basis
The choice of the gain factors applied upon receive can have the effect of r ducing the nonlinear
echo signals arising from tissue, whilst preserving the nonlinear bubble signal . Brock-Fisher
et al165 outline the method based on the cancellation of so-called ‘zero-memory’ scatter. This
‘zero-memory’ scatter is solely dependent on the instantaneous acoustic pressure at the scatter,
as is the case for both linear and nonlinear tissue echo. However, contrast agents have been
observed to be affected by subsequent imaging pulses, even at low MIs, and as such are not
classified as ‘zero-memory’ scatterers. The ‘Brock-Fisher’ technique of transmitting varying
levels of incident pulse, and applying varying gains to the received signal , acts to minimize
both the linear and nonlinear tissue echo, while preserving the nonlinear contrast echo. This
shall be referred to as the ‘PAM’ technique henceforth.
Brock-Fisher et al165 have calculated gain factors in response to an amplitude modulated pulse
train by modeling tissue echo with a polynomial model representing both linear and nonlinear
tissue echo (Equation 7.1).
y = ax + bx2 + cx3 + · · · (7.1)
wherex, x2, x3 values represent the fundamental, second and third harmonic response, a d the
parameters a, b, c are arbitrary constants. The higher order componentsabove second harmonic
can be ignored here for simplicity. In response to a series of three amplitudeand inverted mod-
ulated transmit pulses (for example +0.5, +1, -0.5), the response from tissue becomes (Equation
7.2);
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y1 = 0.5ax + 0.25bx
2
y2 = ax + bx
2
y3 = −0.5ax + 0.25bx2 (7.2)
The linear and nonlinear tissue signals can be reduced by scaling each ofthe received echo
signals (yn) by independent factors (kn), so that the sum of the three responses (yt) tends to
zero, as follows (Equation 7.3);
yt = k1y1 + k2y2 + k3
yt = k1(0.5ax + 0.25bx
2) + k2(ax + bx
2) + k3(−0.5ax + 0.25bx2) (7.3)
By separating the fundamental and second harmonic terms, and setting eachto zero, the gain
factors can be found by substitution as follows (Equation 7.4);
Fundamental; 0 = 0.5k1ax + k2ax − 0.5k3ax
∴ k2 = 0.5k3 − 0.5k1




∴ 0.25k1 = 0.75k3
⇒ k3 = k1/3
⇒ k2 = k1/6 − k1/2 (7.4)
By choosing gain factors which conform to this polynomial model of tissue scatter the funda-
mental and second harmonic scatter from the so-called ’zero-memory‘ tissue scatter is mini-
mized, and the only significant response that will remain will be from contrast agent scatter
(which does not conform to Equation 7.1). In the Sonos 5500 scanner’s contrast mode the
transmit gains employed are[+1/2, +1,−1/2, 0] (an extra zero transmit line is used to min-
imize reverberations), which corresponds to equivalent receive gains of [1/2,−1/6, 1/6, 1] to
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minimize tissue echo (an arbitrary value ofk4 corresponds to the zero transmit pulsey4). Sig-
nals received in response to each transmit pulse are then summed with the relevant gain factors
applied upon receive, and the final result of each set of four pulsessent to the display process-
ing electronics of the scanner. The result of the consecutively summed signals s passed to the
R.F. data capture hardware and sampled by the custom designed ‘Aflink’ software described
previously, meaning some simple post-processing is required to invert the summation and gains
applied to each signal, in order to reconstitute the individual responses.
The results of this process, and the relative success in improving the contrast have been inves-
tigated for the two agents previously described. A variety of imaging parameters have been
investigated, and the responses from the individual response have been looked at, specifically
to investigate if the application of successive pulses of differing amplitude causes differing
responses than single amplitude pulses cause.
7.4.2 Calibration
The transmit and receive functions of the scanner whilst in PAM imaging modewer calibrated
as described in Chapter 2. It was confirmed by hydrophone measurements that the incident
pulses employed were the same as the M-mode pulses used in previous chapters (Figure 7.1).
Copper sphere measurements were performed to ensure that no significant differences exist in
the receiver calibration settings (Figure 7.2).






















(a) Transmit pulse 1 (275kPa)






















(b) Transmit pulse 2 (550kPa)






















(c) Transmit pulse 3 (275kPa)
Figure 7.1: The three amplitude modulated transmit pulses used in the Sonos 5500 on-board
PAM contrast setting, with amplitudes 275,550,275kPa respectively (1.6MHz, six
cycle pulses).
Figure 7.1 shows the S3 calibration pulse of 1.6MHz 550kPa six cycles, when set to PAM
imaging. The first and third pulses are identical in amplitude but inverted in phase, and have
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peak negative pressure of half the imaging pressure (275kPa). Differenc s of less than5% in the
ratio between the full and half amplitude pulses were observed for a rangeof acoustic pressures
and frequencies (which arise from the method which the scanner employs ingenerating the
PAM pulse sequence).
7.4.3 Signal processing
The custom designed software package (‘Aflink’) allows the R.F. signalsto be recovered from
the amplitude modulated pulses. The software records each pulse after the rlevant gain factor
has been applied, and sums the result to the previous, giving the final Brock-Fisher PAM result
on the final (fourth) line recorded. Therefore, in order to recover thraw RF signals, this
processing must be ‘un-done’, as follows (Equation 7.5).Sxl is the signal extracted from the
scanner from insonation‘l′ andRxl refers to the received signal from insonation‘l′. Gl is the











The responses to the on-board amplitude modulation technique were initially measured using
submilimeter copper spheres, as outlined in Chapter 2. This gives a bench mark for the amount
of ‘zero-memory’ fundamental and second harmonic scatter that can be reduced using the mul-
tiple receive gain technique outlined above, and also allows a reliable test to the post-receive
processing applied in order to recover the individual signals upon receive to be made. The
difference between stationary and moving linear scatterers is investigated toshow the effect
of movement on the zero-memory theory upon which the technique is based. These results
are then compared to single microbubble results for a range of acoustic pressures, and the rel-
ative effectiveness evaluated. Finally an alternative technique, a modified PAM technique, is




Results have been produced for linear scatterers and Definity microbubbles in response to a
range of PAM peak amplitudes. As stated previously, Definity was chosen over biSphere for this
investigation because of its increased resilience to the incident pulses, allowing single bubbles
to produce similar echoes from multiple transmit pulses.
7.5.2 Linear scatterer
Figure 7.1 shows the individual transmit pulses used in the PAM Contrast mode, as measured
by the membrane hydrophone system outlined in Chapter 2. The time between puls s is 1ms,
giving the same pulse repetition frequency (PRF) as that used in previouschapters. The ampli-
tudes of transmit of the three are 275,550,275kPa respectively, and this shall be referred to as
the 550kPa PAM pulse sequence from now on (with full amplitude peak negativ being used
as a descriptor for the pulse sequence). Figure 7.2 shows the responsfr m a43µm copper
sphere attached to a membrane. The half, full, half amplitude modulation of the transmit pulses
can clearly be seen in the sphere responses. The successful reduction in the fundamental scatter
can be seen in the result to the gain modulated summation of all four received signals in Figure
7.2(d). The energy of scatter of each response is shown in Figure 7.3.
7.5.3 Definity
Figure 7.4 shows example signals from a Definity bubble, in response to the three amplitude
modulated responses shown in Figure 7.1, followed by the PAM summation result. The non-
linearity in response to the full amplitude (550kPa) transmit pulse can clearly be seen in the
much larger second response, which contains much higher harmonic components. The first
and third pulses, although similar, are not identical, which is presumably due tochanges in
the bubbles structure caused by one or both of the first two pulses, as outlined in the previous
chapter (Chapter 5, Figure 6.7). This effect of acoustically driven diffusion will act to improve
the relative increase in bubble signal compared to the ‘zero-memory’ tissueecho, which will
remain similar across the imaging sequence.
As can be seen in Figure 7.4(d), although the PAM method of processing reduces the ampli-
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(a) Insonation 1 (275kPa)

















(b) Insonation 2 (550kPa)

















(c) Insonation 3 (275kPa)




















Figure 7.2: The fundamental components of scatter from an attached43µm copper sphere in
response to the amplitude modulated transmit pulses employed in contrast mode.
Figure 7.2(d) shows the result of the PAM processing, showing a39.19dB re-
duction in the fundamental component of scatter (23.59dB reduction in the 2nd











































Figure 7.3: Energy of scatter from the sphere signals shown in Figure 7.2, showing fullpulse
response, half pulse response, and the subsequent reduction in bothfundamental
and 2nd harmonic following the Brock-Fisher technique. Transmitted pulse se-
quence of 1.6MHz, 550kPa six cycle pulses.
tude of the bubble signal (a 7.86dB and 7.85dB reduction in fundamental and 2nd harmonic
respectively), it is successful in increasing the signal from a contrast bubble relative to scat-
ter from a zero-memory linear scatterer (giving a relative increase of 31.34dB and 15.74dB in
fundamental and 2nd harmonic respectively).
A second type of behavior to amplitude modulated pulses has been observedin D finity re-
sponse, shown in Figure 7.5. Although the second full-amplitude transmit pulse roduces a six
cycle response as expected (Figure 7.5(b)), the initial half amplitude pulseroduces no mea-
surable signal above the noise level of the system. As shown in Figure 7.5(c), this bubble then
produces no response from the third half-amplitude pulse. This is distinctly different behaviour
to that shown in Figure 7.4, which produces a response to each of the three imaging pulses, and
around which the PAM imaging method is designed. In a diagnostic imaging situation, when
no microbubble signal is received on the first pulse the signal is purely from tissue and there-
fore could be exploited to provide a higher contrast to tissue ratio. The PAMmethod described
above does not take this type of behaviour into account, and improvements incontrast to tissue
ratio may be possible.
The signals from a large number of bubbles in response to varying acoustic pressure PAM
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(a) Insonation 1 (275kPa)

























(b) Insonation 2 (550kPa)

























(c) Insonation 3 (275kPa)


























Figure 7.4: Example of Definity bubble response to three amplitude modulated responsef
275kPa, 550kPa 275kPa (1.6MHz six cycle pulses). The responses tothe first and
third pulses are similar, although not identical, due to change in the bubble struc-
ture as described in Chapter 6. (d) shows the result of the PAM processing, howing
a 7.86dB reduction in the fundamental (7.85dB reduction in the 2nd harmonic)
from the full amplitude response.
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(a) Insonation 1 (275kPa)















































(c) Insonation 3 (550kPa)
























Figure 7.5: Example of second type of Definity behaviour observed in response to thr e ampli-
tude modulated responses of 275kPa, 550kPa 275kPa (1.6MHz six cycle pulses).
No response above noise is observed in response to the first and the third incident
pulses. The second full amplitude pulse gives a response as expected. (d) shows
the result of the PAM processing, showing a6.59dB reduction in the fundamental










































Figure 7.6: 2nd pulse (full amplitude) responses from 194 bubbles to a 1.6MHz, 550kPa PAM
pulse sequence. Bubbles have been categorized as those for which the first signal
in response to the first half amplitude pulse is below the noise level of the system



















































Figure 7.7: The PAM method results in stronger signals from the higher energy Population 2
bubbles, in both the fundamental and 2nd harmonic components. The increased
information that the lack of first response gives in Population 1 bubbles, is lost.
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pulse sequences have been analyzed. The behaviours of 194 bubbles in response to amplitude
modulated pulses (1.6MHz, 550kPa peak negative pressure) are shown in Figure 7.6, with the
bubbles categorized as those which do not give a response above noise to the first imaging pulse
(Population 1), and those which do (Population 2).
The energy density of the second pulse response is shown here. As can clearly be see in Figure
7.6, the bubbles which give a first pulse response subsequently give amuch stronger response to
the second pulse, although there is some overlap in the mid-range energy densities. Therefore,
in response to a 550kPa PAM sequence, the bubble response is dominatedby th higher energy
scatter of those bubbles which respond as predicted by theory, and the Brock-Fisher gain pro-
cessing works well (Figure 7.7). Of the total energy of all responses measur d at 550kPa,64%
belongs to Population 2 scatter.
This proportion of Population 2 response changes with the incident pressure of the PAM pulse
sequence, as shown in Figure 7.9. Figure 7.8 shows the response to a range of incident acoustic
pressure PAM pulse sequences (from 335kPa to 1.02MPa). In response to the maximum energy
measured (1.02MPa), out of 110 bubbles measured, 65 bubbles (59.1%) belong to the Popu-
lation 1 scatter which produces no response to the first half-amplitude (510kPa) pulse. These
responses span the entire range of full pulse energy densities, and assuch include a large num-
ber of high energy scatterers; in total adding up to38% of the total energy measured (39% of
the fundamental energy and36% of the 2nd harmonic). This represents a significant increase
in this type of scatter from the 550kPa responses, and in turn has significant effect on the ef-
fectiveness of the PAM method, as shown in Figure 7.11. As can be seen,th PAM responses
from Population 1 are now a significant proportion of the total scatter (47% of the fundamental
and49% of the 2nd harmonic resulting energy), and the loss of information from the lack of
first response is substantial.
7.5.4 Alternative PAM technique
An alternative post-processing method to the simple summation of responses is propo ed here,
to optimize contrast imaging based on the knowledge of the new behaviour presented in the
previous section. In order to increase the energy of the signal when noresp nse is observed, a
simple division by the energy contained within this first response will act to reduc the ‘zero-
memory’ tissue scatter further, while simultaneously increasing the energy ofthe Population


















































































































































































































































Figure 7.8: Variations in energy density with increasing acoustic pressure (1.6MHz).Bubbles
have been categorized as those which the first signal in is below the noise level of
the system (Population 1), and those which give an above noise response(P pula-
tion 2). 219





































Figure 7.9: Number of Definity signals which give no above noise signal to the first halfampli-
tude pulse, as a percentage (%) of the total number of scatterers measured, from
335kPa to 1020kPa.














































(a) Mean Fundamental Response













































(b) Mean 2nd Harmonic Response
Figure 7.10: Mean 2nd pulse (full amplitude) responses from Definity signals to increasing
acoustic pressure (1.6MHz, six cycle) pulse amplitude imaging pulses. Bubbles
have been categorized as those for which the first signal in response to thfirst
half amplitude pulse is below the noise level of the system (Population 1), and
those which give an above noise signal (Population 2).
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(a) Mean Fundamental Response














































(b) Mean 2nd Harmonic Response
Figure 7.11: Mean PAM responses from Definity signals to increasing acoustic pressure
(1.6MHz, six cycle) pulse amplitude imaging pulses. Bubbles have been cat -
gorized as those for which the first signal in response to the first half amplitude
pulse is below the noise level of the system (Population 1), and those which give
an above noise signal (Population 2).
to implement into hardware or post-processing software, the validity of this appro ch will be
investigated here to show that further improvements using more intelligent signal processing
are possible.
Linear scatterer
Figure 7.12 shows the effect of division of the PAM result by the first half-amplitude response
for a linear scatterer. For example, in the case of a linear scatterer such as a sub-millimeter cop-
per sphere, or indeed response from human tissue, this first pulse respons will always be finite
and above noise, resulting in a reduction of the Brock-Fisher result upon division, as seen. For
the stationary linear scatterer, the PAM method is very efficient in reducing no linear scatter,
and no improvement is seen in the 2nd harmonic when this is divided by the firstpulse re-
sponse. An improvement of -3.3 dB is observed in the remaining fundamentalsca ter following
division by first response (‘Alternative PAM’ response). However, fo the moving scatterers,
which are subject to decorrelation of signals between imaging pulses, the PAM method is less
efficient at removing both linear and nonlinear scatter (as a ‘memory’ effect is introduced by
the movement). An increased improvement (i.e. reduction of scatter) is seen by dividing the
PAM result by the first response (‘Alternative PAM’ response), giving a mean 8.79dB reduc-
























































































(b) Results from 11 moving spheres subject to
decorrelation (Sizes35µm to 53µm).
Figure 7.12: Division of the PAM result by the finite first half-amplitude pulse response results
in decreased fundamental scatter for a stationary linear scatterer (-42.53dB fun-
damental and -23.60dB 2nd harmonic reduction from full pulse response). For a
moving linear scatterer, which is subject to decorrelation, the scatter is reduc
further, in both the fundamental and the 2nd harmonic. Transmitted 1.6MHz,
550kPa PAM pulses.
improvement in the contrast to tissue ratio is available when there is significant lack of first
half-amplitude response from bubbles, which will increase the contrast signal in comparison to
the linear scattered signal.
Definity
Figure 7.13 shows how this alternative processing effects the two populations previously iden-
tified. As compared to Figures 7.10 and 7.11, it can be seen that this Alternativ PAM response
brings the two populations of scatter closer in energy density. Above an incident acoustic pres-
sure of 550kPa the responses from population one (no first pulse response) have greater mean
scatter values than the population two scatter (those which do give a respons to all pulses).
Thus, by using the extra information which the PAM technique discards, the scatter can be
increased when compared to a linear scatterer.
Figure 7.14 shows the mean responses from all bubbles measured (both population one and
two), for increasing acoustic pressures. The increase in low energy scatter in response to lower
incident acoustic pressures (335-410kPa) leads to the overall scatterbeing increased. In re-
sponse to high pressures of 550kPa - 1.02MPa the two processing techniques produce similar
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results (although the PAM is greater than the Alternative PAM). However, when compared to
the reduction of8.79dB and14.44dB (fundamental and 2nd harmonic respectively) which the
alternative processing gives to a moving linear scatterer, it can be seen that this gives a larger
contrast-to-linear scatter ratio.
















































(a) Mean Fundamental Response















































(b) Mean 2nd Harmonic Response
Figure 7.13: Mean Alternative PAM responses from Definity signals to increasing acoustic
pressure (1.6MHz, six cycle) pulse amplitude imaging pulses. Bubbles hav been
categorized as those for which the first signal in response to the first halfampli-
tude pulse is below the noise level of the system (Population 1), and those which
give an above noise signal (Population 2). The extra information from the lack
of first pulse response has been used to increase the scatter from Populati n 1
bubbles, and above an incident acoustic pressure of 710kPa this populati n dom-
inates the scatter from a sample of Definity bubbles, in both fundamental and 2nd
harmonic components of scatter.
7.6 Discussion
It is highly unlikely that bubble destruction takes place on the first pulse andcreates no mea-
surable signal, as is seen here. The existence of corresponding echoes in all the pulses of the
sequence in the experimental data from linear (Figure 7.2) and nonlinear scatterers (Figure 7.4)
confirm the robustness of the measurement system and the validity of the observed microbubble
behavior. The lack of microbubble response to a medium or low transmitted pressure is not a
new finding71,80,97,101. It has been shown that an increase in the number of Definity scatterers is
observed as acoustic pressure increases71, which is compatible with the results presented here.
There is no systematic study that deals with lipid-coated bubbles, which are generally seen
as softer shelled and therefore able to provide oscillations at very low acousti pressures. It
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(b) Mean 2nd Harmonic Response
Figure 7.14: Mean PAM and Alternative PAM responses from Definity signals to increasing
acoustic pressure (1.6MHz, six cycle) pulse amplitude imaging pulses. (a) hows
the fundamental mean values and (b) shows the mean 2nd harmonic respons .
seems, though, that there is a lower limit to acoustic pressure that will induce microbubble
vibration for different microbubbles80. However, this threshold may fall within the limits of
these optical techniques, and was measured at much lower acoustic pressures to the present
experiments. This paper also reports cases of microbubbles that did not provide any oscillation
even at higher acoustic pressures, more relevant to the results presented h re. At the range of the
acoustic pressures that the lack of signal was observed in the presentexp riments, Marmottant
et al50 observed compression-only oscillation that provided large oscillations (300kPa). It is
possible that compression-only events provide very weak scatter, but itis generally difficult to
compare the optical microscopy spatial thresholds with the acoustic thresholdof the receiver
in our experiments. It is therefore possible that a number of oscillating microbubbles do not
provide a scatter strong enough to be captured by even the most sensitiveof acoustic receivers.
It is possible that in the second population of bubbles shown here, the larger acoustic pressures
(i.e., the middle full pulse) that provide significant responses above measurement threshold may
produce significant damage to the shell, and that the third half-pulse is recorded as a result of
decreased resistance to oscillation.
As discussed, single bubble acoustic measurements are limited in detecting all microbubble
echoes, because microbubble responses below noise are not accounted f r. At higher concen-
trations in real imaging situations, where more than one microbubble contributesto a detectable
echo, the effects from single bubbles below noise may become significant. In diagnostic imag-
ing problems where small blood flows such as perfusion are investigated, itis expected that very
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few microbubble are responsible for contrast enhancement; in such cases, single microbubble
measurements are highly relevant, and the detection of as many bubbles as pos ible is important.
Conversely, in situations where large microbubble concentrations are used, such as left ventricu-
lar opacification, the requirement for improvement of contrast-to-tissue ratio is not imperative.
Although the pulse amplitude modulation sequence is effective in reducing the fundamental
component from linear scatterers, it is not designed to exploit the behavior seen here, and thus
microbubble information is lost. In a diagnostic imaging situation when no microbubble signal
is received on the first pulse, the signal is purely from tissue and therefor could be exploited to
provide a higher contrast-to-tissue ratio. It has been proposed that thepres nce of an acoustic
pressure threshold in the microbubble response is suitable for an amplitude-modulated pulsing
approach80. However, the different and relatively large half-amplitude response suggests that
phase modulation combined with amplitude modulation may be more effective in this case, and
further work is required here. The movement of the microbubble and the importance of the
slight decorrelation mentioned previously may also have a role and need to beaddr ssed in
future experiments. At lower mechanical index (MI), where the lack of first pulse response is
a small part of the total microbubble scatter, our data suggest that the current pulse sequence
design is useful for imaging. Most pulse sequences are based on theoretical assumptions of
the microbubble behavior that are then tested with experiments that use a microbubble suspen-
sion64,163. It is also assumed that microbubbles behave fairly uniformly, which was shown ere
to be incorrect. Single microbubble scatter measurements offer insight to the operati n of pulse
sequences and may be used to optimize them. In addition, it should be possible toaddress
pulsesequence design using such measurements alone.
Figures 7.12-7.14 show how an improved processing technique can be employ d to take advan-
tage of the behaviour observed here. Although this is a simplistic approach,the potential for
increased contrast to tissue ratio by using adaptive or more intelligent signal processing based
on individual bubble responses can be seen.
7.7 Conclusion
The response to single Definity microbubbles to a simple pulse sequence has ben investigated
here for the first time. The results presented from single bubble scatter show that the linear
response of microbubbles, as predicted from theory and upon which thepuls amplitude modu-
lation is based, may not hold when bubbles are subject to varying amplitude pulses. Behaviours
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have been observed which are not exploited by current pulsing schemes, and may offer in-
creased contrast to tissue ratio to clinical diagnostic techniques when they are targeted by more
sophisticated signal processing or transmit pulsing schemes. These effects have not previously
been observed in large concentration measurements, which confirms the usefulne s of single
scattering events in advancing the current knowledge of the interaction between microbubbles
and ultrasound.
7.8 Further work
The work presented in this Chapter will benefit from further work using aexpanded set of
incident acoustic parameters, especially applying pulses of lower amplitude.A comparison
with other agents would also reveal any shell or gas dependent effectson the results shown here.
A direct comparison of the results with optical measurements would offer greater understanding
to the lack of first pulse response. Extension of the modified processing technique outlined
here would require further testing, especially with higher concentrations of microbubbles and




Conclusions and further work
8.1 Conclusions
As outlined in Chapter 1 of this thesis, present knowledge of the interaction of microbubbles
with ultrasound is far from complete. The full potential of contrast agents inimproving diag-
nostic and therapeutic techniques has not yet been achieved. This thesisa study of single mi-
crobubble scattering in order to gain understanding of the ultrasound microbubble interaction,
as is relevant to diagnostic and therapeutic techniques. The study of the acoustic response of
single microbubbles offers valuable insight, since it is directly related to their us in diagnostic
imaging, and as shown in this thesis offers advantages over high concentration measurements
which are limited by the presence of multiple subpopulations of scatterers within ahigh concen-
tration sample. Quantitative information of microvasculature blood flow is highly desirable in
the diagnosis and treatment of a number of diseases, and has the potential toadd arge benefits
to both diagnosis and patient care, but this is not possible without quantitative in itro mea-
surements which define the range of responses from microbubbles, as ispresented here. The
experimental single bubble measurement system used in this work offers accurate calibration
of both transmit and receive systems, providing absolute measurements of the pressure fields
created by a point scatterer.
A novel type of analysis of acoustic single bubble signals has been introduced in Chapters 3-7,
comparing the filtered components of fundamental and harmonic scatter of acoustic signals.
This allows a direct comparison between experimental and theoretical data when combined
with the statistical techniques introduced in Chapters 3 and 4. The logarithmic graphs of funda-
mental versus harmonic energy density shown in these chapters have notb e used previously
to analyze single bubble signals. They allow both qualitative and quantitative comparisons and
conclusions to be made on the energy of scatter and nonlinearity, but also allow further features
of microbubble scatter (such as compression to expansion ratio and envelope of response) to be
probed in conjunction with these metrics.
These methods have shown that within a typical sample of contrast agent, a small population of
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bubbles can be identified which show a significantly increased overall scatter. The scatter from
these resonant bubbles contains increased fundamental components withrespect to the compo-
nents of higher harmonics. In approaching the radius of peak scatter, the signals are observed
to show increasing fundamental scatter with time over the duration of the transmitted pulse,
with a maximum signal observed with a symmetric envelope at resonance. Compression dom-
inated behaviour, which has been previously observed in experimental studie , is not predicted
by the model used here, and this will be investigated further in future studies. Indicators which
allow the classification of acoustic bubble signals as resonant scatter havebeen identified and
observed experimentally, including:
• Increased energy of scatter.
• Increased fundamental to harmonic ratio.
• Increasing amplitude of response.
This has allowed the identification of resonant scatter in acoustic single bubble experimental
data for the first time. The techniques presented here provide significantinsight into resonant
populations of bubble scatter, providing the basis for improved imaging techniques based upon
more intelligent pulse sequence design and/or improved signal processing.
In contrast to these Definity results, no conclusive evidence for resonance behaviour in biSphere
has been detected. The results presented agree well with previous studies, wh ch define the
mechanism of scatter from hard shelled albumin agents to result from shell disruption and gas
release. Partial echoes, shorter than the incident pulse duration, havebeen observed for low
frequency pulses of sufficient amplitude, suggesting partial release ofgas from bubbles. The
lack of this echo at lower amplitudes suggest these arise from a population which otherwise
remain intact and produce no signal, unless a sufficient acoustic pressure i incident upon them.
This agrees with previous studies, which show the disruption of an albumin shell i frequency
dependent, and that the number of single scattering events produced from a sample of contrast
agents has an acoustic pressure dependence.
Results from the single bubble system have been used, together with a variety of statistical
analysis methods, to produce understanding of the diffusion and destruction effects which mi-
crobubbles from samples of biSphere and Definity undergo, in response t increasing acoustic
pressures and frequencies. Definity has been shown to exhibit more resili nce to the destruc-
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tive properties of the imaging pulse than biSphere, and this has been attributed to th increased
stability of the lipid shell, perhaps due to the flexible nature of the phospholipid structure. The
two populations of bubbles previously identified (off-resonance and resonance) show different
characteristics of survivability. biSphere scatter has been shown to be more easily disrupted by
the imaging pulses, due to the nature of the Albumin shell and the solubility of the encapsulated
gas. Bubbles signals which do survive subsequent imaging pulses do not exhibit the charac-
teristics of acoustically driven diffusion, suggesting that the Albumin shells are not affected in
the same way as the lipid shells of Definity. These results warrant further work with combined
optical and acoustic measurements to investigate effect of imaging pulses on the structure of
the Albumin shells.
It is the hope of the author that the results and analysis set out in this thesis will be helpful for
ongoing work investigating the response of contrast agents to ultrasound. The author believes
that useful progress toward quantitative comparison of acoustic measurements and theoretical
modeling has been made. The experimental system used here has drawbacks, and while an
improved system may allow expansion on the range of parameters investigated, the analysis
techniques introduced here will remain useful in any such future work.
The knowledge of the contrast-ultrasound interaction presented here can provide the basis for
improved signal processing tools for contrast enhanced imaging, with potential benefits to both
diagnostic techniques and microbubble manufacture.
8.2 Further work
The results from strain softening Mooney Rivlin shell model have been prsented here. Further
work is needed to compare the results of this model to other models available in the litera-
ture, including the similar models of Hoff128 and Skalak (a strain hardening model)85, and the
Marmottant model for large amplitude oscillations of encapsulated bubbles which accounts for
buckling and rupture of the soft lipid shell. Initial results show that the Mooney Rivlin results
agree reasonably well with these alternative models. All models show the samecharacteris-
tics of resonance outlined above, but predict varying resonance peaks, and therefore differing
responses from a distribution of bubbles. Further work is needed to invest gate the response
from varying imaging frequencies and acoustic pressures of these alternativ models, in order
to define the best model for Definity. A comparison of the results will allow further analysis of
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the shell parameters.
The experimental results shown here indicate good agreement with the theortical predications.
In order to improve the results from the Mooney Rivlin model, and fine tune theparameters used
to model the soft phospholipid shell of Definity, a more rigorous statistical analysis is needed. A
one-to-one map associating each experimental signal with a one specific simulated signal (with
optimized parameters) would allow a complete analysis of parameter variance, and determine
if optimal parameters exist for an ensemble of microbubbles. This approachhas the potential
to further improve the understanding of the shell’s effect on soft shelledmicrobubbles. Further
experimental results will also improve understanding of the Definity response to ultrasound
imaging pulses. In particular, the effect of differing incident pulse lengths on the response from
the resonance populations will be useful.
The experimental results with the albumin based contrast agent biSphere present various be-
haviours, but in order to achieve a fuller understanding of the behaviour of hard shelled albumin
contrast agents a theoretical description of the bubble responses is needed for comparison. Fur-
ther experimental results also offer potential for improving the understanding of the behaviours
observed here. In particular, the effect of differing incident pulse lengths will provide extra
information on the differing durations of response observed. Optical observations of the dif-
ferent responses will also give confirmation of bubble shell integrity, and information on the
destruction and remnants of shells.
Measurements of bubble radii, using the optical techniques described in Chapters 3 and 4,
will add information about the disruption and subsequent dissolution of microbubbles due to
the imaging pulses. It has been shown that the size distribution of albumin bubbles changes
significantly after an insonation above the destruction threshold is incident upon the sample
of bubbles, and that the resulting distribution is dependent on the insonantfrequency65. This
information will add significant confidence to the above analysis.
The results presented in Chapter 5 provide an insight into the evolution of contrast agents when
in the presence of a range of clinical imaging parameters, but further exprimental work will
provide an increased understanding of these effects. That lipid bubbles at r sonance provide
increased resilience over those bubbles off-resonance is not fully understood, and optical ex-
periments recreating the conditions used here will provide further insight into he evolution of
the respective populations. The results presented are in response to pulse repetition frequencies
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of 1kHz, giving 1ms separation between imaging pulses. Further work invest gating the effect
of pulse interval variation on the evolution of bubbles in the respective populations identified
in Definity may elucidate the impact of diffusion on bubble signal evolution. Incident pulses
with higher PRFs may provide information on how much effect the solubility of thegas has on
the evolution of the signal as compared to the effect of the shell. This can also be investigated
using contrast agents that are constructed with the same type of shell whilstcontaining different
encapsulated gases.
A theoretical model for diffusion would improve the understanding of the experimental re-
sults presented here. A one-to-one map of experimental bubble signals to theoretical signals,
as suggested above, incorporating a change in bubble diameter between puls s to reflect the
change in energy of signal, could provide better comparison with optical experiments which
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